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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. The ~uestions of the Dissertation 
It is the aim of this dissertation to study the change which 
takes place in students in twelve weeks of clinical pastoral educa-
tion. More specifically, this will be an exploratory study attempt-
ing to develop a methodology to evaluate change in one group of thir-
teen students in the Institute of Pastoral Care program at Massachu-
setts General Hospital and to discover the empirical relationships 
among the personality and behavioral variables being measured. This 
change will be defined and examined in terms of the following ques-
tions: (1) During the intensive twelve-week period of clinical pas-
toral education do changes occur in the students with respect to the 
following four areas: (a) scores on personality tests and behavioral 
1 
rating scales, (b) self-insight, (c) patient impact, and (d) insight 
into patient impact? (2) If changes do occur in any of these four 
areas, can these changes be shown to be correlated with behavior in 
the other areas? (For example, is change in patient impact positively 
or negatively correlated with self-insight?) (3) Is the type of impact 
which a clinical pastoral education student makes upon hospital patients 
1Patient impact for the purposes of t his dissertation will be 
defined as the hospital patients' reactions to t he pastoral visits 
of the student chaplains in relation to the enjoyment and utility 
values of these encounters. The patients' reactions were rated by 
the students and subsequently by the chaplain-supervisors who inter-
viewed the patients. 
1 
correlated with any of the following four areas: (a) scores on person-
ality tests and behavioral rating scales, (b) self-insight, (c) individ-
ual variables of impact, and (d) insight into impact on patients? 
It is the hope of clinical pastoral education that significant 
changes will take place in the personality and behavior of the stu-
dents within the framework of an intensive twelve-week clinical 
training program. Clinical pastoral education aims at the improve-
ment of the pastor or theological student as a person and as a prac-
titioner. Traditionally, clinical pastoral education has hoped that 
its trainees might develop more understanding into themselves and 
their interpersonal relations with other people. In t his disser-
tation we seek to discover through the methodology which is de-
veloped whether or not significant changes do occur with respect to 
personality and interpersonal behavior within the framework of a 
twelve-week program of clinical pastoral education. If changes 
do occur, what then are the interrelationships of these changes? 
We shall seek to evalua te change in terms of scores on personality 
tests and behavioral rating scales, self-insight, patient impact, 
and insight into patient impact. We shall then seek to interpret 
the interrelationships of the changes which take place. Thus t his 
study will be directly related to the underlying philosophy, goals, 
and methods of clinical pastoral education. It will also be re-
lated to the theory of theological education. As implications 
arise relating to clinical pastoral educa tion and theological 
education in relation to changes which are found to take place or 
not to take place or in relation to t he intercorrelation analysis 
2 
of personality and behavioral variables, we shall discuss them. One 
example of this latter type of implication and relation might be 
found in respect to the correlation between self-insight and pastoral 
impact. If this correlation is found to be highly positive, the door 
will be opened for improvement in pastoral effectiveness by focusing 
more heavily upon increasing self-insight during t heological edu-
cation. 
B. The Problem of Methodology 
One of the problems which has hampered clinical pastoral edu-
cation in the past has been the lack of respectable mea sures to eval-
uate what takes place in, or the degree of success of, a twelve-week 
training period or program. There has been a question as to whether 
or not the methods of a clinical traini ng program lea d toward the 
realization of its goals, and, t herefore, whether or not the under-
lying educational theory is sound and realistic. There is a need 
for a methodology which meets the standards of the behavioral 
sciences. It is hoped that this study, though an exploratory one, 
might offer some lea ds and help in t his area as its own methodology 
is set forth. 
One of the questions which has continued to baffle pastors 
in their ministry to people is: 11Row do I know how people are 
responding to my pastoral approach!" Pastors desire to know what 
type of effect they a re having upon the people on whom they call. 
Perhaps the impact measure which is set forth in the methodology 
of this study will be a helpful consideration and means toward 
solving this problem. 
For the purposes of this study, change in scores on personality 
tests and behavioral ra ting scales and change in self-insight will 
be measured through the following inventories and ratings: (1) "The 
Sixteen Personality Factors Test" of Cattell, (2) "Edwards' Personal 
Preference Schedule," (3) the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey 11 Study of 
Values,M (4) a self-concept test, and (5) a peer perception rating. 
The first three of these measures a re available as standardized 
tests; the last two were developed at Massachusetts General Hospital 
for the purposes of t his study. 
Change in patient impact and insight into in~ct will be studied 
through the scores of the students with respect to the enjoyment and 
utility values of their pastoral calls. These calls will be rated 
by the students and by the supervisors (upon subsequent interviews 
with the patients) and the resultant ratings compared. This approach 
to the understanding of the effects of pastoral calls is a new one 
and was developed for the purposes of this study. There was little 
or no groundwork to build upon in t his area. An "impact card 11 
1 
and an "impact questionnaire" were developed. The methodology 
of this study will be discussed more fully in Chapter III. 
1 
See Chapter III, pp. 57-85. 
4 
C. Definitions 
1. Clinical Pastoral Educa tion 
In order to define clinical pastoral education, the following 
two definitions are given: 
Clinical Pastoral Education is an opportunity for a theo-
logical student or pastor to learn Pastoral Care through 
interpersonal relations in an appropriate center, such as 
a hospital, correctional institution or other clinical 
situations, where an integrated program of theory and 
practice is individually supervised by a qualified Chaplain 
Supervisor, with the collaboration of an inter-professional 
staff.l 
Clinical pastoral education is an intensive, supervised 
laboratory experience conducted under clin1ca1 principles 
wherein one's person, faith, theology and understanding 
of man are confront ed through live, interpersonal rela-
ti ons with the needs of one's fellowmen in t heir existen-
tial situations and crises as one seeks to minister in 
the role of pastor. 2 
Since an understanding of clinical pastoral education is so 
pertinent to this study, Appendix I will contain a copy of the 
"Standards for Clinical Pastoral Education" adopted by the repre-
senta tives of the Council for Clinical Training, Inc., t he Institute 
of Pastoral Care, Inc., the Lutheran Advisory Council of Pastoral 
Care, and t he Association of Seminary Professors in t he Practical 
3 
Fields. Chapter II will oe concerned with a discussion of clin-
ical pastoral education. It will deal with a specific twelve-week 
1standards for Clinical Pastoral Education, Adopted at the 
Fourth National Conference on Clinical Pastoral Education, Chicago, 
Ill., October 13, 1953. 
2Paul R. Swanson, "Clinical Pastoral Education in t he Institute 
of Pastoral Care, 1' Clinical Pastoral Education, Report of the 1959 
Fall Conference of the Institute of Pastoral Ca re (Framingham, Mass., 
1959), p. 2. 
3see Appendix I, p. 207. 
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program of clinical pastoral education at the Vassachusetts General 
Hospital in connection with which this study was made. 
2. Personality 
Personality is very difficult to try to define. This becomes 
clear as one reviews Gordon Allport's struggle to capture its 
meaning. He lists fifty meanings of personality and of its parent 
1 
terms "persona" and "person. 11 For the purposes of this study, 
personality wil l be defined in terms of: (a) variables of person-
ality indicated on personality inventories, (b ) va riables of person-
ality indicated on behavioral rating scales, and (c) variables of 
personality derived from these two areas which deal with personality 
and behavioral insight. 
3. Impact 
Behavioral impact as operationally defined for the purposes of 
this dissertation has already been briefly set forth as referring to 
11 the hospital patients' reactions to the pastoral visits of the student 
chaplains in relation to the enjoyment and utility values of these 
2 
encounters." The patients' reactions to the student chaplains' 
visits were rated by the students and subsequently by the chaplain-
supervisors who interviewed the patients. We are here seeking to 
arrive at a mea sure of pastoral effectiveness and change in pastoral 
1 Gordon W. Allport, Personality, A Psychological Interpretation 
(New York: Henry Holt and Company, Inc., 1937), pp. 24-54. 
2 See footnote bottom of page 1. 
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effectiveness in relation to pastoral visitation. Our index in 
measuring this dimension becomes the patients' reactions. The 
ratings of the students and the supervisors are in terms of their 
perceptions of these reactions and in terms of the patients' answers 
to a questionnaire which was administered by the supervisors. Impact 
will be treated in Chapter III, end scales for measuring the degree 
to which the patients valued the pastoral calls in terms of the 
enjoyment and utility of the calls will be described. 
4. Insight 
For the purposes of this investigation, insight will be defined 
in terms of 11 self-insight 11 and "insight into impact." Self-insight 
will refer to the agreement or discrepancy between self-ratings and 
peer ratings of twenty personality traits as measured by a peer 
perception rating. Insight into impact will refer to the agreement 
or discrepancy between the students' ratings of the impact of their 
calls upon hospital patients and the ratings of the chaplain-super-
visors based upon interviews with these patients. 
D. Limitations of the Study 
1. The :Brevity of the Study 
One limitation of this study was the fact that the clinical 
pastoral education program a.t Massachusetts General Hospital was 
only for twelve weeks. The twelve-week program is quite common. 
It tends to be the rule rather than the exception within the 
Institute of Pastoral Care and the Council for Clinical Training. 
7 
If a student within the Institute of Pastoral Care is to receive a 
certificate of accreditation for his clinical study, it is given in 
terms of 11 basic" or "advanced" twelve-week quarters. The theory and 
practicality of twelve-week programs will become an incidental issue 
in this study. 
2. The Limited Student Sample 
The number of students admitted for clinical pastoral education 
at given training centers depends upon a combination of several 
factors. Two of the most important factors are (1) the limitation 
of the institution as to the number of patients available for 
pastoral calling, s.nd (2) the number of supervisors available at 
the center. Both of these limitations were involved in accepting 
only thirteen students for training at Hassachusetts General 
Hospital . The number of students assigned to one supervisor is 
usually six. At Massachusetts General Hospital there were two 
supervisors. Thirteen students were chosen as the sample for 
this study. For purposes of research, it must be realized that 
this is a very small sample. 
3. The Lack of a Random Sample of Patients 
According to the present philosophy of clinical pastoral 
education at Massachusetts General Hospital , students are given 
permanent floor or ward chaplaincy assignments for the total 
quarter of training. It is felt that this provides for more 
opportunity for the development of meaningful staff and patient 
8 
contact and resultant student growth than would be possible if the 
assignments of the student chaplains were changed periodica.lly 
throughout the twelve-week program. At ~~ssachusetts General 
Hospital patients of different socio-economic classes and of 
different disease entities are assigned to specific sections of 
the hospital. Their familiarity and receptivity with respect to 
the approach of a student chaplain varies widely. As a result, 
the floor assignments of the student chaplains were quite different 
in several respects. It was not possible for us in this study to 
provide a randomized sample of patients. Ideally. it would have 
been helpful if the program be.d been for a longer period. The 
students could then have been rotated as to chaplaincy assignments 
in order that all could have spent an equal amount of time on all 
of the wards. Practically speaking, t his was impossible. 
Except for referrals which came their way with respect to 
certain patients, the students developed their own patient con-
tacts and relationships on the field, even as parish pastors do 
within the community. The trainees were not assigned to specific 
patients. 
4. The ~estion of a Control Group 
In the co-ordinated research studies in client-centered therapy 
of Carl Rogers and his associates at the Counseling Center at the 
University of Chicago where the focus was upon personality change 
resulting from psychotherapy, it was possible to make good use of 
9 
1 
control groups. In the present study. a control group was not 
available. The one factor of experience which these students nad 
in common was an intensive twelve-week program of clinical pastoral 
education at Massachusetts General Hospital. They lived in this 
environment for eight hours per day five days per week for twelve 
weeks. In relation to our methodology. it would have been helpful 
if we could have compared the changes whi ch took place in these 
students with the changes which took place in a control group 
outside of clinical pa storal training. The resultant findings 
could have served to give us a truer idea as to whether or not 
the changes which took place in the clinical students were due to 
clinical pastoral education. 
5. The Validity of the Impact Ratings 
Because there was no significant groundwork upon which to build 
with respect to studying and recording the behavioral impact of 
the student chaplain-patient encounter. the approach to impact 
in this study is a new one. The 11 impact card 11 used by the students 
and the chaplain-supervisors and the 11 impact questionnaire" used by 
the chaplain-supervisors were developed for the purposes of this 
2 
study. Information covering the validity of the i mpact r a tings 
made by the students and the chaplain-supervisors was not available. 
It is hoped that the results of tne study itself might shed some 
1
see 11 Studies of Carl Rogers and Associates, 11 pp. 19-27. 
2 See Chapter III. pp. 74-79. 
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light on the question of the validity of the impact measures. Two 
questions which must be raised here a re: (1) Were the terms --
enjoyment and utility -- clear and appropriate as they were defined 
for use with respect to the student s, chaplain-supervisors, and 
patients in this study? and (2) As the personalities and value 
systems of these individuals differed, would these factors serve 
to invalidate their r atings on the impact variables? The criterion 
for ra ting pastoral effectiveness was perception of tne patients' 
reactions to the approaches of the student chapla ins. 
Inter-supervisor reliability and intra-supervisor reliability 
were found to be very high (t.99) as the individual ra tings of the 
supervisors were made on the recorded materials wnich were brought 
back from their interviews with the patients and as their early 
ratings of given interview materials were checked with later ratings 
on tne same material. 
A subjective factor or variable which was difficult to control 
and rule out was need on the part of the students and on tne part 
of the chaplain-supervisors to see improvement in the impact ratings 
toward the end of the program. Thus it could be argued that there 
might have been a tendency to give more nositive ratings of student-
patient impact at that period. he students and chaplain-supervisors 
were made aware of tnis possibility. A check upon this tendency 
in relation to the chapla in-supervisors was the fact that the 
interviews of a chaplain-supervisor were tape-recorded and his 
11 
impact ratings were correla ted with those of two other judges who 
listened to the tapes. The impact ra tings of the judges, made for 
the purpose of checking reliability, were not made with records of 
the impact ratings of the chaplain-supervisor before the r a ters, 
nor were they necessarily made in any carefull y defined time se-
quence. 
6. The Reliability and Validity of the Self-concept Test and Peer 
Perception Rating 
Since the investigation under consideration was an exploratory 
study, the methodology which was developed was experimental. The self-
concept test and peer perception rating used were strictly in their 
experimental stages of development. Little or no preliminary work 
had been done on these tests with regard to reliability and validity. 
However, we used these tests with the following justifica tion. If 
the intercorrelation analysis of the present study indicated that 
the measures provided by these two tests yielded significant relation-
ships to the other variables and measures in the study, this would 
prove to be a helpful discovery. The meaning of such a discovery 
would then require further experimenta tion and analysis. If these 
tests did not yield significant relationships with the other variables 
in the study, they could be dropped without further loss of time and 
effort. This is an exploratory study designed to 11 search for 11 rather 
than "test out" hypotheses. No normative information was available 
concerning these experimental mea sures. The standardized personality 
inventories which were used have been studied intensely. Information 
12 
concerning their reliability, validity, and norms have been published. 
They have undergone considerable statistical refinement. The measures 
which were used in the study will be presented and discussed in Chap-
1 
ter III. 
E. Previous Dissertations and Studies in the Field 
1. Dissertation of Barbara V~e Atwood 
The thesis of Barbara Mae Atwood, entitled "Personal Change 
in Clinical Pastoral Training," 11was concerned with personal change 
in cl i nical pastoral training and the relationships between such 
2 
change and certain aspects of personality and life situation." 
The following hypotheses were tested: 
(a) Personal change takes place to varying degrees in clin-
ical pastoral training. 
(b) Personal changes which occur are related to aspects 
within the personality and life situation. 
(c) Personal change taking place during training is re-
lated to the trainee3s view of himself and his re-
lations with others. 
Her study was carried out under the Council for Clinical 
Training. Her sample consisted of fifty-four male, undergraduate 
divinity students enrolled for their basic, twelve-week quarter 
1 See Chapter III, pp. 57-85. 
2 Barbara Mae Atwood, "Personal Change in Clinical Pastoral 
Training" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 
1958). 
3!lli· 
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of clinical pastoral education in one of thirteen training centers. 
Her methodology consisted of weekly logs, check lists, and final 
questionnaires with respect to the supervisors and the use of weekly 
diary records, the Cornell Index, and beginning and final question-
naires with respect to the students. 
The conclusions of her study were: (a) that students changed 
to varying degrees during the course of clinical pastoral education, 
and (b) that the personal changes which take place are related to 
the trainee's views of himself and his relations with others, but 
(c) other than these two area s here indicated, no specific elements 
of personality and life situations were significantly associated 
1 
with the personal change. 
2. Dissertation of Kenneth s. Crofoot 
The title of Mr. Crofoot's thesis is "A Survey of Progress of 
Clinical Pastoral Education in the Protestant Denominations of the 
United States as a Preparation for Pasto~l Counseling.n2 As 
preparation for setting up a program of clinical pastoral education, 
Mr. Crofoot took a survey of the programs at ten centers from the 
Council for Clinical Training and the Institute of Pastoral Care. 
His methodology, which was largely one of interviewing the directors 
of these programs, is not significantly rela ted to that of this 
1Ibid. 
ZKenneth S. Crofoot, "A Survey of Progress of Clinical Pastoral 
Education in the Protestant Denominations of the United States as a 
Preparation for Pastoral Counseling" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, 
George Washington University, 1959). 
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present study. His general conclusion wa s that in comparison with 
the tradi tiona.l classroom approach and methods of the seminaries, 
the approach of clinical pastoral education results in more rapid 
personal development and growth in self-understanding and in one's 
capacities for constructive interpersonal relations. 
3. Dissertation of William E. Ramsden 
The thesis of William E. Ramsden was entitled 11The Processes 
1 
and Effects of a Training Group in Cl inical Pastora l Education." 
11It was undertaken as a first step in resea rch to develop systematic 
understanding of small group processes fro m the pastoral standpo i nt 
and to evaluate the training groups which are a regular part of the 
program in Clinical Pastoral Education (OPE) at Boston Sta te Hos-
2 
pital. 11 Ramsden made an intensive study of an interpersonal group 
of eight members wnich met together for ninety mi nutes three times 
per week for twelve weeks. He made a content analysis of the group 
sessions. He also sought to analyze the group in terms of the Lea ry 
3,4 
Interpersonal System of Personality. He developed a sociometric 
ranking questionnaire relative to individual interact ion within the 
group. 
1 William E. Ramsden, 0The Processes and Effects of a Training 
Group in Clinical Pastoral Education 11 (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
Boston University, 1960). 
2Ibid., Abstract, p. 353. 
3T. Leary, Multilevel Mea surement of Interpersonal Behavior 
(Berkeley, California: Psychological Consultation Service, 1956). 
~- Lea ry, Interpersonal Diagnosis of Personality (New York: 
Ronald Press, 1957). 
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Ramsden's work was primarily an explora tory study wherein he 
tested out certain hypotheses in seeking to develop a methodology 
pertinent to the analysis of interpersonal groups within clinical 
pastoral education. His work seemed to indicate: (a) that although 
content analysis of group sessions is a helpful means to understand 
what happens in interpersonal groups, its over-all results for pur-
poses of on-going analysis and interpreta t ion do not merit t he time 
and energy involved, (b) that t he Leary System did not provide 
decisive results sufficient to merit its use i n small interpersonal 
group situations within the twelve-week training period of clinical 
pastoral educa tion, and (c) that the sociometric questi onnaire 
developed within the framework of the study deserves further con-
sideration since the indications were that it is a promising 
analytical instrument. 
4. Study of Malcolm D. Gynther and J. Obert Kempson 
This study wa s entitled "Personal and Interpersonal Changes in 
1 
Clinical Pastoral Training." Its purpose was "to evs~uate the 
personalities and interpersonal rela tions of ministers participating 
in short-term clinical pastoral training and to determine the effects, 
2 
if any, of such a program on individual and group processes. 11 
1 ll..alcolm D. Gynther and J. Obert Kempson, "Personal and Inter-
personal Changes in Clinical Pastoral Training, 11 Journal of Pastoral 
Care, XII (1958), pp. 210-219. 
2 Ibid., p. 218. 
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The sample consisted of four ministers in a program of clinical 
pastoral education unde:r the CouncU for Clinical Training. The in• 
vestigators sought b7 means of Leary' s Interpersonal Sys\em of Person-
1 
ality to assess the results of a batteey of personality inven,ories. 
Leaey1 s approach is one vhich may be adapted to the ane.lyste both of 
individual and group proceesea. It was hoped that this study might 
arrive at some helptul indications as to the usefulness of Lear;y·t a 
system as a means of evaluating clinical pastoral education. As 
parte of the Leary System. the investigators used the Minne&eta 
MulU:pbasic Personality Inventory, the Interpersonal Check List, 
and the Thematic Apperception 'l'est .. 
The reaults of the investigation by Gynther and Kempson were 
not encouraging. !he Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory 
indicated that the personality changes which did occur witb1n the 
students of either a superficial or more basic eon were minimal. 
It was telt that the ministers were still in a preliminary stage 
of group development after three months of training. 'l'wo of the 
ditf1oult1ee which were encountered were: (1) the investi.gators 
did not define in clear enough categories what they meant b7 
"change," and (2) the eample consisted of only four students 
and, therefore, did not lend 1 'self to statteUcal research. The 
investigators felt. however, that the tear1 Syetem appeared to 
hold some promise aa a meane of evaluating clinical pastoral 
l See footnotes 3 and 4 bottom of page 15. 
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education, but they could not indicate this by their present study. 
Gynther and Kempson felt that the sample of students in their 
original study was not representative of the trainees in clinical 
pastoral education in that they were considerably older and more 
experienced in the pastoral ministry. Usually in a program of 
clinical pastoral education there are a number of undergraduate 
theological students in addition to experienced pastors. To meet 
this problem, the investigators repeated their study, this time 
employing what was in their opinion 11a more representative sample 
of students. 111 The results of the second study confirm the tenta-
tive conclusions drawn in the initial investigation. These results 
are: 
(a) Neither seminarians nor experienced ministers demon-
strate a significant degree of basic or superficial 
personality change as a result of clinical pastoral 
training. 
{b) Neither seminarians nor experienced ministers perceive 
any significant changes in themselves during this 
training. 
(c) Seminarians and ministers both perceive changes in each 
other during the training period. 
(d) Seminarians may be more likely than older ministers to 
profit from the short-term group interaction, as the 2 younger trainees seem less guarded and more flexible. 
Gynther and Kempson felt that 11if greater self-understanding 
and more comprehension of group relationship are goals of clinical 
1 Malcolm D. Gynther and J. Obert Kempson, "Seminarians and 
Clinical Pastoral Training: a Follow-up Study," Journal of Social 
PsychologY, LVI {1962), pp. 9-14. 
2 ~ •• p. 14. 
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pastoral training, the student is more likely to achieve them in 
the one year training period than the three month period so fre-
quently used. nl 
5. Studies of Carl Rogers and Associates 
a. Introduction 
The interest of Carl Rogers and his associa t es at the Counseling 
Center at the University of Chicago was to gain objective measures of 
the process and results of client-centered therapy. The sample was 
a group of clients whom they tested prior to therapy , at the com-
pletion of therapy, and six months to a year after therapy. Two 
control groups were organized. The first of these consisted of a 
group of individuals in a sixty-day waiting period prior to therapy , 
and t he second wa s made up of a group of persons of equivalent socio-
economic status, student to non-student ra tio, who were not concerned 
with personal t herapy. The sixteen therapists who participated had 
had from one to six years of experience in counseling. The instru-
ments which were used included a variety of personality tests pre-
viously developed and several which were developed for the purpose 
of their studies. Extensive use was made of the ~-technique and 
the rating scale. 
Three specific studies which were subsequently described in 
the book, Psychotherapy and Personality Change, edited by Carl R. 
Rogers and Rosalind F. Dymond, appear especially pertinent to the 
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present study and will be considered in more detail. 1 These studies 
are being cited for several reasons. One of these reasons is that 
although these studies are concerned with growth and change as a 
result of a period of psychotherapy, the methodology which is used 
is not too different in various respects from the methodology of 
the study under consideration. The categories and forced choice 
principle of the Q-sort used in these studies are very closely 
related to the self-concept test used in the present study. One 
of these studies to be cited is concerned with the correlation of 
self-awareness and success of therapy or personality change and 
growth. One of the areas which we are investigating is that of 
self-insight and its correlation with personality and behavioral 
change. A second rea son for citing these studies is that the 
underlying personality theory of Rogers as to what takes place in 
the therapeutic process is not unrelated to the educational theory 
of clinical pastoral educa tion. The theory of Rogers is especially 
pertinent to the process of change and growth. We now turn to a 
consideration of the se three studies. 
b. Study of J ohn M. Butler and Gerard V. Haigh 
The title of this study was "Changes in the Relation between 
Self-Concepts and Ideal Concepts Consequent upon Client-Centered 
Counseling.n2 According to Rogers' theory of client-centered 
1Carl R. Rogers and Rosalind F. Dymond (ed.), Psychotherapy and 
Personality Change (Chicago, Ill.: Universit~ of Chicago Press, 1954). 
2Ibid., pp. 55-?5. 
psychotherapy, the self-concept is viewed as the determinant which 
allows for the admittance of experiences into awareness or for their 
suppression and repression, and it, therefore, serves as a regulator 
1 
of perceptual behavior. The self-concept includes an experiential 
value system which relates directly to one's self-respect. In 
accordance with this value system, each individual develops a 
"self-concept, 11 which he feels is descriptive of the person he 
really is, and an 11 ideal concept, 11 which is descriptive of the person 
he would like to become. An individual acts in accordance with his 
11 self-concept 11 or 11 eelf-image.n Where there is a low correlation, 
or a relatively high amount of discrepancy, ~dth respect to 
self-concept a nd ideal concept, there is a resultant low level of 
adjustment to life and concomitant anxiety and neurosis. Butler and 
Haigh hypothesized that it was the dissatisfaction which results from 
the discrepancy between self-concept and ideal concept which motivates 
individuals to come for counseling. Their basic concern was to see 
if it could be demonstra ted that a reduction in self-ideal discrepan-
cies was the determinant of successful client-centered therapy and 
terminantion of the counseling relationship. Their hypotheses were: 
(a) Client-centered counseling results in a decrease of self-
ideal discrepancies. 
(b) Self-ideal discrepancies will be more clearly reduced in 
clients who have been judged, on experimentally in~epen­
dent criteria, as exhibiting definite improvement. 
1car1 R. Rogers, Client-Centered Therapy (Boston, ~Bss.: Houghton 
Mifflin Co., 1951), pp. 481-533. 
Gaogers and Dymond, QP.. ill· , p. 59. 
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A set of one hundred self-referent statements was given to a 
sample of twenty-five clients in therapy. The clients were asked, 
in accordance with the q-technique, to sort the items into piles 
for two major categories -- self and ideal. The scale for the 
self category, according to which the cards were piled, varied 
from "like me" to "unlike me 11 ; the scale for the ideal category 
varied from "like ideal" to 11unlike ideal. 11 The resultant dis-
crepancy scores between 11 self 11 and "ideal" were figured. The clients 
were asked to do this at the beginning of counseling, at its con-
elusion, and again six months to a year afterwards. Three groups 
were tested: (1) the entire group of twenty-five persons as they 
entered upon therapy, (2) a control group of individuals in a sixty-
day waiting period before therapy, and (3) a subclass of t hose in 
therapy whose course in therapy was adjudged "successful. 11 The 
control group was tested before counseling and again after sixty 
days. 
The groups tested indicated at the outset a high rate of dis-
crepancy between 11 self-concept 11 and "ideal concept." In fact, there 
was a zero correlation, a factor indicative of low self-esteem and 
1 
a great amount of internal tension. ~y the end of counseling, 
this discrepancy had decreased for the majority of clients, and the 
2 
mean correlation was f.34. At the follow-up, there was no significant 
1 ill,g_. • p. 74. 
2Ibid. 
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change, and the reduction in the discrepancy between self-concept and 
ideal concept rema.ined constant. Relative to the control group, 
in which the relati onship between self-concept and ideal concept 
was also approximately zero, the sixty-day wait i ng period produced 
no change in t his correlati on. 
In order to t est the second hypothesis, t he pre-counseling 
scores and follow-up scores for the clients rated "definitely 
improved" were compared. The results of the comparison indicated 
that the reduction in self-ideal di£crepancies was even more marked 
than in the client group as a whole. However, the discrepancy 
between self-concept and ideal concept was not yet reduced to an 
optimal point. This was indicative that more counseling would be 
helpful. The hY:Potheses of the study were substantia.ted. 
c. Study of Esselyn C. Rudikoff 
The title of this study was "A Comparative Study of the Changes 
in the Concepts of the Self, the Ordinary Person, and the Ideal in 
1 
Eight Oases." The purpose was to compare the changes in concepts 
of self, of ordinary person, and of ideal in a sample of eight per-
sons who entered upon client-centered psychotherapy. These indi-
viduals were tested prior to therapy, at the conclusion of therapy, 
and at a follow-up period six months to a year after therapy. A 
control group was also tested. The theoretica l presupposition 
1 ~·· PP• 85-98. 
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beneath this study was that taking into account one's healthy desire 
to improve, it could be expected that the well-adjusted person might 
describe his ideal as somewhat higher than his self-concept and his 
cone ept of the ordina ry person. It could be expected further that 
there would be some variation between the concepts of the self and 
of the ordinary person. However, if there was a great deal of 
discrepancy between a person's concept of his self and that of 
either the ideal or the ordinary person, the person would be un-
comfortable with his anxieties and expectancies and be termed 
"maladjusted." Furthermore, if there was any great discrepancy 
between concepts of self, of ideal, and of ordinary person and 
a socially acceptable criterion of these three concepts, this 
discrepancy would also be an indication of a lack of adj ustment. 
In this study Rudikoff formulated three hypotheses for testing: 
(a) The concept of t he self should change more during t herapy 
than during a no-therapy period and should change more 
over therapy than the concepts of the ordinary person or 
of the ideal. 
(b) The concepts of the self and the ordinary person should 
become more like each other and more similar to the ideal 
over therapy than over a no-therapy control period. 
(c) The adjustment value of the concepts of the self and the 
ordinary person, as measured by an external criterion, 
should increase more over therapy than over a control 
period.l 
he main instrument of mea sure which Rudikoff used was the 
SIO ~-Sort devised by Butler and Haigh. 2 Definite trends were 
1 Ibid., p. 86. 
2 !lli·. pp. 55-75. 
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revealed for the entire group studied. They were as follows: 
(a) The self-concept disclosed somewhat decreased adjustment 
over the control period, a very significant improvement 
over therapy, and a slight loss over follow-up. 
(b) The perceptions of the adjustments of the ordinary person 
revealed a slight decrement over t he therapy period. 
(c) The concepts of self and of the ordinary person became 
more and more similar over each period. 
(d) The ideal was raised some,..,hat over the contro l period, 
but during the therapy and follow-up periods it was 
somewhat lowered in the direction of the1self, thus becoming a more achievable type of goal. 
d. Study of Manuel J. Vargas 
he title of this study was "Changes in Self-awareness during 
Client-Centered Therapy.u2 It was concerned with 11the emergence of 
new self-perceptions into awareness and their assimilation into the 
self-concept.n3 Its purpose was to investigate the relationship 
between the variables of 11 self-awa.reness 11 and "success of therapy." 
The working hypothesis was: 11Judged success of therapy correlates 
positively with self-awareness during therapy.n4 The methodology 
of this study was concerned with the analysis of transcribed thera-
peutic interviews from ten counseling cases. A special self-des-
cription instrument was devised to compare the results of t his 
5 analysis with four criteria of successful therapy. 11The self-
description instrument was developed to define categories of self-
awareness so that units of client self-perception could be counted 
1 ~., P• 98. 
4 
Ibid., p. 147. 
.2 ~., pp. 145-166. 5 ~., PP• 149-150. 
3 lli_9..., P• 145. 
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in a content analysis of the recorded case material. n1 The four 
criteria of success were: 
(a) The counselor's own rating of the therapy. 
(b) Dymond's ~-sort adjustment score for each client. 
(c) A Thematic Apperception Test score with the test ad-
ministrator being of psychoanalytic orientation. 
(d) A mental health ra ting on Thematic Apperception Test 
ratings according to a seven point scale devised by 
Dymond (client-centered orienta tion) ranging from 
"severe disturbance bordering on psychotic or psychotic" 
to "well-integrated, happy person, socially effective. n2 
The conclusions of Varga s' study were: 
(a) According to t he counselor-judgment criterion, there is 
a positive correlation between success of therapy and in-
creasing self-awareness; the change in self-awareness is 
evinced in an increa sing proportion of descriptions of 
self, decreasing repetition of old self-perceptions and 
increa sing emergence of new (previously unknown or un-
acceptable ) aspects of self. 
(b) According to the psychoanalytically oriented TAT analyst, 
there is a negative correlation between success of therapy 
and t he t hreefold movement toward increa sing self-awareness. 
(c) According to the ~-sort adjustment score, ihere is no 
correla tion between success of therapy and t he three-
fold movement toward increasing self-awe.reness. 
(d) According to the second TAT ratings, there is a low but 
consistent correlation between success of therapy and 
the threefold change toward increa sing self-awareness. 
(e) The first TAT ratings and the counselor ratings seem to 
represent contradictory frames of reference in evalua ting 
the client. The ~-sort adjustment score appea rs to repre-
sent a frame of reference di fferent f rom the se two, which 
overlaps slightly with t he first TAT analyst and more with 
the counselor. The second TAT ra t ings seem to represent 
another frame of reference which is generally congruent 
with the counselor frame of refer ence and with the ~-sort 
adjustment but shows no correlation with the fir st TAT 
rater's frame of reference.3 
llbid., p. 164. 
2Ibid., PP• 148-149. 
3 
.!J2!.i. • p • 164 • 
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!y way of analyzing these results, Vargas suggests that the 
closer the criterion measures were to client-centered theory, the 
better were the correlations with the self-awareness measures. He 
then rated the measures i n the following way as to their closeness 
or relatedness to client-cent9red theory: (1) the counselor's 
judgments, (2) the Dymond TAT ratings, (3) the ~-adjustment score, and 
(4) the TAT ratings when the test was administered by one of psycho-
1 
analytic orientation. His general conclusion was that increasing 
self-awareness during therapy correlates positively with success 
in therapy "when success is measured by instruments which ra te 
highly those changes and states deducible from client-centered 
2 
theory." 
F. Summary 
The aim of this exploratory study is to develop a methodol ogy 
to evaluate change in one group of t hirteen students in the Institute 
of Pastoral Care program at Massachusetts General Hospital and to dis-
cover the empirical relati onships among t he personality and behavioral 
variables being measured. The questions which are ra ised in this 
dissertation are: (1) During the intensive twelve-week period of 
clinical pastoral educa tion do changes occur in t he students with 
respect to the followir~ four areas: {a) scores on personality tests 
and behavioral rating soales, (b) self-insight, (c) patient impact, 
1 
.il1.S.. • p. 165 • 
2Ibid. 
and (d) insight into patient impact? (2) If changes do occur in any 
of these four areas, can these changes be shown to be correlated with 
behavior in the other areas? (3) Is the type of imps.ot which a clinical 
pastoral education student makes upon hospital patients correlated with 
any of the following four areas: (a) scores on personality tests and 
behavioral rating see.les, (b) self-insight, (c) individual varia.bles 
of impact, and (d) insight into impact on patients? 
One of the problems of this study is to seek to develop a meth-
odology which will help us arrive at the answers to the foregoing 
questions. It is hoped that this methodology will contribute an 
approach through which the philosophy, methods, and goals of a twelve-
week program of clinical pastoral education might be evaluated. It 
is realized, of course, that the methodology here developed will be 
more exploratory in nature than definitive. In relation to our 
methodology, we will explore an approach to evaluating pastoral 
effectiveness through rating the student chaplains' impact upon 
hospital patients. 
As necessary background for our study, let us turn to a con-
sideration of the philosophy, methodology, and goals of clinical 
pastoral education at Massachusetts General Hospital where this 
investigation was carried out. 
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CHAPTER II 
CLINICAL PASTORAL EDUCATION AT THE ~~SSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL 
A. Introduction 
In this chapter we will consider the history, philosophy, 
and methodology of the program of clinical pastoral education under 
the Institute of Pastoral Ca re at the Massachusetts General Hos-
pital. This is necessary background information for understanding 
the investigation presented in this dissertation. It is in the 
context of clinical pastoral education at this center tha t we are 
seeking to evaluate the change which takes place in t he personality 
and behavior of a groun of trainees in a twelve-week program. The 
philosophy, methodology, and goals of this program have had a direct 
effect upon the group of students under consideration. 
The following statements were made in CrApter I in relation 
to the problem of the methodology of this study: 
One of the problems which has hampered clinical pastoral 
education in the past has been the lack of valid and re-
liable measures of what takes place in, or the degree of 
success of, a given twelve-week training period or program. 
There has been question as to whether or not the methods 
of a given clinical training nrogram lead toward the realiza-
tion of its goals, and, therefore, whether or not the under-
lying educational theory is sound and realistic.l 
Let us now turn to a consideration of the theory , methods, and goals 
of clinical pastoral education as it is set forth at Mas sachusetts 
1see Chapter I, p . 3. 
General Hospital. We begin with a brief history of clinical pastoral 
education as it developed in relation to Massachusetts General Hos-
pi tal. 
:s. History 
Massachusetts General Hospital has been the scene of many 
significant contributions to the hospital chaplaincy and clinical 
pastoral fields. One of its doctors, Ric~~rd C. Cabot, was a 
pioneer worker who gave of himself unsparingly to the promulgation 
of hospital chaplaincy and clinical pastoral education. He was 
largely responsible for the appointment in 1933 of the Rev. Russell 
L. Dicks as chaplain. Together they wrote t he widely known book 
l 
in the field of pastoral care, The Art of ~anistering to the Sick. 
In 1934, Chaplain Dicks began clinical pastoral work at t he hospital 
with seven theological students. The sue cess of this "clinical 
instruction" to theological students resulted in the establishment 
of summer courses. When Dicks left the hospital, he was succeeded 
in 1938 by the Rev. David B. Hunter. 
When the headqua rters for the Council for Clinical Traini ng 
were moved from the Boston-Worcester area to New York, there was no 
longer any formal organization for clinical pastoral education in 
2 
the :Boston-Worcester, or New England, area. There were interested 
1Richard C. Cabot and Russell L. Dicks, The Art of Ministering 
to the Sick (New York: Macmillan Co., 1947). 
~he New England Theological Schools Committee for Clinical Train-
ing and later the Cabot Club were formed as mediums to ca rry on the in-
terests of concerned individuals and groups during this "interim period." 
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chaplains, and there were clinical seminars for interested pastors 
and theological students in the offering, but there was need for an 
over-all structure and a standardized approach and accreditation pro-
cess with respect to training centers, supervision, and students. The 
Rev. Rollin Fairbanks, the successor to t he Rev. David R. Hunter as 
chaplain at Massachusetts General Hospital, realized after a trip to 
New York that cooperation between the Council for Clinical Training 
and 11 the New England group" was no longer feasible. Later, with the 
inspiration of t he Rev. Norman Nash, then a patient in the Phillips 
House at Massachusetts General Hospital, Chaplain Fairbanks con-
ceived the idea of forming a. new organization. The result was the 
incorporation of the Institute of Pastoral Care in February of 
1945 in Boston. Chaplain Fairbanks and Mr. Nash received some able 
assistance along the way from such persons as: President Everet 
Carleton Herrick and Professor Austin Philip Guiles of Andover 
Newton Theological School, Dean Angus Dunn ot Episcopal Theological 
School, Dean Earl V~rlatt of Boston University School of Theology, 
Dean Willard L. Sperry of Harvard Divinity School, and Dr. Richard 
C. Cabot of ~Assachusetts General Hospital. Shortly thereafter, 
Chaplain Fairbanks with the help of a clinical fel l ow (and later 
chaplain), James Burns, began a clinical pastoral education program 
at Massachusetts General Hospital. Massachusetts General Hospital 
became the headquarters for the Institute of Pastoral Care, Inc., 
and the Rev. Rollin Fairbanks was its first Executive Secretary. 
Since that time, Massachusetts General Hospital has continued to 
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offer clinical pastoral education under the authorization of the 
Institute of Pastoral care. Its succeeding chaplains -- James Burns, 
William Spofford, and Paul Swanson have continued in the tradition 
which Rollin Fairbanks began. 
C. Definition of Clinical Pastoral Education 
Two definitions of clinica l pasto ral education have already 
1 
been presented in t his dissertation. The question here to be 
considered is how it is specifically defined at Massachusetts 
General Hospital in terms of philosophy and methodology as such 
relate to this present study. 
1. Philosophy of Clinical Pastoral Education 
a. Clinical Pastoral Education Is a Part of Theological Education 
In accordance with the perspective of the founders of the 
Institute of Pastoral Care, clinical pastoral education at Massa-
chusetts General Hospital has always been regarded as an inherent 
part of an individual's theological education. In the case in which 
the trainee is in divinity school, clinical pastoral education is 
seen as a helpful adjunct and supplement to the more academic ap-
proach of the classroom. Here is the student's opportunity to 
reconcile theory with practice. Here he will be ra ted upon his 
theological and pastoral approach to people in crisis. In the case 
of pastors on the field, the emphasis is that clinical pastora l 
education is a part of one's continuing pastoral preparation. 
1see Chapter I, p. 5. 
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Clinical pastoral education is not to be regarded as an entity unto 
itself-- divorced from the Church and the seminary, but it is rather 
to be regarded as a part of the larger task of pastoral education. 
Its relationship to this larger whole must always be kept in mind. 
b. Clinical Pastoral Educa tion Is Pastoral Education 
Closely related to the above-mentioned concept is the emphasis 
that this type of education is training an individual to become a 
more eff ective "pastor." He will be rated in the program upon his 
personality and behavior as a pastor. Although the theories and 
approaches of closely-related disciplines, such as psychiatry, 
social work, anthropology, and medicine, are given consideration, 
the emphasis is on the trainees' seeking to discover that which is 
uniquely 11pastora1 11 in perspective. 11The skills which are conveyed 
through clinical training should be applicable to the role and work 
of the person who is the pastor in relation to the limits of his 
1 
individual person and situation. 11 One of the functions, especially 
with respect to theological students, but which is true regarding 
all trainees, is to help them discover and become more adept in the 
pastoral role. 
c. Clinical Pastoral Education Is an Introspective Experience in 
Interpersonal Relations 
In a person's pastoral ministry, he will be dealing with all kinds 
of people in all kinds of relationships -- pastor-parishioner, pastor-
1 
Swanson, <rE..· cit., p. 4. 
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group, pastor-team, pastor-peer, and pastor-supervisor. These re-
lationships bring to us the "living human documents" for study in 
1 
clinical pastoral education. It is hoped that the pastor or theo-
logical student will be confronted with and gain insight into his 
basic "pastoral-person" as this is revealed in interaction with 
2 
others. This self-knowledge should relate to his pastoral ef-
fectiveness. The assimilation of self-knowledge into the pastoral-
person in relationship to his God, his fellowman, and himself is 
an important emphasis in the program of clinical pastoral edu-
cation at ~~ssachusetts General Hospital. Our methodology seeks 
to provide freedom and opportunity to facilitate this assimilation. 
d. Clinical Pastoral Education Is Carried Out in a Clinical Situation 
In one of the definitions given for clinical pastoral education 
in this dissertation, it was stated: "Clinical pastoral education 
is an intensive, supervised laboratory experience conducted under 
3 
clinical principles •••• 11 One of the requirements for the ac-
creditation of a training center by the Institute of Pastoral Care 
is that it be: 
A progressive institution, oriented toward therapy or re-
habilitation, serving an adequate number of patients or 
l 
"Living human documents" is an expression subscribed to the 
Rev. Anton :Boisen, a founding father of the hospital chaplaincy move-
ment in the United States, and a founder of the Council for Clinical 
Training, Inc. 
2
"Pastoral-person" is a term which will be used throughout this 
dissertation to emphasize the fact that a person (a trainee) is always 
a pastor and vice-versa and must be aware of the dynamic union. 
3 See Chapter I, p. 5. 
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inmates, accessible to the Chaplain's program and maintaining 
an interprofessional staff available for continuous teaching 
of theological students. 
These two definitions or standa rds emphasize the fact tha t clinical 
pastoral education takes place in the situation of the "clinic" 
11where he (the trainee) is required in a practical, realistic situ-
ation to understand, communicate with, and minister to people in 
crises in which the hunan situation may be seen in bold relief ••. 
and ••• the student becomes existentially involved in the predicament 
2 
of his patients." 
The clinic is present. There is a minimum requirement of three 
students in a program so that a peer group will be present . There 
is careful supervision. There is the recording of patient interviews 
for critical evaluation according to clinical principle s . All of 
this sets clinical pastoral education off as an entity as opposed 
to the more formal, academic approach of the classroom. It is 
realized that there is an ever-increa sing use of clinical prin-
ciples today in connection with course offered in the theological 
seminareis. This is an indication of an acceptance of the meth-
odology of clinical pastora l education. 
1standards and Procedures of the Committee on Training, Institute 
of Pastoral Care (Institute of Pastoral Care, Inc., \vorcester, Mass.), 
p . 1. (Mimeographed.) 
2Charles V. Gerkin, 110bjecti ves of Clinica l Pastoral Education, 11 
Trends in C.P.E., Objectives-- Methods-- Standa rds, Proceedings 
of the Seventh National Conference on Clinica l Pastoral Education 
(Washington, D. C., 1960), p. 88. 
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2. Methodology of Clinical Pastoral Educa tion 
The purpose of any methodology of clinical pastoral education is 
to implement its philosophy. It is to provide a learning atmosphere 
in which there is opportunity and freedom for expression under the 
proper guidance and stimula tion. The program at V~ssachusetts 
General Hospital is geared to the individuals who make up the train-
ing group. The program under consideration in this dissertation was 
made up l argely of theological students, and they, together with the 
few pastors who were also in the program, had had no previous clinical 
training. Therefore, the program was viewed as a 11basic quarter 11 of 
training as opposed to an "advanced qu.arter. 11 To severa l students, 
this was their i ntroduction to pastoral care. The methodology was 
defined also in terms of: (1) t he length of the program -- twelve 
weeks, and (2) the nature of the setting-- a general hospital. Let 
us now turn to an outline of its structure and methods. 
a.. Orienta tion 
The emphasis of the first two weeks of the program was upon an 
orienta tion to clinica l pastoral educa tion, this particular program, 
and the hospital in whicn this program ~ras being offered. There was 
a series of didactic seminars to t his end. The presentations given 
included those of the following individuals: (1) the hospital ad-
ministrator, (2) the director of nursing, (3) the director of t he 
social service department, (4) one of the leaders in the occupational 
therapy and physical therapy departments, and (5) the director of the 
clinical training program. These individuals gave an indication of 
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the philosophy and work of their departments. One of the tools which 
has become traditional to our program of clinical pastoral education 
is orderly duty. The students at Massachusetts General Hospital spent 
a major part of the mornings of the first two weeks as hospital aides 
or orderlies. Here they could observe first-hand 11from t he inside 11 
the sociology of t he hospital -- the interactions of t he members of 
the 11 team 11 and the concerns of the patients. The tra inees could 
introspectively reflect upon their own subjective reactions as 
students. They could cla im the vantage point of 11 laymen 11 as opposed 
to that of 11pastors. 11 This was a vantage point which pernaps 
would not be as accessible in the future. The results of t his 
orienta tion would later relate to their pastoral i mpact upon the 
hospital patients. 
b. Chaplaincy Duty 
Each trainee was given the assignment of "assistant chaplain 11 on 
at lea st two wards or floors in the hospital under the general super-
vision of the chapl ain-supervisors. These areas were their 11 parishes. 11 
They were given charge and authority over the pa storal care to the 
Protestant population on these floors -- be it patient, staff member, 
or visitor. How they administered their 11parish 11 wa s largely up to 
their crea tive freedom and responsibility. They had at lea.st four 
hours per day to ca rry out t h is ministry. In assigning these students 
to at least two floors, it was hoped to provide for a variety of 
opportunity, taking into considera tion t he ward-private, male-female, 
socio-economic vari ables within the patient population . These assign-
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ments were made for nine-week periods, or from the third through the 
eleventh week of the program. 
The students were required to submit at least two written ver-
batim interview and analysis reports of pastoral calls per week, 
totalling eighteen reports. The verbatim write-up is recognized 
within clinical training circles as a most useful tool in the critical 
study of student chaplain-patient encounters. This helps to give 
the student and supervisor an idea of just 11 where the student is" 
or "where the student's growing points are" at a given point in 
the clinical program. It provides a means for reflective analysis 
relative to the student chaplain's performance. 
Aside from providing an opportunity for relationship and communi-
cation with patients and their families, chaplaincy floor assignments 
provide an opportunity for team relationship and team membership in 
relation to the other caring disciplines and professions within the 
hospital community. Individuals within this community and these 
professions symbolize different things to different students. In 
the hospital, the chaplain or pastor is not the 11head of the team" 
as he is in a given parish, but now he is just one of the team members. 
This provides a field of interaction for the study of how the trainee 
may react to authority or seek to utilize his own authority. All of 
these relations upon a given floor are centered upon the interpersonal 
relationships of the pastoral-person in his attempts to communicate 
the Gospel as he has come to experience it. 
As part of his general over-all chaplaincy responsibility within 
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the hospital setting, each student takes his turn in conducting t he 
worship services for the training group. The chapel at Ma ssa chusetts 
General Hospita l is for meditation. It is not usually used for cor-
porate worship purposes for the patients, except on special religious 
festivals. The student chapel services were held at 8:30 a.m. for 
periods up to one-half hour. The students were given freedom as to 
t he types of services t hey, in turn, would l ike to conduct. Patients 
were welcome to attend, but, as this was a time of considerable ac-
tivity on the wards or floors, t he attendance of individual patients 
at these services was the exception rather than the rule. 
c. Group Work 
In the program at Massachusetts General Hospital there is a 
11group 11 emphasis as well as an "individual" one. We are at all times 
viewing the trainee in his "communal" as well as in his "individual" 
relationships. During t he week, however, there are two special group 
situations or seminars. One of these is referred to as the "non-
structured group 11 sessions and t he other as the "structured group 11 
sessions. 
The first of these meets three times per week, or for t hirty-
six sessions, t hroughout t he twelve-week period. The leader of the 
group introduces the course with words which approximate t he fol-
lowi ng: 11This is goi ng to be your group. We a re goi ng to meet here 
three times per week for ninety minutes throughout t he dura tion of 
the program. The agenda of t his group rests largely wi th you. We 
will be reflecting upon our relations with each other within the 
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group setting from time to time. I desire no long extended personal 
histories to be given on the part of you who are present." The 
leader's role, by and large, is to listen a great deal and respond 
very little, perhaps saving his few comments for the close of the 
session. Bis comments will be concerned with the dynamics of the 
group interaction. They will serve to clarify and interpret situ-
a tions as they rise within the group. The central emphasis in the 
leader's role is a didactic one but it also includes a therapeutic 
aspect. His role, in psychoanalytic terminology, includes that of a 
"transference figure or mask 11 upon whom the individuals project 
their past experiences as the leader comes to symbolize various 
persons and things from out of the past as well as in the present. 
The other course supervisor sits in on these sessions and observes 
what is taking place and limits his verbal interaction. 
The group consists of thirteen Protestant, Christian t heological 
student s and pastors and their leaders. It speaks to the nature of 
I 
11Kot'lc.Jtl-" as well as to the dynamic processes which t ake place in 
gr oups per se. The didactic importance of the group as an example 
of a 11 group 11 is important. Pastors will be doing much of t heir future 
work in the context of groups and should gain helpful insi ght into 
what takes pl ace within group settings. The group also serves a 
therapeutic function. It serves to help pastors as individuals 
examine their self-concepts and see t hemselves more realist ically 
within a group setting. It also calls forth t heir attitudes and 
reactions toward t heir peers. It serves to help t hem come to feel 
more comfortable with themselves as persons within group settings. 
They are given an opportunity to express and examine some of their 
ambivalent feelings toward others within the group. It is hoped 
that this might lead them to the freedom and ca.pability to better 
express their deeper feelings. This may make for the ventilation of 
their more ambivalent feelings, but hopefully it may also result in 
the expression of their warmer, more constructive, and creative 
t houghts. 
The structured group meets twice per week for ninety-minute 
sessions. The agenda for t his group is either introduced by the 
supervisors or arises from the requests of the students as the 
program progresses. This is a more "task-centered 11 group. Although 
there is dynamic interplay between the various individuals within 
the group, attention is not focused as much upon these interactions 
as in the non-structured group. The leader of this group is the 
other supervisor, or the one who does not lead the non-structured 
group. 
The agenda for this group includes: case presenta tions, role 
playing, counseling tapes, films, discussion of required reading, 
consideration of various aspects of the pastoral role and of pas-
toral counseling, and reflection upon certain of the healing parables 
in the New Testament. Sometimes the group session is used as a 
follow-up discussion session in relation to student reaction to a 
given speaker or aspect of the program. This group follows a pat-
tern or structure of groups similar to that found in organizations 
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with which the pastor will be working within the parish setting. Its 
members become symbolic of the members within such groups, except it 
must be remembered that this is a peer setting and that these are 
examples of peer relationships. 
d. Didactic Seminars 
Sound theory is a prerequisite for good 9ractice. The essential 
emphasis in clinical pastoral education is upon the clinical and 
the reconciliation of theory gained in the seminary classroom with 
the practice at the bedside. However, t his does not negate the need 
for formal presentation of instructive material. On each of the 
five weekday mornings during the course of the clinical program, there 
is a presentation made by one of the practitioners and representatives 
of the various "caring disciplines." The structure of these ninety-
minute sessions is usual ly for an individua l to speak for forty-five 
minutes and to provide for another forty-five minutes of discussion. 
The themes for these five morning sessions tended to be divided 
into five categories: (1) personality theory, (2) the relationship of 
psycDiatry and religi on, (3) theoretical and therapeutic considerations 
of othe r caring disciplines, (4) pastoral considera tions, and (5) re-
s~rch. 
Relative to the first of these, to personality theory, it is felt 
that a pastor must have a meaningful conceptualiz&tion of how an in-
dividual grows and of the stages t hrough which he passes in life. One 
of the caring disciplines which has done much to articulate theory in 
t his area is psychiatry, especially the Freudian or psychoanalytic 
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school. Psychoanalytically oriented psychotherapists can tell us much 
about individual personality growth and behavior. It is to be real-
ized, however, that there are many ~uestions as to the validity of its 
tenets, and since t he origin of psychoanalytic theory, there has been 
a good deal of controversy over its attitude a.nd relat ion to religion. 
A second semim!.r concerns it self with the relationship between 
psychiatry and religion. To lead this seminar, we have a psychia-
trist of a psychodynamic-existential bent of mind who is sympathetic 
and sensitive to the need of persons for strong religious fait h and 
value systems. Dr. Clemens E. Benda has taught in the Institute of 
Pastoral Care at Massachusetts General Hospital since its inception. 
He comes with a broad background. His major fields of interest are 
p sychiatry, mental retardation, Existentialism, and religion. As he 
presents his psychiatric approach to various personality problems and 
syndromes and crises in life with which people are faced, he challenge s 
the pastoral students to consider the role of the pastor in each of 
these situations. On occasion, the students bring in situations with 
which they are faced a s they minister to the patients in the hospital, 
and he helps them to understand the pat i ents' present needs and 
searches with them for possible avenues of approach. He seeks to 
help the students in their efforts to differentiate out that which 
is lluni 0uely pastoral" as well as that 1flhich is 11 uni~uely psychia-
tric. 11 
A third stream of didactic presentations is concerned with the 
theoretical and therapeutic considerations of the other caring dis-
ciplines. Since the program is carried out in a medical center, 
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some of the key personnel from the medical and behavioral sciences 
a re availa ble a nd speak to the Institute of Pastora l Ca re. It is 
hoped that their presenta tions serve to broaden the students' per-
spectives a s these lecturers present their individua l understanding 
and approaches to individuals suffering from various medical , be-
havioral, or situational syndromes or disturbances. The need for 
such broadening becomes clea r when we consider how parish pa stors 
are called upon to minister to people suffering fro m disea ses such 
as : arthritis , diabetes, heart disea se, ca ncer, par a- or quadra-
plegia. 1qe think here of the many p sychosome tic i mplice,tions or 
mind-body relationshi ps which the pastor must keep in mind as he 
tries to understand and minister to the person as a whole . As 
these doctors and therapists present their philosophies and ap-
proaches, there results a better understanding between their pro-
fessions and t hat of the ministry. The pastora l students become 
cognizant of how they as pa stors can approach such men as t hese 
for better coopera tive endeavor and teamwork \-.rithin t he community. 
The pastoral students lea rn to understand the expecta tions which 
these persons of other p rofessions have in rela tion to the role 
and \vork of the minister in situations requiring therapeutic and 
rehabilita tive a ttention. 
The fourth category of didactic p resentation is t ha t of 
pastoral considera tions. Here pastoral ca re is p resented in re-
lation to its theological foundations. Pastors fro m t he community, 
chapl a ins in nearby institutions, and profes sors fro m local sem-
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inaries supplement the chaplain-supervisors in presenting those con-
cerns which pertain to the ongoing ministry of the pastor in a parish 
or institution. The agenda includes a consideration of areas such as: 
the pastoral call, spiritual healing, the Sacraments, prayer, mar-
riage counseling, the funeral, preaching, 1md worship. The presen-
tations are made by representatives of different denominations within 
Christendom as well as by those of different faiths. Calling upon 
professors from local seminaries to speak to the group serves to help 
the trainees realize that clinical pastoral education should be re-
garded as an integral part of theological education and as a supple-
ment to the work which the seminary is doing. Introducing pastors 
from pari shes within the community and chaplains in nearby institutions 
serves to emphasize that we learn from practitioners within our own 
discipline -- the pastoral ministry -- as well as from those of other 
disciplines. 
The fifth area of concern is research. Many of the doctors 
and therapists who came to speak during the course of the program 
mentioned what was being done by them and others in their fields by 
way of research. Massachusetts General Hospital is a research-
oriented hospital. A chaplain-supervisor from the Institute of 
Pastoral Care program at Boston State Hospital discussed with the 
students what was being done in the Boston State Hos~ital program 
relative to research. He emphasized that research is an area for 
the pastor as well as for those of the other caring disciplines and 
the behavioral sciences. It was in connection with this sem.inar 
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that the present research investigation was presented and discussed 
and various aspects worked out. The effects of carrying on a re-
search project within the confines of a clinical training program 
1 
will be discussed l a ter in this chapter. 
e. Supervision 
In one of the definitions for clinical pastoral education 
given in this dissertation, it waa sta ted that clinical pastoral 
2 
educa.tion is "an intensive, supervised laboratory experience. 11 
[Without proper supervision a minister] often ventures into 
difficult situations without much chance of success and with-
out learning much from the experience. Individuals do not 
come into clinical training just to be turned loose in some 
bewildering hospital setting. They want careful, suppor-
tive, critical supervision in t heir work. They want the 
freedom to make mistakes, where such do the least harm, but 
they also want supervised evaluation of their work so tha t 
they do not make the same mistakes over and over again to 
the end that their work remains ineffectual. In actuality, 
t hey are seeking supervision not only fro m the chaplain 
supervisor, but also from hospital staff members wherever 
meaningful contacts can be established. This process of 
supervision is not just limited to student-supervisor ses-
sions, but3it carries over to didactic lecture sessions and elsewhere. 
Each student was assigned to one of two chaplain-supervisors, 
who was directly responsible for the over-all supervision of the 
student. Aside from the many informal contacts with t h is super-
visor as well as with other individuals on the staff of the program 
or the hospital, each student arranged at least one supervisory ses-
l See Chapter II, p . 
2see Chapter I, p. 
3swanson, ~· £11., pp. 9-10. 
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sion with his supervisor per week. It was hoped that two such ses-
eions could be held, but because of the amount of work in the program 
for which each of the supervisors was responsible, only one could be 
held. However, the supervisors sought to make themselves available 
to the students on any given day as needed. 
The student wa s relatively free to use the supervisory sessions 
as he chose within the limitations of the supervisor and the setting. 
This was the student's opportunity to discuss with the supervisor 
the verbatim write-ups of pastoral interviews which had been pre-
viously commented upon by the supervisor. The student could dis-
cuss his approaches and relationships with patients, fellow students, 
and staff members. Some of the students used these sessions for a 
consideration of personal problems. The supervisor kept in mind t hat 
his primary role in the program was that of pastoral teacher. As 
levels and types of personal problems varied, it was deemed advisable 
to refer certain students to psychiatrists on t he hospital staff for 
personal or family counseling. The supervisor kept in mind t hat he 
was seeking to establish a meaningful pastoral relati onship with the 
student which might serve to help the student as the latter grappled 
with the question of pasto ral role. The Institut e of Pastoral Care 
has realized the importance of the apprenticeshi p aspect of learning, 
and has emphasized this principle in establishing chaplaincy intern-
ship programs for advanced students. 
f. Evaluation 
The process of evaluation might be divided into five categories: 
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(1) pre-program evaluation, (2) evaluation at the start of the program, 
(3) on-going evaluation during the program, (4) evaluation at the close 
of the program, and (5) post-program evaluation. 
(1) Pre-program Evaluation 
Each applicant to the program at Massachuset ts General Hospital 
is asked to meet certain requisites. The individual is asked to 
complete the formal application blank provided by the Institute of 
Pastoral Care. This calls for an autobiographical stat ement, and it 
also asks that the applicant list certain references who may be con-
tacted for information relative to the applicant. Aside from serving 
as helpful material relative to the selection of the student group, 
the above-mentioned material serves to help t he supervisors understand 
"who the student is 11 and "where the student is 11 in reference to 
pastoral preparation and personal maturity as he enters the traini ng 
program. 
(2) Evaluati on at the Start of the Program 
During the course of events of the first week of the program, 
the supervisors have the opportunity as well as the responsibility 
to get to know the students more fully. 11 It is here that they seek 
to confirm certain suppositions as to 'who tr~s student is 1 and 
'where he is' spiritually, intellectually, emotionally and cultural-
1 
ly." It takes time to form meaningful relationships and to get 
l Swanson, ~· £it., P• 14. 
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to know individuals. Certain of the personality inventories and 
behavioral rating scales administered for the purposes of the re-
search project, which are referred to in detail later in this dis-
sertation, can be helpful tools in terms of evaluation when adminis-
tered at strategic points with respect to the clinical pastoral edu-
cation program. 
(3) Ongoing Evaluation During the Program 
Evaluation is an ongoing process, and it involves evaluation 
on the part of the students as well as on the part of the super-
visors. Some of the established channels which provide the opportun-
ity for such evaluation are: the reports of orderly duty, t he ver-
batim write-ups of pastoral calls, case presentations, interpersonal 
(structured and non-structured) group sessions, supervisory sessions, 
and encounters \~i th peers and staff. These tend to provide indicators 
of insight into personality and of direction for needed growth. 
Close supervision helps the student and supervisor walk down the 
path of clinical training together, and this makes for helpful com-
munication lii th respect to the learning process. 
(4) Evaluation at the Close of the Program 
During the last two weeks of the program, t he student and super-
visor are each required to write an evaluation of the student's par-
ticipation in clinical pastoral education. The perspective from 
which these are written relates to "who the student was" at the 
beginning of the program, 11\ihere he went 11 during the course of the 
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program, and 11who he is 11 at the conclusion of the program. The 
centra l focus of the evaluation questions is analysis and insight 
into interpersonal relationships -- with pa tients, with fellol~ stu-
dents, with the hospital staff, and with the supervisor. It is 
hoped that the student may have a more realistic image of himself 
as a pastoral-person in relation to his God, his fellowmen, a nd 
himself. Having gained a clearer picture of himself, the trainee 
may now seek avenues and opportunities for continued growth a s 
well as self-expression. These evaluati ons are read and discussed 
together by supervisor and student. The student may add in writing 
any comments he has by way of reaction to the supervisor's evaluation. 
Thus when it is required tha t such evalua tions be sent to Church 
a nd seminary supervisors, the trainee is more responsibly related 
to these reports a.nd their interpretation. The process of evalUP.tion 
at the end of the program is also carried over to group sessions, 
and there the students have the benefit of the evaluative comments 
and reacti ons of the other students and supervisor as they review 
together what has taken place. 
(5) Post-program ~aluation 
As the assimilation and integration of insights from clinical 
pastoral education continues on after the twelve-week period, so does 
the process of evaluation. The evaluation at the conclusion of the 
program is, therefore, not truly the final evaluation. Sometimes 
it is only with months and years that students can evaluate the real 
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fruits of their clinical experience. Where the trainees have their 
evalua tion reports forwarded to Church and seminary supervisors, the 
process of evaluation is usua lly formall y resumed as t he trainees 
sit down to discuss the reports with these persons. However, any 
continued evaluation beyond this point is to a great extent directly 
1,2 
in the hands of the trainees themselves. 
D. Research as a Part of Clinical Pastoral Education 
One of the questions which is asked of the pastor today by the 
men in the behavioral sciences is: "How do you really know what you 
are doing?ll They ask further, 1Row can you measure the effectiveness 
of your ministry?" In order to be able to communicate with these men, 
as well as to answer some of the questions which pastors ask of them-
selves, pastors are giving more attention today to research. Tra-
ditionally, pastors are known for a lack of enthusiasm with regard to 
keeping r ecords. Yet it has been r alized that records are necessary 
and ~n tell pastors a good many things when approached intelligent-
ly. The heart of a true pastor is concerned with communicating the 
Gospel to his fellowmen, be it in individual or group encounters. If 
this image of the pastor is correct, there is a question which he 
should always be asking himself: "Row do I know what type of channel 
of God's Word I am presenting in my pastoral encounters?" He should 
1Ernest E. Bruder and Marian Barb, "A Survey of Ten Years of 
Clinical Pastoral Training at Saint Elizabeths Hospital," Journal of 
Pastoral Care, X (1956), pp. 86-94. 
2John R. Thomas, "Evaluations of Clinical Pastoral Training and 
1Part-Time' Traini ng in a General Rospital, 11 Journal of Pastoral Care, 
XII (1958), PP• 28-38. 
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be asking himself: "How can I become a more effective pastor?" It 
is in view of such questions as these that research was introduced 
as an integral part of the program at Massachusetts General Hospital 
this past summer. 
In a program of research in clinical pastoral education the out-
come or results may be directly related to the acceptance of the plan 
of research by the student group in that the students become involved 
as responsible participants. Therefore, there must be a meaningful 
measure of value and benefit which these students experience in 
their participation in the research. As the research project was 
introduced at l4assachusetts General Hospital, the emphasis was given 
that the results of the investigation would serve as a contribution 
to clinical pastoral education to benefit theological students and 
pastors in the future. It was also emphasized that the investigation 
should serve to enhance the trainees' self-understanding and their 
understanding of their approach to other people. The methodology 
would lead to helpful information as to their personalities and 
behavior patterns and as to t heir impact upon the hospital patients. 
The information which t he students and supervisors would bring back 
would serve to enhance the process of supervision. 
It was felt that the students should be brought directly into 
the research. To this end, there were several group orientation 
periods at the beginning and at period intervals throughout the 
course. Some of these sessions were conducted by Dr. Gene Smith, 
a psychologist on the hospital staff, who worked closely with the 
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chaplain-supervisors in organizing the research. He was also the 
person who administered the personality inventories and measures 
to the student group. In the group orientation sessions, the 
students had opportunities to contribute ideas which would enhance 
the research. They were also given opportunities to react to vari ous 
aspects of the research and to work through certain of its more 
difficult areas. It was realized by all that this research was ex-
ploratory in nature and that there might very well be aspects of 
it which would be in need of considerable revision for future use. 
Some of the students who had a conscious or unconscious need to at-
tack the program or the authority figures within it chose the area 
of the research as their outlet. This provided meaningful material 
for supervisory sessions in light of the goal of the furtherance 
of student self-understanding. The group as a whole contributed 
critical suggestions in relation to the research aspect of the 
program. One of these criticisms related to the need for the stu-
dents to get more immediate feedback from the results as such re-
lated to their self-concepts and chaplain-patient encounters. Some 
of the information, however, could not be given as it would effect 
future test results during the course of the program. 
One very clear lesson was learned through the involvement in 
the research. This was that research takes a great toll on the 
supervisors in terms of time and energy. This is likely to have 
an adverse effect upon the students with respect to opportunities 
for additional sessions with the supervisors. The first year of 
experience with research in a program of clinical pastoral education 
provides many lessons. It is most helpful when it is made clear to 
the individual who applies for clinical pastoral education that re-
search will be carried out and will be incorporated as a part of the 
structure of the training program. The decision is the individual's 
as to whether or not he will desire to enter upon clinical pastoral 
education in such a setting and utilize the opportunities there 
presented. 
E. Summary 
In this chapter we have presented the history. philosophy, and 
methodology of the program of clinical pastoral education under the 
Institute of Pastoral Care at Massachusetts General Hospital. We 
have sought to describe how clinical pastoral education is presently 
defined at this center. This is the situation and environment under 
which the present research investigation and methodology was carried 
out. It is in relation to the background of this philosophy and 
methodology that we sought to evaluate the personality and behavioral 
changes which took place in one group of clinical pastoral students. 
The results of this study will directly relate to the theory and 
approach to clinical pastoral education here presented. 
By way of a brief summary of the goals of the program at Massa-
chusetts General Hospital, we will present the following list: 
(a) To present to the pastor or theological student an op-
portunity for a supervised. clinical approach to needy 
mankind to the end that he might better understand and 
minister to his fellowmen in the future. 
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(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
To aid in the communication of pastoral theory and skills 
and in the translation of pastoral theory into practice. 
To help the pastor or theological student gain an under-
standing of the theory and approach of the othor caring 
disciplines to the end that he may better approach them 
and cooperate with them in his future ministry. 
To aid the pastor or theological student in his search 
for a more thorough understanding of his person and role 
as a minister of Jesus Christ and His Church. 
To help the trainee become more cognizant of his strengths 
and weakenesses in individual and group encounters and 
gain a better understanding of the dynamics of inter-
personal relations. 
The philosophy and methodology which have been presented in re-
lation to this program of clinical pastoral educa tion are calculated 
to result in the accomplishment of the goals which have been here s~ 
marized. Our investigation will be concerned with an analysis of the 
changes which occur in the personalities and behavior of the trainees. 
The results of this analysis will indicate whether or not the philos-
ophy and methodology are appropriate and whether or not the goal ex-
pectations are realistic. 
We wUl be concerned to dlscover whether this form of theological 
and pastoral education results in the translation of theory and 
theology into more effective pastoral practice. A positive answer 
to this question will involve an increased understanding of the per-
sonality and needs of one's fellowmen, a degree of sophistication in 
relation to a proper approach, and an ability to cooperate and make 
one's contribution through the healing team. 
We will be concerned to discover whether this educational ap-
proach leads to a healthier self-concept as such involves not only 
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the way one views himself but the way one feels he is viewed by his 
peers and God. It is realized that t his self-concept wil l undergo 
confrontation in both individual and group relati onshi~, and it is 
hoped that the individual will become more cognizant of the dynamics 
that are involved in these types of communication. 
Having raised these concerns in relation to the research pro-
ject, there will, in addition, be certain specific areas of question 
for empirical investi~ation. One of these is the question of the 
adequacy of the twelve-week period as being sufficient to allow for 
significant personality and behavioral change to take place. A second 
is the que stion of an increase in self-understanding . Is there an 
increase in insi{!:ht into one's personality and into one's pastoral 
approach to others? How does insight relate to pastoral effective-
ness or pastoral impact? A third area of concern, methodological 
in nature, is the type of movement which takes place in the group 
with respect to peer relationship. This will be related to the use 
of the non-structured interpersonal group as a situation for inter-
action. Fourthly, the intercorrelati on analysis may indicate to us 
that we may be emphasiz ing the wrong things in seeking to bring about 
an improvement in pastoral effectiveness. 
Our research will concern itself with personality behavior and 
change which can be objectively demonstrated. In relati on to this 
criterion our methodological approach will r ender an analysis of a 
cl inical pastoral education program. We now turn to a presentation 
of the metbodo logy. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PBO~LEM OF ~HODOLOGY 
A. Introduction 
It was indicated in Chapter I that one of the problems 11which 
has hampered clinical pastoral education in the past has been the 
lack of valid and reliable measures of what takes place in, or 
the degree of success of, agiven twelve-week training period or 
1 
program." In light of this problem a shadow is cast over the 
question of the validity of the theory and approach of clinical 
pastoral education. There is a need for the development of a 
methodological approach for the analysis of clinical pastoral edu-
cation in light of its philosophy, methods, and goals. This meth-
odology should be acceptable according to the standards of the be-
havioral sciences. Clinical pastoral education may then begin to 
answer some of the questions it bas about itself. 
In relation to the questions which are being investigated 
in this study there was not much methodological foundation on 
which to build. ~ecause of this, a major aim of this dissertation 
is the development of a methodology. It is hoped that this study, 
though an exploratory one, might offer some leads and help in the 
above-indicated areas as its methodology is developed and set forth. 
1see Chapter I, p. 5. 
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]. Characteristics of the Subjects Studied 
The sample studied from this program of clinical pastoral edu-
cation consisted of thirteen male trainees. Of these, five were 
single, and eight were married. They ranged in age from twenty-three 
to forty-nine, with a median average of twenty-six. The mean average 
age was twenty-eight. They all had completed four years of college. 
Nine had completed either their junior or middler year (first or 
second year) in a seminary. Two had been recently ordained and 
were about to enter upon their first year as cura tes in a par i sh. 
Two had had considerable experience as pastors. One of the latter 
had been a missionary and was now serving as a chaplain on a univer-
sity campus; the other, e.fter having served as a parish pastor for a 
number of years, had now become a hospital chaplain. The religious 
denominations represented by the trainees were the Episcopal (in two 
cases the Anglican Church of Canada) and the Lutheran. The major 
reasons why these individuals applied for clinical pastoral education 
were: (1) It was required for seminary graduation or denominational 
ordination, (2) It was required for accreditation as chaplain, and 
(3) It would provide the type of clinical experience which might lead 
to further understanding of one's pastoral-person to the end that an 
individual might become a more effective minister. 
C. Personality Testin~ 
1. Description of Personality Tests and Behavioral Rating Scales 
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a. 11The Sixteen Personality Factors Test"1 
11The Sixteen Personality Factors Test" is a questionnaire wnich 
may be utilized to find information about an individual's personality 
traits when time is limited and it is not feasible to give extensive 
batteries of objective or projective tests. The vocabula ry is 
relatively si mple, being that of the newspaper, and the responses 
do not require writing. It is constructed for use with persons 
sixteen years of age or older. "It is not merely concerned with 
some narrow concept of neuroticism or 1adjustment, 1 or some special 
kind of ability, but sets out to cover planfully and precisely all 
the main dimensions along which people can differ, according to basic 
-2 
analytic research." Its questions are constructed around sixteen 
personality factors in their bipolar dimensions. These personality 
3 
factors are described and defined in Appendix II. In addition to 
presenting an indication of how an individual stands with regard to 
sixteen primary personality factors, the test a lso measures two super-
factors, or second-order factors, namely, "anxiety-adjustment" and 
11 introversion-extroversion. 11 It attempts to get away from the "forced 
choice" principle in subject's responses by presenting a middle cate-
gory of "uncertain" on 11in between." It suffers from the limita tion 
of all objective personality questionnaires in that it brings out 
lR. B. Cattell, D. R. Saunders, and G. Stice, "The Sixteen Per-
sonality Factors Test" (Champaign, Ill.: Institute for Personality 
and Ability Testing, 1957). 
2Handbook for 11The Sixteen Personality Factors Test," p. 1. 
3see Appendix II, p. 208. 
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only the information which the individual has or is willing to dis-
1 
close about his person. 
The questionnaire may be administered either in individual or 
group situations. Either of three forms -- A, ~. or C -- may be used. 
Forms A and Bare similar, alternate forms, and each consists of 187 
items. Form C is a shorter form and is used where time is very lim-
ited. Form A was the form used in this research. It takes thirty-
five to forty-minutes for administration. 
We used this test as part of our methodology because we were 
interested in arriving at an indication of the personalities of 
the clinical pastoral students through personality test scores. 
We desired to study change in the personalities, or, more specifical-
ly, personality test scores, of the students during the twelve-week 
period of clinical pastoral education. We were also interested in 
the correlation of these test scores and changes in test scores 
with other personality and behavioral variables in our methodology. 
The strength behind this test rests in the fact that it was em-
pirically derived on the basis of factor analysis, and it has gone 
through a great deal of refinement. An additional reason for our 
using this instrument was that thirty of the items of the self-concept 
test used as part of our methodology were selected on the basis of 
their pertinence to this test and to the "Edwards' Personal Preference 
Schedule." The names of the sixteen personality variables on this 
1 This is, in general, true of all of the personality inventories 
used in this study. 
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test relate well to personality theory, particularly to psychoanalytic 
thinking. 
The test was administered at the beginning and at the end of the 
program, and the significant changes in the mean scores for the group 
were noted. The students' scores were entered in the intercorrela-
tion analysis for purposes of correlation with other benavioral 
variables and score changes. An I.B. M. 7090 computer was used in 
the intercorrelation analysis . 
1 
b. 11 Ed.wards Personal Preference Schedule 11 
The 11Edwards Personal Preference Schedule" is a questionnaire 
designed 11 to provide quick and convenient measures of a number of 
2 
relatively independent normal personality variables." It h ea sy 
to administer and t akes little time to score. The personality var-
iables have their origin with H. A. !4urray and his associates, who 
construct their system of personality theory around the variables of 
3 
"need" and 11press. 11 Edwards has taken fifteen of the personality 
variables of Murray. These fifteen personality variables are des-
4 
cribed and defined in Appendix II. 
We used this test much for the same reasons we used 11The 
1Allen L. Edwards, "Edwards Personal Preference Schedule" (New 
York: The Psychological Corporation, 1954)~ 
~ual for "Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, 11 p . 1. 
3H. A. Murray, Explorations in Personality, (New York : Oxford 
University Press, 1938). 
4 See Appendix II, p. 209. 
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Sixteen Personality Factors Test" of Cattell. We were interested 
in an indication of personality through personality test scores. We 
were interested in the significant changes in personality test scores 
of the clinical pastoral education students during the course of the 
twelve-week period, and we were interested in the correlations of these 
test scores and changes in test scores with other personality and 
behavioral variables. The Edwards test bas several strong points 
to recommend its use. Like the Cattell test, it has undergone exten-
sive validation studies. With respect to the construction of t his 
inventory, an attempt has been made to control the variable of social 
desirability in responses to the statements. Each alternative res-
ponse is equally desirable or undesirable. As opposed to the three 
categories of answer used in "The Sixteen Personality Factors Test," 
this personality inventory uses the "forced choice principle." Ed-
wards here hopes to cope with the problem of withholding of per-
tinent information on the part of the subjects tested. As was men-
tioned under our discussion of the Cattell test, one of our reasons 
for selecting the Edwards test was that thirty of the items of the 
self-concept test used as part of our methodology were selected on 
1 the basis of their pertinence to this test and to the Cattell test. 
With respect to interpretation of the results of the Edwards test, 
the terminology of the variables is not likely to be overly-threaten-
ing to the subjects tested. 
1 See Chapter III, p. 60. 
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The test was administered at t he beginning and a t t he end of t he 
program , and the significant changes in the mean scores for t he group 
were noted. The students' scores were then entered into t he inter-
correlation analysis for purposes of correla ti on with other behavioral 
measures and score changes. 
1 
c. "Study of Values" 
The Allport-Vernon-Lindzey "Study of Values" is an inventory 
whicn seeks to measure tne relative prominence of six basic motives 
or interests in an individual's personality: t ne theoretical, econ-
omic, aesthetic, social, political, and religious. Thi s system of 
2 
classifica tion is derived from Eduard Spranger's WYPes of Men. 
Spranger emphasized that the personalities of individuals are best 
known through a consideration of their basic values or evaluative 
attitudes . These six motives or interest s are described and defined 
3 
in Appendix II. It must be emphasized that these six motives are 
conceptualized in broad terms. As such they co mb ine the values an 
individual applies to himself end t hose which he applies to society. 
In arriving at a methodology for a basic, exploratory approach , 
the investigators may have some real questions a s to t he usefulness 
and validity of a given measure in relation to t he dedred results. 
This was true in rela tion t o our use of t ne All port-Vernon- Lindzey 
1G. W. Allport, P. E. Vernon, and G. Lindzey , 11 Study of Values," 
(3rd ed. rev.; :Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1960). 
~duard Sprenger, Types of Men, Trans. P. J. W. Pigors (New York: 
Stechert-Hafner, Inc.). 
3see Appendix II, p. 210. 
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"Study of Values." We were cognizant of the fact that because of 
the inventory's breadth, it lacks a certain differentiation and 
sensitivity which limits its usefulness to the more global measure 
of values as opposed to searching out the more minute changes in 
values which may occur over a short period of time. However, we were 
interested in motivation as an approach to personality and personality 
change, and this inventory concerns itself with motivation. We were 
especially interested in two of its variables - - the religious and 
the social in view of the nature of the students under consider-
ation, and we were cognizant of the fact that norms were provided 
for ministers. We knew also that a study had been made which cor-
related the variables of this test with those of "Edwards Personal 
Preference Schedule.nl In our methodology we used both tests. There-
fore, we took a calculated risk in seeking to discover personality 
test score change over a brief twelve-week period, but we were in-
terested to see if there were strong correla tions between the var-
iables of this test with the other personality and behavioral var-
iables under consideration (for example, with the variables measuring 
student chaplain impact on hospital patients). 
The inventory consists of a series of forty-five questions 
which present a variety of familiar situations. The individual is 
~adeleine Rey Schlag, "The Relationship between t he Personal 
Preference Schedule and the Allport-Vernon and Lindzey Study of Values: 
A Personal Study of a Group of Medical Students" (unpubl i shed M.S. 
thesis, Uriiversity of Washington, 1954). 
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asked to record nis preferences numerically in relation to two al-
ternative answers i n Part I and to four alternative answers in Pa rt 
II . The "Study of Values" is standardized on the basis of a college 
population, and these norms are available for purposes of comparison. 
The test was administered at tne beginning and at the end of 
the program, and tne significant changes in the mean scores for the 
group were noted. The students' scores were then entered into the 
intercorrelation analysis for purposes of correlation with other 
behavioral measures and score changes . 
1 
d. "Differential Aptitude Tests: Verbal Reasoning Test" 
11The 'Differential Aptitude Tests' were developed to provide an 
integrated, scientific and well-standardized procedure for measuring 
the abilities of boys and girls in grades eight througn twelve for 
2 
purposes of educational and vocational guidance . 11 This integrated 
battery of tests is also used for educational and vocational coun-
seling with young adults. 
The "Verbal Rea soning Test" 11is a measure of abili ty to under-
stand concepts framed in words. It is aimed at the evaluation of 
the student's ability to abstract or generalize and to think con-
structively, rather than a t simple fluency or vocabulary recog-
3 
nition. 11 In the present research, it was felt that a student 
1G. K. Bennett, H. G. Seashore, and A. G. Wesman, "Differential 
Aptitude Tests 11 (New York: The Psychological Corporation, 1952). 
2 
.fanual for "Differential Aptitude Tests," p. 1. 
3Ibid., p. 5. 
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chaplain's success with a patient might depend to a great degree 
upon his ability to understand the surface and deeper meanings of 
the verbal content of the patient's communica tions and upon the 
student's ability to express his own thoughts clea rly, logically, 
and succinctly. The 11Verbal Reasoning Test 11 \~s selected for t his 
research because it was felt that the aspects of verbal skills just 
mentioned might best be measured with this test. \'le were interested 
in how verbal intelligence would be found to be correla ted with the 
other personality and behavioral variables of our methodology . 
The unique design of this particular test is that it involves 
a double choice selection in each ques tion which is raised. The 
result of this is that, although it is a multiple choice test, the 
probability of guessing the correct answer is reduced to one in 
sixteen as four cho ices are given for each of the two selections 
in a given question. There are fifty questions in the test. Form 
A was utilized in this study. This test was administered at the 
midpoint of the course. The students' scores were included in 
the intercorrelation analysis. 
e. Self-concept Test 
The self-concept test constructed for the purposes of this 
1 
study was based largely upon the previous work of Gene M. Smith. 
1Gene M. Smith, 11Six l.feasures of Self-Concept Discrepancy and 
Instability : Their Interrelations, Reliability, and Rela tions to Other 
Personality Measures ," Journal of Consulting Psychology, XXII, No . 2, 
1958, PP • 101-112. 
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Smith chose thirty descriptive terms or phrases which related to a 
wide range of attitudes, needs, and behavioral tendencies. "Some 
phrases were relevant to certain of Cattell's 16 personality factors; 
some were relevant to certain of Edwards' variables; some were rele-
1 
vant to certain of the needs listed by Murray." These thirty traits 
will be referred to in this study as "general traits." In addition 
to these t hirty items, thirty-five items were selected and added 
for the purposes of the present investigation to measure aspects 
of personality and behavior regarded as especially relevant to 
the ministerial role. These thirty-five traits will be referred 
to as 8pastoral traits." The list of sixty-five personality traits, 
referred to together as the "combined traits," are given in the 
2 
Appendix where copies of the test and its directions are included. 
The individual was asked to rate himself in relation to these 
descriptive terms in three ways. First, he was asked to rate his 
0 self 11 (actual self), or his person according to his self-image. 
Secondly, he was asked to rate his "ideal self, 11 or the person he 
would like to be. Thirdly, he was asked to give an indication of 
his "social self, 11 or the image which he felt other people bad of 
his person. He was asked to rate himself in regard to each of 
the sixty-five terms in accordance with five categories: (1) almost 
never, (2) seldom, (3) about hal! the time, (4) quite often, and 
(5) almost all the time. 
1 Ibid., p. 101. 
2see Appendix II, p. 211. 
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Three discrepancy scores were developed from the ratings: one 
between 11 self" and llideal self, 11 one between 11 self 11 and "social 
self, 11 and one between II ideal self" and "social self. 11 These three 
discrepancy scores were developed separately for the list of thirty 
general traits and for the list of thirty-five pastoral traits. The 
discrepancy scores for the sixty-five combined traits was derived 
from these scores. The method of determining discrepancy score 
can be exemplified in terms of the discrepancy between "self" and 
11 ideal self 11 on the thirty general traits. 
The unsigned difference [(absolute difference, positive and 
negative differences not being taken into account L] between 
the ratiDg • • • f a] student gave a trait on the 11 Sel:f11 dimen-
sion and the ratings he gave that trait on the 11 Ideal Self" 
dimension was taken as the measure of his discrepancy between 
11 Self 11 and 11 Ideal Self" with respect to th?..t particular trait. 
The absolute difference between •• • [ a) student t s 11Self" 
rating and his 1Ideal Self " rating was obtained for each of 
the ••• 30 traits (by addition) , and the mean of his ••• 
30 absolute differences was taken as the measure of his dis-
crepancy between 11Self 11 and 11 Ideal Self" for the test as a 
whole . The discrepancy between "Self 11 and "Social Sel:f 11 and 
the discrepancy between 11 Ideal Self" and 11Social Self" were 
obtained in like manner • ••• 1 
(1) A high discrepancy between 1 Self 11 and "Ideal Self" in-
dicates that the S :feels inadequate relative to his 
ideal; that is, he evaluates himself unfavorably. 
(2) A high discrepancy between "Social Self" and "Ideal 
Self 11 indicates that the S feels that other people per-
ceive him in ways which are very different from his stan-
dard of perfection; that is, he feels that their percep-
tions of him are, relative to his own ideal, unfavorable. 
(3) A high discrepancy between "Self" and nsocial Selfll in-
dicates that the S thinks that other ~eople do not ac-
curately perceive and understand him. 
1Smith, ~· £11., P• 102. 
2 ~-' p. 107. 
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Our use of this rating scale was for the purpo se of obta ining 
a measure of personality in terms of self-concept and the discrepan-
cies in an individual's self-concept. We were concerned to discover 
whether or not there would be a significant change in self-concept 
during the course of the twelve-week program. Our approach in the 
study was empirical, but in terms of the theory behind the ra ting 
scale and in terms of personality theory, personality maturation 
is directly proportionate to a decrease in self-concept discrepancy. 
Within the framework of the highly introspective environment of the 
clinical pa storal education program, it was felt that t his area 
would be worthy of investigation. 
The self-concept test was administered at three points in the 
program -- at the beginning, at the midpoint, and at the end. The 
results were examined for change in terms of changes in the group's 
mean discrepancy scores between (1) Period I (the beginning) and 
Period II (the midpoint), (2) Period II and Period III (the end), 
and (3) Period I and Period III. For purposes of intercorrelation 
with the other personality and behavioral variables, the re sults 
of the three periods were added together and entered into the 
intercorrelation analysis. The results for the individual periods 
were also entered. We were interested in the relationship of self-
concept to other variables of personality and behavior. 
f. Peer Perception Bating 
A peer perception rating scale was also developed. Twenty of 
the sixty-five personality traits fro m the self-concept test were 
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chosen for this purpose. It was felt tha t these twenty traits were 
those wnich were most closely related to the general socia l expec-
tations concerning t he personality and behavior of t he pastor. Ten 
of t hese tr its were phra sed in positive terms, and ten were phra sed 
in negative terms. These tra its are given in Appendix II where a copy 
1 
of the peer perception rating is presented. The students were a sked 
to r a te themselves (self-perception rating) and the other students 
(peer perception rating) in the program with respect to these traits. 
They were a sked to do this in accordance with a five-point scale. 
The same five ca tegories as were used in the self-concept test were 
used here: (1) almost never, (2) seldom, (3) about half the time, 
(4) quite often, and (5) almost all the time. 
The peer percepti on rating was a dministered three times through-
out t he twelve-week period -- at the beginning, at t he midpoint, and 
a t the end. Through the use of the peer percepti on rating, we ar-
rived at several different measures. (1) We had the mea n group 
scores for each of three periods on twenty personality and behavioral 
traits. We could, t herefore, arrive at change in mean group scores 
on traits between Period I and Period II, between Period II and Period 
III, and between Period I and Period III. For purposes of correlating 
the students' scores with other personality and behavioral variables, 
we summed the scores of the three periods (a process which makes 
for greater stability as over against taking t ne scores just for one 
1se Appendix II, p. 212. 
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period) and entered them into the intercorrelation analysis. (2) We 
could arrive at a measure of group acceptance or group rejection. We 
1 
decided upon using t he variable of group rejection (peer rejection). 
Through sum~ing the scores given to an individual on the nega tive 
items and subtracting from that the sum of the scores given to t ha t 
individual on the positive or desirable items the score for rejection 
was obtained. As the mean score for the group was next obtained, we 
had the score for group rejection. We decided upon two variables of 
rejection: (a) over-all peer rejection, or the mean score for all 
three periods together (the sum of the scores for Periods I, II, and 
III divided by tnree), and (b) increa se in peer rejection, or the mean 
score for Period III minus the mean score for Period I. These two 
variables for group rejection were then entered into t he intercor-
rela tion analysis for purposes of discovering their relationships 
with the other personality and behavioral variables. (3) Tne un-
signed difference or discrepancy (not taking positive or negative 
signs into account) between the self-ra ting and t he peer rating in 
relation to t he peer perception r a ting becomes a measure of self-
insight for t he purposes of t his study. Therefore, we had a measure 
of change in self-insight by subtracting the mean group scores of 
Period I from t he mean group scores of Period III (Period III minus 
1we decided to work with group rejection as opposed to group ac-
ceptance because the negative scores were higher, and it was, there-
fore, easier to discuss results in terms of positive correlation with 
group rejection rather than in terms of negative correlation with 
group acceptance. 
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Period I). These variables were also entered into the intercorre-
lation analysis. Therefore, by way of summary, we arrived at ra tings 
on twenty peer factors, changes in ratings on twenty peer factors, 
measures of over-all peer rejection, change in peer rejection, and 
measures of personality insight and change in personality insight. 
The resultant scores were, in turn, intercorrela ted. 
D. Student-Patient Impact 
1. Philosophy of Impact 
Interpersonal encounter between the student chaplain and the 
1 
hospital patient is here conceptualized in terms of "impact." In 
seeking to arrive at a meaningful way to describe the effectiveness 
of the pastoral visit in terms of its influence upon the patient, and 
in terms of the patient's reaction to the visit, we decided upon the 
term "impact." We were concerned with pastoral effectiveness and 
change in pastoral effectiveness. 
In the atmosphere of a genera l hospital, where the results of 
each approach to the patient are viewed in terms of the present 
crisis of the patient and his return to society, the participating 
healing disciplines are concerned with being able to describe the 
results of their approach to, or treatment of, the patient. For 
the most part, these disciplines are concerned with the objective, 
tangible results which may be indicated in relation to the approaches 
1 See Chapter I, p. 6. 
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of the members of the healing team. So, in this study, we are seeking 
to describe the results of the approach of the pastor in terme which 
are objective and understandable to the members of the other healing 
services. We realize that this is not an easy task in view of the 
fact that the pastoral ministry tends to concern itself with the 
subjective and the intangible. The term "impact" is not one of the 
traditional symbols of the Church. It is an expression taken from 
physics and psychology and is here applied to the dynamic encounter 
in interpersonal relations. 
Theologically speaking, we do not wish to limit the dynamic 
forces of the student chaplain-patient encounter to two. Rather, we 
presuppose out of a framework of a Christian, Protestant theology 
that God or the Holy Spirit is also present and available and at 
work. However, it is not the intent of this dissertation to des-
cribe 11what is taking place" or 11 the forces at work" in a pastoral 
visit, but rather we seek to focus upon the results of that visit 
for the patient as they might be objectively viewed and described 
by a behavioral scientist. It is necessary to keep in mind that 
whatever takes place or results with respect to chaplain-patient 
encounter involves a combination of the expectations and motivations 
of both chaplain and patient. It involves the immediate situation 
of the patient and his pressing needs at the moment. The patient• s 
reactions and apprecia tion with respect to the approach of the 
chaplain will involve these considerations. Operationally speaking, 
we will be concerned with the perception of the patient 1 s reactions 
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to the visits of the student chaplain. This will be our criterion of 
pastoral effectiveness. 
2. Description of I mpact Cards 
As a means of describing and recording what took place in the 
1 
student chaplain-patient encounter, an 11 impa.ct card" wa.s devised. 
In terms of the two variables of the "enjoyment value" and "utility 
value" of the pastoral visitation, two scales were set up. Each of 
these was organized on a four point range of variability in relation 
to whether or not the pastoral visits were regarded as enjoyable or 
useful and to what degree. A question arose as to whether or not a 
patient could recognize the benefit of pastoral cal1.s immedia tely, 
even though he might at a later time. Since this question seemed 
to apply mainly to the "utility scale," the utility scale was dif-
ferentiated further in terms of a np scale 11 (patient scale) and a 
11 0 scale 11 (chaplain scale). In the 11P scale, 11 the student was to 
record what he observed in terms of the patient's conscious recog-
nition and benefit at the moment. In the 110 scale, 11 the student was 
to record what he observed concerning the patient's benefit, im-
mediate or ultimate. This scale sougnt to account for a possible 
subsequent realization by tne patient of tne utility value of the 
pastoral call. For example, if a patient cried or gave vent to 
hostile feel ings during tne course of tne pastoral visits, but tnis 
was conceived by the chaplain to be ultimately helpful and would 
1 See Appendix II, p. 213. 
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later be realized as such by the patient, the trainee would give 
the patient a low rating on the Dp scale 11 and a higher rating on the 
110 scale." 
On the back side of the card there was a list of factors which 
might have influenced the situation to some major degree. These were 
11mood, 11 11ward atmosphere," "physical state," "personality character-
istics per se, 11 and 11 other. 11 If the student felt that the presence 
of such factors had a limiting or catalytic effect upon the visit, the 
student was to so indicate. Often such factors as these tend to 
limit communication, be it verbal or non-verbal. When it was felt 
that such factors greatly influenced what took place, the results 
of these visits were not tabulated in the results of the study. 
3. Use of Impact Cards 
a. :By Students 
As the students made their chaplaincy calls on the wards and 
floors assigned to them during the third through the eleventh week 
of the clinical pastoral education program, they made an 11 impact 
rating" on the impact card for each call immediately after the call 
had been made. At the end of the day, these cards were handed to 
the secretary in the chaplain's office and filed. They were filed 
under the students' names, and the successive calls upon patients 
were also recorded. Then after a student bad made three calls upon 
patient, he was asked to make an 11 over-all impact rating11 on the basis 
of his pastoral visits and relationship with this patient. The goal 
was set of having him make three "over-all impact ratings" per week 
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during the course of the nine-week period of pastoral visitation. 
However, in a general hospital situation in which the average patient 
stay is approximately eleven days, it is not always possible to make 
1 
three successive calls upon a patient before the patient's discharge. 
Furthermore, although the emphasis was given to calling upon fewer 
patients and establishing more "qualitative relationships," one cannot 
legislate dogmatically as to 11 how a pastor is to administrate his 
parish," or how a student chaplain is to organize his pastoral calling 
on his ward or floor assignments. There are internal problems and 
conflicts which arise within the students themselves which effect the 
goal for purposes of research. So, although a goal was formulated for 
the purposes of the research, it was not always met as it was limited 
by the situation of the student and that of the patients. 
b. By Supervisors 
After a student had made an over-all impact rating in relation 
to his calls upon a patient, the student's chaplain-supervisor, upon 
notification by the secretary, interviewed the patient. He did not 
have access to the impact ratings made by the student. He called 
upon the patient as soon as possible t o seek to insure the patient's 
presence in the hospital and availability for the interview as well 
as to interview him before the student chaplain made another visit. 
1 
Massachusetts General Hospital, One Hundred and Fortl-Sixth 
Annual Report of the Trustees of the ~assachusetts General Hosnital, 
pp. 120-125. 
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Although the approach of the chaplain-supervisor would vary with 
individual patients in hopes of establishing an early rapport or wor-
king relationship, his conversation with the patient might begin in 
the following manner. "Mr. X, I am Mr. Y, a chaplain-supervisor from 
the Chaplaincy Service in the hospital. The Chaplaincy Service is 
presently seeking to evaluate its program as well as improve its ser-
vices with respect to patients." As he continued, he next structurQd 
his role. 11 I am here to get your reaction as a patient to the visits 
of a hospital chaplain if one has called upon you. I am more concerned 
with a broader, more global criticism of the Chaplaincy Service than 
in 'calling down' or 1praising1 the chaplain who may have called upon 
you. Yet perhaps the most realistic and helpful way of evaluating the 
approach and effectiveness of the Chaplaincy Service is to view it 
concretely in terms of your individual contact with the chaplain on 
this floor. I want you to know that this is a joint project of the 
Chaplaincy Service, and it is not to be construed as a means of 1 spying 
upon' individual chaplains." The chaplain-supervisor appealed direct-
ly for the patient's cooperation and help in the project. "Will you 
help us in our evaluation? It will be a means of aiding us so that we 
might better minister to the patients who will be here in the future. 
The only way for you to be really helpful to the Chaplaincy Service is 
by being as candid and honest as you can with respect to your reactions 
to the chaplain who has called upon you. I would ask if I might record 
your reactions for our study. I promise that we will not use your 
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name in any way. Your comments will be added to those we are get-
ting from other patients throughout the hospital." An interview 
questionnaire was used in this conversation, and this will be pre-
sented below. 
After each interview, the chaplain-supervisor evaluated the 
student chaplain-patient encounters both with respect to the en-
joyment value and the utility value of the visits. 'nth respect to 
the utility variable, however, only the "P scale" of the impact card 
was deemed pertinent to the chaplain-supervisor's rating. He made 
his rating in terms of his perception of the patient's reaction to 
the approach of the student chaplain. 
4. Use of the Interview Questionnaire 
A questio~re was devised in order to establish an atmospkere 
for rapport and to formulate a background out of which the chaplain-
supervisor could raise the proper questions upon which to make an 
impact rating concerning the impact of the student chaplain's calls. 
Through a meaningful progression of questions, the questionnaire 
1 
served to structure the interview of the chaplain-supervisor. It 
also served to standardize the interviews of the two chaplain-super-
visors involved. A copy of this questionnaire is contained in the 
2 
Appendix. It was hoped that these questions would serve to draw 
1Questions 1-5 were concerned with the establishment of rapport; 
questions 6-13 were concerned with a review of the contents of the 
student chaplain-patient interviews and were structured to lead up to 
specific questions pertaining to impact per se. 
2 
See Appendix II, p. 214. 
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the patient out so that the supervisor could differentiate bet\<Teen 
an 11 indifferent 11 and a 11 negative 11 reaction to the student chapl a in's 
visits and between one which was "slight l y positive" and one which 
was 11 markedly 11 so. It was emphasized that the more the patient had an 
opportunity to speak and give his reactions, the better the supervisor 
was able to delineate his ratings. It was found that by repeating 
and summarizing the information which the patient gave \1ith respect 
to the questions, the patient's reactions were objectively clarified. 
5. Correlation of Supervisors' Ratings for Purposes of Reliability 
One of the questions arising from the fact that two chaplain-
supervisors were involved in making these ratings ,.,.a s \'lhether "inter-
supervisor reliability" was sufficiently high. As indicated above, 
the questionnaire served to help structure and standardize the ap-
proaches of the chaplain-supervisors. Another means which served 
this same end was to have the chaplain-supervisors both wear the 
same type of clerical clothing-- dark s1:its with clerica l colla rs. 
In preparation for the actual project the supervisors also role 
played their calling situations and made joint calls. Ho\<Jever, 
to arrive at agreement between the supervisors' ratings as well 
as to obtain outside ratings of impact, a chaplain-supervisor's 
calls were tape-recorded. These r ecordings were then reviewed by 
the other chaplain-supervisor as well as by the secretary in the 
chaplains' office, and each made an i mpact rating based upon the 
recording. By the time the project began, the agreement between 
the three judges -- two chaplain-supervisors and the secretary --
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was almost 100 per cent. To facilita te a high degree of reliability 
between the ratings of these judges, the interviewing chaplain-super-
visor sought diligently to clarify questions and answers in his calls 
upon the patients. "Intra-supervisor reliability" was also checked 
upon, and there was substantial agreement between the initial ra tings 
of the supervisor with t hose made by him as he l istened to the t ape 
recordings at a later da te. It was not deemed necessary or valuable 
to continue a check of this nature. The impact rati ngs of the three 
j udges involved were recorded by the secretary for sta tistical pur-
po see. 
6. Methodological Procedures in Relation to Impact 
a. Rat i ngs of Impact 
Thus fa r in this chapter, we have defined impact in terms of 
interpersonal encounter between the student chaplain and the hospital 
patient. We have said tha t impact was to be viewed or perceived in 
terms of the two variables of the enjoyment and utility values to 
the patient of the student's pastoral calls. It was brought out 
further that for the student there would be impact ra ting scales 
for enjoyment and for utility with this second scale being divided 
into two sections, a lip sca le" and a "C scale. 11 11 In the 'P scale,' 
the student was to record what he observed in terms of t he patient's 
conscious recognition and benefit at the moment. In the 10 scale,' 
the student was to record what he observed concerning the patient's 
1 
benefit, immediate or ultimate." Final or over-all impact ratings 
1 
See Chapter III, p. 74. 
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would be made by the student after he had made three visits upon a 
patient. He would rate his impact in terms of his perception of the 
patient's reaction to his pastoral calls accord ing to their enjoyment 
and utility values (enjoyment scale, utility P scale, and utility 0 
scale). The supervisor would then interview the patient, and he, too, 
would make an impact rating in terms of the enjoyment and utility 
values of the student chaplain's visits in view of the patient's ex-
pressed reactions. However, he did not breakdown the "utility 
scale 11 in terms of "P" and "0," but rather kept it as one. There-
fore, this involved two variables, enjoyment and utility. Thus over 
the nine-week period consisting of three three-week sections, we 
gathered ratings in terms of five variables or measures of impact. 
For simplicity, we refer to these variables as: (1) student enjoy-
ment (student E), (2) student utility P scale (student Up), (3) stu-
dent utility 0 scale (student Uc), (4) supervisor enjoyment (super-
visor E), and (5) supervisor utility (supervisor U). From these 
ratings we arrive at the mean impact ratings of the students and of 
the chaplain-supervisors for each of three periods as well as for the 
over-all nine-week period of student calling. The mean over-all 
ratings of the students and of the supervisors were entered into the 
intercorrelati on analysis for the purposes of discovering their 
relationships with the other personality and behavioral variables 
in our study. 
b. Ratings of Change in Impact 
We compared the mean scores of the impact ratings made by the 
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students and the supervisors in Period I (the first three-week period 
of calling) with the ratings in Period III (the third three-week 
period of calling). The difference between the scores for Period I 
and the scores for Period III (ratings Period III minus ratings 
Period I) are the "change in impact 11 scores. As there were five 
impact variables (three student ratings and two supervisor ratings), 
there were now five variables of change in impact. We were con-
cerned \V'i th significant changes in score with respect to the impact 
r a tings. The five change in impact variables were entered into the 
intercorrelation analysis. 
c. Ratings of Insight into Impact 
We next compared t he agreement or difference between the stu-
dent ratings and the supervisor ratings as to impact (student ratings 
minus supervisor ratings). As the students' pastoral calls were 
divided into three three-week periods, we obtained insight into 
impact measures for each of the three periods as well as the over-
all mean for the three periods summed together. In arriving at this 
insight into impact dimension, we took the algebraic difference 
(utilizing the positive and negative signs) between the ratings of 
the students and those of the supervisors, and the resultant measure 
was tha t of 11underevaluation 11 or "overevaluation" of impact by the 
student. We also took the absolute difference (unsigned difference) 
between the student and supervisor ratings, and the resultant measure 
was termed 11 insight into impact." Both of these measures --under-
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evaluation-overevaluation and insight into impact -- related to the 
difference in the perceptions of t he students and the supe rvisors 
with respect to the impact value of t he students' pa storal ca lls. 
We remember here t hat the supervisors' ratings were based upon 
interviews with t he patients utilizing t he i mpact ~estionnaire. 
The change in impact variables were entered into the intercorre-
lation analysis for purposes of discovering their relati onships to 
other personality and behavioral v~riables. 
By way of clarifica tion a s to t he measure of 11 underevaluation" 
and 11 overevaluation 11 of impact, if t he resultant score or difference 
in subtracting supervisor r a tings from student ra tings was posi-
tive, it was an indication of overeva luation of impact by the student; 
if the resultant score was negative, it was an indica tion of under-
evaluation of impact. In relation to the 11 insight into impact" meas-
ure, a high discrepancy score between student and supervisor ratings 
was an indica tion of lack of insight; a low discrepancy score was an 
indication of presence of insight. 
d. Ratings of Change in Insight into Impa ct 
By compa ring the discrepancy scores between students' and super-
visors' ra tings of impact, our resultant measure was of "insight 
into impact." By then compari ng t he discrepancy scores between the 
students' and supervisors' r a tings for Period I with t he discrepancy 
scores betw en the students' and supervisors' ratings for Period III, 
we arrived at the measure of "change in insight into impact" (dis-
crepancy scores Period III minus discrepancy scores Period I). This 
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procedure, like the insight fnto impact procedure, can be carried out 
in terms of algebraic and absolute discrepancies, or, therefore, in 
terms of (1) change in the degree of underevaluation or overevaluation 
of impact, and (2) change in insight into impact. If the resultant 
algebraic scores were highly positive, it would be an indication of 
an increase in overevalu.ation of impact on the part of the students; 
if they were highly negative, it would be an indication of an in-
crea se in underevaluation of impact. If the resultant absolute scores 
were high, it was an indication of an increase in lack of insight on 
the part of the students; if the resultant scores were low, it was 
an indication of an increase in the presence of insight. These var-
iables were entered into the intercorrelation analysis for purposes 
of exploring their relationships with other personality and behavioral 
variables. 
E. Summary 
In this chapter we have set forth the methodology of this study 
in terms of measures used and in terms of the procedures applied both 
to these measures and to their results. We considered the following 
personality tests and behavioral ra ting scales as they form a part 
of our methodology: (1) 11The Sixteen Personality Factors Test" of 
Cattell, (2) "Edwards Personal Preference Schedule," (3) the Allport-
Vernon-Lindzey 11 Study of Values," ( 4) the 11 Differentit:tl Aptitude Tests: 
Verbal Reasoning Test, 11 (5) a self-concept test, and (6) a peer per-
ception rating. We also considered $tudent-patient impact in terms of 
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theory and procedures. From this framework of i mpac t are derived 
r atings of impact, change i n impa ct, insight into impact, and change 
in insight into i mpact. The results of the above measures will pre-
sent for us t hose significant changes which took place in the person-
ality and behavior of t he students of clinical pastoral educa tion in 
t he twelve-w ek period. W indicated wnich va riables would be entered 
into t he intercorrelation analysis in order to answer questions raised 
in the investiga tion. 
We now turn to the presenta tion of tne results of our methodolo-
gical approach to t he study of the thirteen students of clinical pas-
toral education. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE .BESULTS WHICH WERE O:BTAINED IN TEBMS OF AN-
SWERS TO THE THREE ~UESTIONS UNDER CONSIDmRATION 
A. Introduction 
In this chapter we shall present the significant changes which 
took place in the scores on the personality tests and behavioral 
rating scales administered to thirteen students during the course of 
the twelve-week program of clinical pastoral education at Massachusetts 
General Hospital. In light of the great amount of testing and the 
great quantity of results, we shall limit ourselves to a presentation 
and consideration of those results which involved significant changes 
in score. We shall also present the results of the intercorrelation an-
alysis of the scores for the variables involved in the above testing. 
Significance of change in score was rated in accordance with at least 
the .05 level of probability (level of significance) on the Fisher "t" 
1,2 
Table for correlated means as the mean scores were compared. How-
ever, with respect to the intercorrelation analysis, as this was an 
exploratory study more concerned with establishing hypotheses for fur-
ther investigation rather than with testing them out, we did not insist 
upon the .05 level of probability as this would have required all cor-
relations less than .55 to be disregarded. We now turn to a presen-
tation of the results. 
1R. A. Fisher, Statistical Methods for Research Workers (London: 
Oliver and :Boyd, 1928). 
2see bottom of next page. 
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B. During the Intensive Twelve-Week Period of Clin-
ical Pastoral Education Do Changes Occur in the 
Students with Respect to the Following Four Areas? 
1. Scores on Personality Tests and Behavioral Rating Scales 
Most of the mean group scores with respect to the variables on 
the personality inventories and behavioral rating scales did not show 
significant change during the course of the twelve-week period. The 
significant changes which occurred are presented in Tables I, II, and 
1 
III. 
We now consider these changes with respect to the order in which 
the personality tests and behavioral rating scales were presented in 
our methodology in Chapter III. (1) There was no significant change 
in the mean group scores of the students on "The Sixteen Personality 
Factors Test 11 of Cattell. (2) However, there was an indica tion of 
significant increase in mean group scores from pre- (the testing 
period at the beginning of the program ) to post- (the testing period 
at the end of the program) with respect to the following variables on 
the "Edwards Personal Preference Schedule": (need for) achievement, 
order, dominance, and aggression. (3) One significant decrea se was 
1 See Tables I, II, and III, pp. 88, 89, 90. 
2 (Footnote 2 from previous page) It should be pointed out that 
other changes in scores on personality tests and behavioral rating 
scales over the twelve-week period were significant at the .10 level 
on the Fisher 11 t 11 Table for correlated means, and, in given instances, 
especially with respect to changes in impact, these borderline changes 
were consistent with those changes which reached the .05 level of 
probability. This tends to provide for more confidence in accepting 
the changes which are here to be indicated as significant. 
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Variable 
Ach 
Ord 
Ic 
Dom 
Agg 
lid Social 
S-Og 
IIIe S-Op 
S-Oc 
IV£ Sup. U 
T.A:BLE I 
CHANGES IN SCORES ON PERSOl~ITY IN-
VENTORIES AND :BEHAVIORAL RATI NG SCALES 
Pre- Mean Score Post- Mean Score ta pb 
11.46 15. 46 -4.77 .01 
9.62 11.08 -3.40 .01 
15.00 18.77 -3.39 .01 
9 . 85 11. 92 -2.30 . 05 
45 .92 42.85 /-2.82 • 02 
16.38 11.31 /-2.57 . 05 
17.85 10.62 /-2.90 . 02 
34.23 21.92 /-4. 61 . 01 
1.02 1.41 /-2.52 . 05 
a 11 tll r efers to t ne result on the Fisher t Test for correlat ed means. 
b 11p 11 refers to the two-tailed probability level associated with 11 t 11 • 
c 11Edwards Personal Preference Schedule " variables. 
dAllport-Vernon-Lindzey 11Study of Values" variable . 
8Self-concept test discrepancy sco re variabl es. 
fi mpact rating variable. 
Note : The comnlete names for the variables in this table and in 
those which follow are given in Appendix II or in Chapter III. 
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TABLE II 
A. CHANGE WITH RESPECT TO PEER PERCEPTION SCORES 
Variable 
Aloof 
Annoying 
:Boastful 
Rejecting 
Inconsiderate 
Sincere 
Trustful 
Pre- Mean Score 
.43 
• 59 
.83 
• 51 
.72 
.38 
.23 
Post- Mean Score t p 
1.06 f7.30 .01 
.84 /-2.69 .02 
1.17 /-4.32 .01 
1.09 /-2.80 .02 
1.34 /-7.33 .01 
• 71 -4. 04 • 01 
• 56 -4.10 • 01 
:B. OVER-ALL PEER REJECTION 
Variable Pre- Mean Score Post- Mean Score t p 
Per. III-I (Per. I) • 76 (Per. III) .92 /-3.26 .01 
Per. II-I (Per. I) • 76 {Per. II) .83 /-2.94 .02 
Per. III-II {Per. II) .83 {Per. III) .92 /-2 .94 .02 
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TABLE III 
A COl-1PARISON OF STUDENT AND SUPERVISOR EVALUATION OF I MPACT 
Variable i Student Score i Supervisor Score t p 
E-E (All Periods) E- 1.27 E = 1.45 -2.09 .10 
Up-U (All Periods) Up= .98 u = 1.21 -2.94 .02 
Uc-U (All Periods) Uc = .76 u = 1.21 -6.16 . 01 
/E-E/ (All Periods) /E/ = 1.27 /E/ = 1.45 f4.83 . 01 
/Up-U/ (All Periods ) /Up/= .97 /U/ -= 1.22 f4.54 .01 
/Uc-U/ (All Periods) /Uc/ = .83 /U/ -: 1.22 .f.6.12 .01 
Variable St. - Sup. Score St. - Sup. Score t p 
Period I Period III 
(E-E Per. III) 
minus (E-E Per. I) -.01 -.04 - 2. 57 .05 
noted rela tive t o a va riabl e on the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey "Study 
of Values, 11 and this was with respect to the variable measurin~ t he 
11 social 11 value as a motivating force in the students' personalities. 
(4) There was indication of significant increa se i n mean group scores 
from t he beginning of t he program to the end on the self-concept test 
discrepancy scores dealing with the dimension of "self" (self as an 
individual sees himself) versus 11 social self" (self as an individual 
feels others see him) with respect to the t hirty general tra its, t ne 
tnirty-five pastoral traits, and thus t he sixty-five combined traits 
of personality. (5) The changes which occurred with respect to the 
peer perception rat ings reveal a very consistent and clea r-cut set of 
results. There were indications of significant mean group changes 
from t he beginning of the program to the end with respect to seven of 
t ne twenty variables on the rating scale. All seven of these reflect 
a decrease in peer acceptance. The results indica ted an increa se 
(higher scores ) in ra ting peers as: tends to be aloof and snobbish, 
somewhat annoying and irrita ting, tends to be boa stful, rejecting, 
and somewhat self-centered and inconsidera te. There was a decrease 
(lower scores) in r a ting peers as sincere and trustful. In rela tion 
to the measure of group rejection, we find a significant increa se 
from the beginning of t he training period to the middle of the 
training period and from the middle of t he training period until 
t he end. The mean increa se in rejection from the beginning until 
t he middle is very similar to the mean increase in rejection fro m the 
middle until t he end. This seems to indicate t ha t t he increa se in 
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rejection ~~s progressive during the entire twelve-week period and 
was relatively constant in its progression. 
2. Self-insight 
In Chapter I, it was brought out tha.t self-insight was operation-
ally defined for t he purposes of this study as being "the agreement 
between self-ratings and peer ratings of personality traits of the 
1 
clinical pastoral education students." This refers to the results 
of the peer perception ratings which were administered at the begin-
ning, at the midpoint, and at the end of the program. More specif-
ically, we are here concerned with the significant changesw hich 
took place in the mean group scores of the students from Testing I 
{at the beginning of the program) to Testing III (at the end of the 
program). 
In co~paring the discrepancy between self-ratings and peer 
r a tings on Test I, the insight score (absolute difference) was 
t•52; in carrying out the same procedure for Test III, the insight 
score was t•58. The resultant difference, or change in insight 
score, was -.06. By checking the plot of the discrepancy scores 
of Period III minus Period I and by means of the Fisher "t 11 Table 
test, it was concluded that this change in self-insight was not 
significant. 
3. Student-Patient Impact 
In comparing the impact ratings (ratings of the perceived 
1 
See Chapter I, p. 88. 
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enjoyment and utility values) made by the students in relation to 
their chaplaincy calls upon the hospital patients during the first 
three-week period of pastoral calling with those of the third three-
week period of calling, the changes which occurred were not significant 
in nature. However, there was a significant change in the ratings 
which the supervisors made upon interviewing the patients with res-
pect to these pastoral calls. They noted an increase in the utility 
1 
value of the calls. This change is indicated in Table I. The 
supervisors made their ratings on the basis of their perceptions of 
the reactions which the patients communicated to them with respect 
to the calls of the students. These ratings of the supervisors were 
carried out in relation to the enjoyment and utility scales on the 
impact card and in relation to the impact questionnaire which was 
used as a basis for their interviews with the patients. 
4. Insight into Impact 
The insight into impact scores were obtained by ascertaining 
the discrepancies between student and supervisor ratings ofthe en-
joyment and utility values of the student chaplain's approach to the 
hospital patients. The change in insight scores were obtained by com-
paring the insight into impact scores for the first three weeks of 
pastoral calling (Period I) with those of the t hird three weeks of 
pastoral calling (Period III). Both algebraic (change in under-
evaluation or overevaluation of impact) and absolute (change in the 
absence or presence of insight) scores were examined for change. 
1 See Table I, p. 88. 
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A significant change wa s found with respect to t he variable of 
underevaluation (on the students' part) of i mpact. There was an 
increase in underevaluation. This indica ted a lack of pe rceptiveness 
by the students as to their improvement in the enjoyment value for 
the patients of their pastoral visits. This change in underevalu-
1 
a tion is indicated in Table III. There were no other significant 
changes in tne insight into impact variables. There was no im-
provement in insignt into impact. 
C. If Changes Do Occur in Any of These Four Areas, Can These Chan-
ges Be Shown to Be Correlated with Behavior in the Other Areas? 
We presented tne personality and behavioral variables which in-
dicated significant change during the course of t ne twelve-week pro-
gram of clinical pastoral education. We will no'¥" be concerned with 
the correlations of the se variables with the other personality and 
behavioral variables in the study. All of the personality and be-
havioral varia bles of the methodology were entered into an inter-
correlation analysis. 
1. Scores on Personality Tests and Behavioral Rating Scales 
We did not correla te variables of change with respect to 11The 
Sixteen Personality Factors 1 Test 11 of Cattell, "Edwards Personal 
Preference Schedule, 11 the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey "Study of Values, rt 
or the self-concept test. Of the va riables which indicated signi-
ficant change , there were certain ones which seemed to present a 
1 See Table III, p. 90. 
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most clear and consi s tent picture with respect to their intercorre-
lations with other personality and behavioral va riables . These var-
iables were fro m the peer perception ra ting. The variabl es of peer 
rejection and increase in peer rejection with respect to t he twelve-
week training period seemed to present themselves as areas worthy of 
further investige.tion. We sha ll, the ref ore, limit our focus to these 
area s. We shall first consider the intercorrelations among t he var-
iables of peer rejection. 
a. Intercorrelations among Measures of Peer Rejection 
The four varia bles whicn will be considered in this section a re: 
(1) peer rejection at the beginning of t he twelve-week period, (2) 
peer rejection at the midpoint of the program, (3) peer rejection at 
the end of t he program, and (4) change in peer rejection from Period I 
to Period III. The intercorrelations of these va riabl es a re indica ted 
1 
in Table IV. 
It was indica t ed in Chapter III that the score on the variable 
cf group rejection was obtained "through summing the scores given to 
an individua l on t he neg11.ti ve i terns and subtracting from that the sum 
of t he scores given to that individual on the positive or desirable 
items. As the mean score for the group was next obtained, we had the 
2 
score for group rejection. 11 
Table IV indica t es that the correlation between peer rejection at 
1 See Table IV, p. 96. 
2see Chapter III, p. 71. 
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TAm.E IV 
IN'l'ERCORRELATIOl-JS AMONG FOUR VARIABLES OF PEER REJECTION 
P.R. I :P.R. II P.R. III P.R. III-I 
Peer Rating I 
Peer Rating II f.77 
Peer Rating III f.72 t•92 
Peer R. III-I /-.29 t•74 f.aa 
Period I and peer rejection at Period II is t•77, and the corre-
lation between peer rejection at Period I and peer rejection at 
1 
Period III is f.72. The correlation between Period II and Period 
2 
III is considerably higher at 1·92. This would seem to indicate 
that the attitudes of the peers toward each other with respect to 
acceptance and rejection had become fairl y solidified by the mid-
point of the program so that very little change occurred later 
in relation to the order in which the students were ranked by their 
peers from the most rejected to the least rejected. There was very 
little change in this respect from Period II to Period III. This is 
not to say, however, tha t change in peer rejection did not occur from 
Period II to Period III. As has already been indicated, there was 
a progressive increase in peer rejection from Period I to Period II 
3 
to Period III. The point under consideration here is simply that 
the way in which the increase in mean peer rejection occurred from 
Period II to Period III was relatively constant from person to per-
son. The position a t which an individual was ranked with regard to 
peer rejection at Period II was similar to the position where he was 
ranked relative to peer rejection at Period III. These positions 
remained much the same from Period II to Period III, but the mean 
degree of rejection increased as there was a progressive increase 
from Period I to Period III. 
1 See Table IV, p. 96. 3 See Chapter IV, pp. 91-92. 
2Ibid. 
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Pernaps the most interesting data in Table IV concern the re-
lationsnips between the peer rejection scores at Periods I, II, and 
III, on tne one hand, and changes in peer rejection from Period I to 
Period III, on the other hand. The correlation in all three instances 
is positive. This indicates that the individuals who received the 
greatest rejection were the ones who received the greatest increase 
in rejection from Period I to Period III. \'le note tha.t the corre-
lation between rejection at Period I and increase in rejection (from 
Period I to Period III) is quite low, being t-29, whereas the cor-
relation between rejection at Period II and increase in rejecti on 
1 
(from Period I to Period III) is considerably higher, being t•74. 
The correlations bet\'Teen rejection at Period III and increase in rejec-
2 
tion (from Period I to Period III) is higher yet , being f.88. Since 
the change from Period I to Period III does not involve information 
about peer rejection at Period II, the correlation of f.74 between 
the latter two variables is ba sed upon independent information. This 
correlation of f.74 seems to clea rly indicate that individuals who 
a re highly rejected receive progressively increa sed rejection as 
time passes in the training program. 
Table V shows the correlation between over-all rejection by peers 
and increa se in rejection by peers, on t he one hand, and specific peer 
3 
factor ratings summed up over the three periods, on t he other hand. 
These correlations make it possible for us to find the comparative 
1see Table IV, p. 96. 
2Ibid. 
3see Table V, P• 99. 
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T.A:BLE V 
CORRELATIONS OF OVER-ALL PEER REJECTION AND INCREASE IN PEER RE-
JECTION FROM PERIOD I TO PERIOD III WITH 20 PEER BEHAVIORAL TRAITS 
Variable Over-all Peer Rejection Increase in Rejection 
1 Thoughtful & Considerate 
-.72 -.38 
2 Aloof & Snobbish f.63 t• 61 
3 Compassionate -.91 -.77 
4 Gets Angry Easily f.67 .;..41 
5 Sarcastic .j..38 
.j..lO 
6 Sincere -.88 
-.55 
7 Cheerful & Optimistic -.52 
-· 61 
8 Prejudiced .j..48 .j..09 
9 Annoying and Irritating 
-f-73 f.41 
10 Sympathetic -.86 
-.52 
ll Trustful -.64 
-.23 
12 :Boa stful f.71 .j..30 
13 Tactful -.83 
-.54 
14 Nervous & Tense f.67 f. 56 
15 Patient -.82 -.59 
16 Warm -.74 -.59 
17 Overly-pious -.05 -.01 
18 Rejecting f.90 /-.57 
19 Understanding -.83 
-.59 
20 Self-centered & /-.82 /-.46 
Inconsiderate 
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i~~rt nee of specific aspects of behavior with respect to the de-
termination of over-all peer rejection and increase in peer rejec-
tion. The correlations shown in column one indicate t hat of t he 
twenty peer characteristics the ten showing the most definite as-
sociation (positive or negative) with peer rejection are: compas-
sionate, sincere, sympathetic, tactful, patient, warm, understanding 
(all negatively associat ed with peer rejecti on), somewhat annoying 
and irritating, rejecting, and somewhat self-centered and incon-
1 
siderate (a.ll positively associated with peer rejection). The ten 
items showing the least definite association with rejecti on are: 
thoughtful and considerate, cheerful and optimistic, and trustful 
(all negatively associated with peer rejection), tends to be aloof 
and snobbish, gets angry easily, sarcastic, prejudiced, tends to be 
boastful, and nervnus and tense (all positively associa.ted with peer 
2 
rejection). 
One tendency which is revealed in the data in Table V is for 
the correlation between desirable items and rejection to be higher 
(more negative) than the correlations between rejection and undesir-
3 
able items (more positive). 
b. Correlations of Peer Rejection and Increase in Peer Rejection with 
Scores on Personality Tests and Behavioral Rating Scales 
The degree to which an individual wa s rejected and the change 
in the degree to which he was rejected from the beginning of the 
1 
Ibid. 
2Ibid. 
3 
Ibid. 
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program to its conclusion were highly and consistently correlated 
with numerous personality and behavioral variables. These corre-
1 
lations are indicated in Table VI. From these correlations we 
gather certain indications of relationship between various aspects 
of personality and behavior. Although we cannot exactly determine 
the nature of such relationship, we can speak of it in terms of 
degrees of high or low positive or negative correlation. The 
relationships are based upon mean group scores with respect to the 
variables of the personality tests and behaviora l ra ting sca.les. For 
purposes of integrating and clarifying the results, we will seek to 
construct models or personality types in view of these correlations. 
However, we must remember that we are speaking in terms of correla-
tion coefficients of independent variables. 
Turning, first of all, to the variable of increased peer re-
jection, we note that there was an indication that the trainee who 
received greater rejection at the end of the program than at the 
beginning tended to be anxious and emotionally unstable (high 
Cattell superfactor I scores) with a weak superego (low Cattell 
G scores). He had high scores in social aggressiveness (Cattell F), 
in heterosexuality (Edwards het), and in self-concept discrepancy 
between "self" (as one views himself) and 11 ideal self" (as one 
would like to be) with respect to the pastoral traits (S-Ip), but 
had low self-concept discrepancy between 11 self 11 and 11 social self" 
(self as one feels others see him) with respect to both general 
1 See Table VI, p. 102. 
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TABLE VI 
CORRELATI ONS OF PERSONALITY TEST SCORES WITH 
PEER REJECTION AND CHANGE I N PEER REJECTION 
Variable Over-all Rejection Increase in Rejection 
Cattell: 
E-1 f.50 f.26 
E-2 .f-.36 .f-.22 
F-1 .f-.19 .f-.41 
F-2 .f..46 .f.42 
G-1 f.l4 -.32 
G-2 -.31 -.56 
~-1 .f-.37 -.15 
Q.3-2 :;..so .f_.07 
Sup. I-1 /-.18 f.61 
Sup. I-2 .j..02 .f-.48 
Sup. II-1 -.48 -.18 
Sup. II-2 -.44 -.16 
Edwards: 
Exh-1 .j..35 /-.04 
Exh-2 .f-.49 f.l5 
Aff-1 -.35 -.48 
Aff-2 -.43 -.19 
Ret-1 f. 51 f..38 
Het-2 /-.56 f.33 
Self-concept Ifli/-III 
S-Ip .f.05 /-.35 
S-Og -.48 -.44 
S-Op -.43 -.46 
Insight into Impact 
E-E f.22 -.22 
Up-U f-.29 -.12 
Uc-U f.. 54 .f. 56 
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traits (S-Og) and pastoral traits (S-Op). 
The individual who received progressively increasing rejection 
was one who tended to be ra ted by his peers (peer ratings I plus II 
plus III) as being: aloof and snobbish (high peer factor 2 scores), 
anger prone (high peer factor 4 scores), annoying and irritating (high 
peer factor 9 scores), boastful (high peer factor 12 scores), nervous 
and tense (high peer factor 14 scores), rejecting (high peer factor 
18 scores), and self-centered and inconsiderate (high peer factor 
20 scores). He tended to be rated as not being: sincere (low peer 
factor 6 scores), cheerful and optimistic (low peer factor 7 scores), 
sympathetic (low peer factor 10 scores), trustful (low peer factor 
11 scores), tactful (low peer factor 13 scores), patient (low peer 
factor 15 scores), warm (low peer factor 16 scores), and understand-
ing (low peer factor 19 scores). 
The individual who was given increasing group rejection bad a 
tendency to overvalue the utility value of his calls upon patients 
(increasing group rejection correlates positively with the variable 
algebraic student utility 0 scale minus supervisor utilny at t•56) 
to a greater extent than other trainees who were given decreasing re-
jection. Increasing group rejection was not, however, correl~ted 
with the tendency of the student to overvalue the enjoyment value 
of his pastoral calls (algebraic student enjoyment minus supervisor 
enjoyment variable). 
Turning now to the variable of over-all peer rejection, we note 
that correlations between this variable and other personality and 
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behavioral variables indica te that the indiTidual who was most re-
jected was extroverted (low Cattell superfactor II scores), well 
adjusted (low Cattell superfactor I scores), dominant (high Cattell 
E scores), highly socialized (high Cattell QP scores), exhibitionistic 
(high Edwards exh scores) and was interested in sex (high Edwards het 
scores). This type of person also had low scores on affiliation (low 
Edwards aff scores), low scores on self-concept discrepancy between 
"self" (as one views himself) and 11 socia l self 11 (as one feels others 
view him) with respect to both the general traits (S-Og) and the 
pastoral traits (S-Op), and had a tendency to overvalue the utility 
value of his pastoral encounters with patients (high positive cor-
relati on with algebraic student utility C scale minus supervisor 
utility variable). 
The individual who received over-all rejecti on by his peers 
was one who tended to be rated by his peers as being: aloof and 
snobbish (high peer factor 2 scores), anger urone (high peer factor 
4 scores), sarcastic {high peer factor 5 scores), prejudiced (high 
peer factor 8 scores), annoying and irritating (high peer factor 
9 scores), boastful (high peer factor 12 scores), nervous and tense 
(high peer factor 14 scores), rejecting (high peer factor 18 scores), 
and self-centered and inconsiderate (high peer factor 20 scores). 
He also tended to be rated as not being: thoughtful and considerate 
(low peer factor 1 scores), compassionate (low peer factor 3 scores), 
sincere (low peer factor 6 scores), cheerful and optimistic (low peer 
factor 7 scores), sympathetic (low peer factor 10 scores), trustful 
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(low peer factor 11 scores), tactful (low peer factor 13 scores), 
patient (low peer factor 15 scores), warm (low peer factor 16 scores), 
and understanding (low peer factor 19 scores). 
2. Self-insight 
There were no significant changes which took place in self-
1 
insight. Therefore, there are no changes here to be correla ted. 
3. Patient Impact 
In Section B of this chapter we indicated that there was a 
significant change from the first three-week period of pastoral 
calling to the last three-week period with respect to the super-
Tisors' ratings of the utility value of the student chaplains' calls. 
2 
As this change variable was entered into the intercorrelation analysis 
for purposes of examining its relationship to other personality and 
behavioral variables, we noted numerous significant correlations. 
3 
These correlations are given in Table VII. We will seek to con-
struct a model or personality type here in view of these high and 
low positive and negative correlations as we did with the variables 
4 
of peer rejection and increase in peer rejection. However, we do 
this with the same qualifications as were true with respect to the 
5 
correlation models for the peer Tariables. 
The individual who received significantly higher ratings by 
his supervisor toward the close of the program than at the start 
1 See Chapter IV, p. 92. 4 See Chapter IV, pp. 101-105. 
2Ibid., 5illi· 
3
see Table VII, p. 106. 
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TABLE VII 
CORRELATIONS OF CHANGE IN THE UTILITY VALUE OF STUDENT-
PATIENT IMPACT AS RATED BY SUPERVISORS WITH OTHER BEHAVIOR 
Variable Increase in Utility 
Cattell: 
A-1 -.63 
A-2 -.45 
I-1 -.51 
I-2 -.38 
L-1 -.37 
L-2 -.63 
M-1 -.43 
M-2 -.54 
Sup. I-1 -.29 
Sup. I-2 -.42 
Edwards: 
Aut-1 /-.48 
Aut-2 f·49 
Aff-1 -.36 
Aff-2 -.53 
Nur-1 -.58 
Nur-2 -.43 
Chg-1 /-.39 
Chg-2 1·59 
Allport: 
T-1 f..33 
T-2 /-.66 
A-1 -.62 
A-2 -.55 
Change in Impact: 
Sup. E /-.54 
Peer Perception: 
Factor 3 -.32 
Factor 10 -.42 
Factor 12 .;..32 
Factor 13 -.43 
Factor 14 .;..30 
Factor 16 -.47 
Factor 19 -.33 
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with respect to the utility of his pastoral calls can be character-
ized by the nature of the correlations with other variables in the 
study in the following manner. He tends to be aloof and critical 
(low Cattell A scores), tough-minded and realistic (low Cattell I 
scores), non-emotionally affiliative (low Edwards aff scores), and 
expectant and desirous of change (high Edwards chg scores). He in-
dicates little emphasis or need with respect to nurturance (low 
Edwards nur scores) or self-autonomy (low Edwards aut scores). The 
correlations indicate further that he is trustful and adaptable 
(low Cattell L scores) and practical (low Cattell M scores ) by way 
of approach. He tends to be concerned with empirical, critical, and 
rational truth (high Allport-Vernon-Lindzey T scores) as opposed to 
aesthetics and beauty (low Allport-Vernon-Lindzey A scores). He 
appears to be well-adjusted emotionally and does not become anxious 
readily (low Cattell superfactor I scores). 
In relation to self-concept, the correlations indicate that 
he has little discrepancy between "self" (as the individual sees 
himself) and nideal self" (as the individual desires to become) both 
with respect to the general and pastoral traits of personality (nega-
tive correlation with S-Ig and S-Ip). There seems to be little self-
concept discrepancy between "ideal self" and 11 social self" (as the 
individual feels others see him) with respect to the general traits 
of personality (negative correlation with I-Og). The increase in 
the utility value of the pastoral calls is only moderately positively 
correlated with an increase in the enjoyment value as seen by his 
supervisor (f.54). 
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This type of individual tends to be rated by his peers as being 
boastful (high peer factor 12 scores) and nervous and tense (high peer 
factor 14 scores). They are rated as not being: compassionate (low 
peer factor 3 scores), sympathetic (low peer factor 10 scores), tact-
ful (low peer factor 13 scores), warm (low peer factor 16 scores), and 
understanding (low peer factor 19 scores). 
4. Insight into Impact 
The results of our investigation indica ted a change in the 
degree of underevaluation of the enjoyment value of student-patient 
1 
impact. The students indicated increasing underevaluation of impact 
from the first three weeks of pastoral calling to the last three weeks. 
There was an increased discrepancy between the ratings of the students 
and the ratings of t he supervisors indicating a lack of perceptive-
ness by the students as to how the patients valued their pastoral 
approaches. This change in evaluation variable was entered into the 
intercorrelation analysis for an examination of its relationship to 
other personality and behavioral variables. The significant corre-
2 
lation values fro m the analysis are presented in Table VIII. We 
shall seek to present a model or picture of the personality of the 
student who increasingly underevaluates his pastoral impact as we 
make use of the indications of these correla tion values. We must 
keep in mind here as we havQ done in constructing prior models cer-
tain qualifications and limita tions with respect to the use and 
1 See Chapter IV, P• 94. 
2see Table VIII, pp. 109-110. 
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TABLE VIII 
COBRELATIONS OF INCBEA.SED STUDENT UNDER-
EVALUATION OF UU'ACT WITH arHER :BEHAVIOR 
Variable Increased Student Underevaluation 
Cattell: 
I-1 /-.43 
I-2 f.. 53 
Q.2-l -.34 
QP-2 -.39 
Sup. I-1 f.2/9 
Sup. I-2 .f.39 
Edwards: 
Def-1 -.51 
Def-2 -.52 
Ord-1 -.68 
Ord-2 -.72 
Dom-1 .f.60 
Dom-2 .f.36 
Agg-1 f..34 
Agg-2 .f.39 
Allport: 
T-1 -.44 
T-2 -.54 
E-1 -.48 
E-2 -.64 
A-1 f. 51 
A-2 1-_.45 
S-1 .j..34 
S-2 .f:.48 
R-1 .;..35 
R-2 /-.31 
Self-insight: 
Per. I -.51 
Per. II -.42 
Per. III -.28 
Change in Impact: 
Sup. E -.82 
Sup. U -.42 
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TAELE VIII -- Continued 
COP..BELATIONS OF INCREASED STUDENT ID.TDER-
EVALUATION OF IMPACT WITH OTHER BEHAVIOR 
Variable 
Peer Perception: 
Factor 5 
Factor 11 
Factor 12 
Factor 14 
Factor 20 
Increased Rejection 
Increased Student Underevaluation 
-.30 
.j..39 
-.38 
/-.41 
-.31 
.j-.35 
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interpretation of correlation values. 
The individual who indicated an increased underevaluation of im-
pact tends toward emotional instability (moderately high Cattell 
superfactor I scores). He appears to be emotionally sensitive (high 
Cattell I scores, high Allport-Vernon-Lindzey A scores), but it seems 
as if something of this sensitivity carries over to his own person 
as it combines with dependency (low Cattell Q2 scores) and a great 
amount of reliance and trust in the opinions of his peers (high peer 
factor 11 scores). The correlation coefficients indicate that this 
type of individual desires to be with people (high Allport-Vernon-
Lindzey S scores). However (hypothesizing from the above information), 
due to the dynamic stresses of his personality make-up, he tends to 
dominate the scene (high Edwards dom scores) and shows little res-
pect for the opinions of others (low Edwards def scores). His low 
need for orderliness (low Edwards ord scores) may be related to his 
lack of perception as to what takes place in his pastoral interviews. 
Without a meaningful approach and proper goals in mind, an individual 
tends to flounder. Although his motivational needs appear to be high 
religiously (high Allport-Vernon-Lindzey R scores) and socially (high 
Allport-Vernon-Lindzey S scores), as opposed to high economic valu-
ation (low Allport-Vernon-Lindzey E scores), he is not so much con-
cerned with empirical, critical, rational truth (low Allport-Vernon-
Lindzey T scores). As a result, he is unperceptive of impact and 
underevaluates the effect of his pastoral approach to hospital pa-
1see Chapter IV, p. 101. 
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tients and improvement in his approach (correlates with supervisors' 
ratings of positive change in the enjoyment and utility values of pas-
toral impact at -.82 and -.42 respectively). The indications are that 
this type of individual lacks personality insight (negative correla-
tions with self-insight Per. I, Per. II, Per. III, -.51, -.42, -.28 
respectivel y). As the environment of the twelve-week program was one 
of increasing peer rejection, this coupled with lack of i nsight may 
have made for increasing underevaluation of impact (increa sing under-
evaluation of t he enjoyment value of pastoral calls correlates with 
increasing peer rejection at f.35). The type of student who indicated 
an increasing underevaluation of pastoral impact was rated by his 
peers as being humble (as opposed to boastful, correla tion of -.38 
with boastful), considerate (correlation of -.31 with inconsiderate), 
trustful (correlation of f.39), and free from sarcasm (correlation 
of -.30 with sarcastic), but as being nervous and tense (correla tion 
of f.41). 
D. Is the Type of Impact Which a Clini cal Pastoral 
Education Student Makes upon Hospital Patients 
Correlated with Any of the Following Four Areas? 
1 
1. Scores on Personality Tests and Behavioral Rating Scales 
In Chapter III in which the methodology of t his study was pre-
sented, we indicated that t here were five measures or variables of 
impact -- student enjoyment, student utility P scale, student util-
1The "Differential Aptitude Series: Verbal Reasoning Test 11 is 
included with t hese personality tests. 
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1 
ity C scale, supervisor enjoyment, and supervisor utility. Table 
IX indicates for us the correlations of these five impa ct variables 
with the variables of the personality tests and behavioral rating 
2 
scales. In our presentation of results we shall continue to con-
struct models or personality types in relation to high or low pos-
itive or negative correlations, keeping in mind the qualifications 
previously indicated with respect to this use of correlation values. 
The following is an example of our procedure in presenting a "pos-
itive correlation" between an impact varia ble and another person-
ality or behavioral variable: "Students who receive high impact 
r atings in relation to the utility value of their pastoral calls 
(supervisor U) tend to have high emotional sensitivity (high Cat-
tell 16 P.F. variable I scores)." We will consider the correla-
3 
tions of each of the five measures of impact in order, beginning with 
student ra.tings of enjoyment and concluding with supervisor r a tings 
of utility. 
a. Student Impact Ratings as to Enjoyment 
Table IX indicates that a student who rates himself high on the 
enjoyment value with respect to impact tends to be an extrovert (low 
Cattell superfactor II scores) with a high degree of verbal intel-
ligence (high verbal reasoning score) who expresses a warm, sociable 
approach to people (high Cattell A and I scores). He appears to have 
lsee Chapter III, pp. 74-78. 
2see Table IX, pp. 114, 115, 116. 
3see Chapter IV, p. 101. 
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TABLE IX 
CORRELAT I OUS :BEI'WEEN VARIABLES OF IMP ACT AND CATTELL 1 S 16 P. F. TEST 
Student E Student Up Student Uc Supervisor E Supervisor U 
7.14 Sup. I-1 -.05 -.44 .f.34 -.27 
Sup. I-2 -.11 -.27 /-.23 /-. ro f.03 
Sup. II-1 -.48 -.49 -.67 -.02 -.42 
Sup. II-2 -.35 -.59 -.58 f.27 -.41 
A-1 /-.50 f.41 /-.61 -.00 /-.31 
A-2 /-.40 .j..36 /-.23 -.10 /-.25 
B-1 -.35 -.33 -.22 -. 28 -.40 
B-2 -.11 -.30 -.15 -.16 -.33 
E-1 -.05 f.10 -.17 -.48 -.26 
E-2 /-.02 f.04 -.13 -.32 -.17 
H-1 f.32 f-.62 /-.21 -.34 f.26 
H-2 f-.18 .f.70 .f.22 -.53 f-.22 
I-1 .f.41 -.10 .f.49 f. 69 .f.30 
I-2 .f. 55 -.01 f. 50 .f.62 .f.37 
CORRELATIO.N S BETWEEN VARIABLES OF HlPACT AND THE EDWA:RDS TEST 
Def'-1 -.21 f..23 -.18 -.54 -.39 
Def-2 -.15 :;..03 -.21 -.28 
-.44 
Ord-1 -.23 /-.25 -.34 -.43 
-.12 
Ord-2 -.23 f_.24 -.37 -.38 
-.12 
Exh-1 /-.38 f-.25 /-.20 f·29 f. 21 
Exh-2 /-.30 f_.41 /-.34 -.19 /-.13 
Af'f'-1 /-.22 t· 21 /-.23 f.. 2:3 f_.51 
Af'f'-2 /-.25 -.22 .00 /-.51 /-.24 
Nur-1 /-.25 f_.05 /-.46 .j..2A /-.32 
Nur-2 f.11 .;..o2 /-.33 /-.37 /-.27 
Chg-1 -.18 -.50 -.09 .,£.11 -.49 
Ohg-2 -.63 -.42 -.27 -.15 -.26 
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TABLE IX -- Continued 
COBB.ELATI O.NS l3ET\•lEEN VARIABLES OF U1FACT AND THE SELF-CONCEPT TEST 
Student E Student Up Student Uc Supervisor E Supervisor U 
S-Ip-1 -.05 -.27 -.16 7.03 -.29 
S-Ip-3 f..l2 -.07 /-.30 f.12 /-.02 
S-Og-1 .j..";JJ /-.05 /-.07 /-.24 /-.41 
S-Og-3 -.15 f..l4 -.33 -.32 -.15 
S-Op-1 /-.24 :;..42 /-.17 -.12 /-.46 
S-Op-3 -.21 f. 50 -.06 -.51 f.22 
I-Op-1 .oo -.14 -.05 f-03 .oo 
I-Op-3 f.05 .f.OB /-.17 -.14 -.10 
CORRELATIOUS :BETWEEN VAIUA:BLES OF IMPACT AND VERBAL REASONING 
V.R. /-.37 .f. 51 -.06 /-.41 
CORRELATIONS ::SET'YTEEN VARIA:BLES OF Ir-!PACT AND PEER PERCEPTION 
Factor 1 -.33 -.29 -.21 f.l8 f.24 
Factor 3 .f.05 f..07 -.20 .f.21 f.37 
Factor 4 ;..ro f.33 f..oa -.41 -.11 
Factor 5 f..49 /-.49 /-.24 -.21 -.07 
Factor 7 :;..27 /-.38 f..l3 -.14 /-.05 
Factor 8 /-.01 /-.46 /-.33 -.31 f.23 
Factor 11 -.22 -.55 -.31 f.38 -.03 
Factor 12 -.10 /-.34 f.02 -.59 -.35 
Factor 15 -.02 -.20 -.23 f.34 f.10 
Factor 19 -.04 -.03 -.30 f.06 f.24 
Factor 20 -.13 /-.24 /-.04 -.59 -.36 
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TABLE IX -- Continued 
CORRELATIONS ~ETWEEN VARIABLES OF I}~ACT AND PEER REJECTION 
Student E Student Up Student Uc Supervisor E Supervisor U 
Over-all 
Peer f-01 f.04 .;..19 -.23 -.24 
Rejection 
Increase 
in Peer -.22 -.43 .;..oa .;..o2 -.40 
Rejection 
CORRELATIONS BET'IYEEN VARIABLES OF INPACT AND SELF-INSIGHT 
Insight 
Per. I -.14 .f.l3 -.05 f.05 .f.ll 
Insight 
.f.os Per. II -.04 -.27 -.18 -.22 
Insight 
Per. III .f. 2J) .oo -.36 f.l5 f.05 
Change in 
f.25 f.26 f.43 Insight -.24 -.02 
Per. III-I 
a moderately high need for exhibitionism (high Edwards exh scores). 
He tends to be rated as unthoughtful (high peer factor 1 scores) and 
sarcastic (high peer factor 5 scores) by his peers. 
b. Student Impact Ratings as to Utility P Scale 
The student who rates himself high on the utility P value with 
respect to impact tends to be an extrovert (low Cattell superfactor 
II scores) with a high degree of verbal intelligence (high verbal 
reasoning score) who expresses a high degree of warm, confident 
sociability (high Cattell A and H scores) and good emotional ad-
justment (low Cattell su~erfactor I scores). It appears that he has 
a tendency toward exhibitionism (high Edwards exh scores) and that 
he has little desire to change from his daily routine (low Edwards 
chg scores). This utility P scale variable is the only one of the 
five impact variables which is not correlated with emotional sen-
sitivity (low mean score on Cattell I). 
With respect to the pastoral traits on the self-concept dis-
crepancy test, the t ype of student who r at es himself high on the 
utility P scale variable as to impact tends to have low discrepancy 
between 11 self 11 and 11 ideal self 11 (S-Ip) indicating a high degree of 
self-acceptance. With regard to the general tra its on the self-concept 
test , he tends to have a low discr epancy score between 11 self 11 and 
11 social self" (S-Og). He also tends to have a high discrepancy be-
tween 11 self 11 and "social self 11 with respect to the pastoral tra its 
(S-Op). This may indicate a conflict in his mind in relation to how 
he views himself and how he feels others view him. 
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Although at the beginning of the program this individual did not 
appear to be either strongly accepted or rejected by his peers (cor-
relation with over-all peer rejection at f.04), he tended to receive 
progressively increasing peer acceptance throughout t he twelve-week 
period (high negative correlation with increase in peer rejecti on). 
The peer ratings taken collectively indicate that this type of in-
dividual was seen by his peers as being: anger prone (high peer 
factor 4 scores), sarcastic (high peer factor 5 scores), prejudiced 
(high peer factor 8 scores), untrustful (low peer factor 11 scores), 
and boastful (high peer factor 12 scores), but cheerful and optimistic 
(high peer factor 7 scores). 
c. Student Impact Ratings as to Utility C Scale 
The type of student who r ate s himself high on the utility C 
value with respect to impact tends to be highly extroverted (low 
Cattell superfactor II scores) with good emotional adjustment (low 
Cattell superfactor I scores) and with a high degree of emotional 
sensitivity (high Cattell A and I scores, high Edwards nur scores). 
It appears that he has a high degree of verbal intelligence (high 
verbal reasoning score). However, he tends to be rated by his peers 
as being slightly prejudiced (moderately high peer factor 8 scores) 
and as lacking in trustfulness (low peer factor 11 scores) and under-
standing (low peer factor 19 scores). 
d. Supervisor Impact Ratings as to Enjoyment 
It appears that the student who receives the highest impact 
ratings from his supervisor with respect to the enjoyment value of his 
pastoral visits has as his most striking characteristic high emotional 
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sensitivity (high Cattell I scores). The correlation between Cat-
tell I on Testing I and the supervisor enjoyment variable is t-69, 
and the correla tion between Cattell I on Testing II with t his variRble 
is t•62. This type of individual tends to indicate strong needs for 
nurturance (high Edwards nur scores) and affiliation (high Edwards 
aff scores). The trainee who is rated high on the enjoyment value of 
his calls by the supervisor appears to be somewhat low on confident 
sociability (low Cattell H scores) and dominance (low Cattell E 
scores). He is neither extroverted nor introver ted as measured by 
Cattell superfactor II, and his verbal reasoning score is not high. 
The correlation coefficients indicate that he ha s a low need for 
order (low Edwards ord scores) and a moderate degree of anxiety 
(moderately high Cattell superfactor I scores). He is rated by his 
peers as being trustful (high peer factor 11 scores) and patient 
(high peer factor 15 scores) and as not being anger prone (low peer 
factor 4 scores), prejudiced (low peer factor 8 scores), boastful 
(low peer factor 12 scores), or inconsiderate (low peer factor 20 
scores). 
e. Supervisor Impact Ratings as to Utility 
The type of student who received high impact ratings by his 
supervisor in relation to the utility value of his pastoral calls 
tends to be extroverted (low Cattell superfactor II scores) with high 
emotional sensitivity (high Cattell I scores) and high verbal intel-
ligence (high verbal reasoning score). He, however, tends to have 
low scores as to brightness and intelligence (Cattell B) and deference 
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(Edwards def). He is rated by his peers as being compassiona te (nigh 
peer f actor 3 scores), humble (low peer f actor 12 scores), and con-
sidera te (low peer factor 20 scores). He tends to have moderately 
high discrepancy scores betl'reen 11 self 11 and 11 social self 11 with respect 
to the pastoral traits (S-Op). This indica tes a conflict in his mind 
between the way he views himself and the way he feels others view him 
ld th respect to his pastoral personality. 
2. Self-insight 
In Table IX we find that the correla tions between the five im-
pact variables and personality insight and change in personality in-
1 
sight are neither highly positive nor nightly negative. There is no 
significant difference between the way in which the students' r atings 
correla ted with self-insight from the way in which the supervisors' 
r a tings correlated with self-insight. 
3. I ndividual Variables of Impact 
Table X gives us information concerning the intercorrelation 
2 
of the five measures or variables of impact. The mean correlations 
between the students' ratings and the supervisors' ratings a re moder-
ately nigh: (1) student enjoyment versus supervisor enjoyment is 
t•46, (2) student utility P scale versus supervisor utility is t•59, 
and (3) student utility C scale versus supe rvisor utility is f.66. 
The mean correlations between the three student measures or scores 
a re also moderately high: (1) student enjoyment with student utility 
1
see Table IX, p. 116. 
2see Table X, p. 121 
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TABLE X 
INTERCORRELATIONS AMONG FIVE IMPACT VARIABLES 
St. E St. Up St. Uc Sup. E Sup. U 
St. Enjoyment 
St. Utility-P .j-.51 
St. Utili ty-C .j-.67 /-.61 
Sup. Enjoyment ;.46 .;..31 
Sup. Utility t• 57 {-.66 {-.38 
P scale is ;.sl, (2) student enjoyment with student utility C scale 
is ;.67, and (3) student utility P scale with student utility C scale 
is ;.61. However, the correlation between the supervisors' ratings 
of the enjoyment value of the pastoral calls and the supervisors' 
ratings of the utility value {ratings reflecting the reactions of 
the patients to the students' visits) are somewhat lower, being ;.38. 
4. Insight into Impact 
It would be cumbersome to present the correlations of the five 
variables of impact with the six variables of insight into impact 
{more specifically, three variables indicating the absence or presence 
of insight and three variables indicating underevaluation or over-
evaluation of impact). We shall, however, present a comparison of 
the agreement or difference between the students' ratings and the 
supervisors' ratings of impact and certain correlations between 
these ratings. 
It was our expectation that some students would overvalue and 
some students would undervalue their impact upon the hospital pa-
tients with the result that the algebraic scores and the absolute 
scores would have a curvilinear relationship to each other (as would 
be indicated when plotted on graphs). Such was not the case, however, 
because the students evaluated their impact less favorably than the 
1 
supervisors did. The results are indicated in Table III. 
In comparing the over-all mean impact ratings of the students 
1 See Table III, p. 90. 
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with those of the supervisors with respect to the enjoyment and util-
ity of the pastoral calls during the nine-week period, five of the 
measures (algebraic student utility P scale minus supervisor utility, 
algebraic student utility C scale minus supervisor utility, absolute 
student enjoyment minus supervisor enjoyment, absolute student utility 
P scale minus supervisor utility, and absolute student utility C scale 
minus supervisor utility) indicated differences beyond the .05 level 
of probability ("t 1 s 11 of -2.94, -6.16, /-4.83, /-4.54, and /-6.12 res-
pectively in comparison with 11 t 11 at 2.18 at t he .05 level of prob-
ability on the Fisher 11 t 11 Table). The remaining measure (algebraic 
student enjoyment minus supervisor enjoyment) indica ted a significant 
difference at the .10 level and very nea.rly at the . 05 level ( 11p 11 
of -2.09 in comparison with 11 t 11 at 2.18 at the .05 level of prob-
ability). The algebraic measures were of underevaluation of impact 
as they were negative. The absolute measures indica. ted the absence 
of insight in that they were also high. Thus, the students under-
valued the utility ve.lue of their pastoral calls and very nearly 
undervalued the enjoyment value. They indicated an absence of 
insight with respect to their ratings of both the enjoyment value 
and the utility value of these calls. This indicates a lack of 
perception on the part of the students in relation to the ratings 
of the supervisors. 
As a result, the algebraic and absolute discrepancies between 
the student and supervisor evaluations of impact were extremely 
highly correlated. Algebraic student enjoyment minus supervisor 
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enjoyment versus absolute student enjoyment minus supervisor enjoy-
ment, E-E vs. fE-E/, was -.83; algebraic student utility P scale 
minus supervisor utility versus absolute student utility P scale 
minus supervisor utility, Up-U vs. jUp-U/, was -.88; and algebraic 
student utility C scale minus supervisor utility versus absolute 
student utility C scale minus supervisor utility, Uc-U vs. jUc-U/, 
was -1.00. These high correlations occurred because the students 
with the smallest tendency to overvalue their impact came closer 
to agreeing with the supervisors' evaluations than did the students 
with a greater tendency to overva lue their impact. 
E. Summary 
In this chapter we have presented the results of our method-
ological approach to t he three quest i ons under investigation in t his 
study. We have presented the significant changes which took place 
in the mean group scores with respect to t he personality and be-
havioral va riables under consideration. We have also set forth 
the results of t he intercorrelation analysis undertaken in relation 
to the above changes and in relation to ~astoral impact. 
Most of t he mean group scores for the varie.bles on the per-
sonality inventories and behavioral rating scales did not show 
significant changes. Of the standardized personality tests which 
were used, t he variables of the "Edwards Personal Preference Sched-
ule" indicated the most change . The results of t ne peer perception 
rating indicated changes in seven of its t\'lenty variables. These 
Changes were in the direction of increa sing peer rejection, and 
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there was an indication of progressively increasing peer rejection 
from the beginning of the program until the end. 
There was no significant change in personality insight. Ac-
cording to the ratings of the supervisors, there was a significant 
increase in the utility value or usefulness of the students' pas-
toral calls. However, the students indicated a tendency to under-
value the impact of these calls, especially with respect to their 
enjoyment value. They indicated a lack of insight into impact. 
As the variables of over-all peer rejection and increasing peer 
rejection were correlated with the other personality and behavioral 
variables, the correlations which emerged indicated a clear and con-
sistent picture. Not only was there progressively increasing peer 
rejection, but the order in which an individual was ranked in re-
lation to this rejection became solidified by the midpoint in the 
program. The individuals who received the greatest rejection over-
all were the individuals who received the greatest increase in re-
jection from the beginning of the program until the end. The high 
and low positive and negative correlation values were used to con-
struct "personality types" for individuals who receive over-all re-
jection and increasing rejection. 
Models were also constructed for the types of personalities 
which are related to (1) increasing effectiveness with respect to 
the utility value of pastoral calls as rated by the supervisors, 
and (2) increasing underevaluation of pastoral impact. 
As the five impact variables were correlated with the other 
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pe r sonality and behavioral variables, there were numerous high and 
consistent correlations. Personality types or models were constructed 
in relation to each of these five variables. However, there were no 
significant correlations with respect to personality insight. The 
correlations between the students' and supervisors' ratings of impact 
were moderately high, ranging from ;.46 to ;.66. The correla tions 
between the t hree student measures of impact were also moderately 
high, ranging from ;.51 to ; . 67, but the correla tions between the 
supervisors' ratings of the enjoyment and utility value s of the stu-
dents' impact were somewhat lower, being f.38. As the algebraic and 
absolute discrepancies between the students' and supervisors' ratings 
of impact were correlated, the results indicated a lack of perceptive-
ness on the part of the students into their pastoral effectiveness. 
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CHAPTER V 
COUSIDERATION AliD INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS 
A. Introduction 
Having presented the significant results of the study in the 
last chapter, we shall now turn to a consideration and an inter-
pretation of these results. We shall search for possible meanings 
which may shed light on the program of clinical pastoral education 
being used as a basis for this study and on the theory and method-
ology of clinical pastoral education and of theological education in 
general . As the results were presented in relation to three ques-
tions under consideration in this study, we shall follow this sa me 
pattern in seeking to interpret the significance of these results. 
These interpretations will be set forth in light of the limitations 
of the study. We think especially here of the small sample of 
thirteen students, the unrandom patient sample upon whom the stu-
dents called in the role of chaplain, and of the brief twelve-week 
period. We now turn to a consideration of the results. 
~. What Are the ~eaning and Significance of the Changes Which 
Occurred during the Intensive Twelve-Week Period of Clinical 
Pastoral Education with Respect to the Following Four Areas? 
1. Scores on Personality Tests and ~ehavioral Rating Scales 
It was reported in the last chapter that most of the mean group 
scores with respect to the variables on the personality tests and be-
havioral rating scales did not show significant change during the 
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1 
course of the twelve-week period. It is realized that a twelve-week 
period is, indeed, a. very short time for significant personality and 
behavioral changes to occur. This tends to say one of two t hings: 
(1) clinical pastoral education should be conceptualized in terms of 
longer periods of time, or (2) the goals of clinical pastoral edu-
cation should not be conceived in terms of an expectancy of signi-
ficant change in t he personalities and behavior of the students. 
Having said this, let us see what the results which were produced 
seem to indicate. 
a. Scores on Personality Tests 
We first turn to a consideration of the changes with respect 
to the standardized personality inventories. Here the changes in 
the mean scores for the variables of 11aggression 11 (increased need 
for aggression) from the "Edwards Personal Preference Schedule" and 
11 social 11 (decreasing emphasis upon the social value as a motivating 
force in behavioral expressi on) from the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey 
11 Study of Values" may reflect changes in the training group's ability 
and willingness to admit negative feelings and aspects of self and 
2 
motivation. This type of increasing self-awareness is one of the 
goals of clinical pastoral education. It should serve to help the 
pastor become more understanding of the behavior of other persons 
to whom he seeks to minister. The increase in the mean group score 
1 See Chapter IV, p. 87. 
2An increase in aggression is not necessa rily to be construed 
as being something negative. 
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for t.ne variable of {need for) 11ac.nievement 11 from the Edwa rds test 
is encouraging in that it might very well speak to the motiva tion of 
the group of students to become more effective in the realm of pas-
toral ca re, as opposed to the need to produce in rela tion to an 
external authority -- an ecclesiastical superior or the grading 
1 
system of a seminary. The increa se in the mean group score in 
relation to need for 11 dominance 11 from the Edwards test might very 
well have had a direct relation to what was going on within the 
group. Especially in relation to tne small , non-structured inter-
personal group , there was a vying for recognition as leader . Some 
were as king themselves the question a s to whether or not t hey could 
view themselves a s leaders in small groups within their future 
parishes . They were wondering what type of authority was needed 
to solidify or give weignt to the contributions wnich they expressed 
the clerical collar, the office of t ne priesthood, etc.. The 
increa se in need for 11 order 11 as brougnt out by t ne changes in scores 
on the Edwards inventory is difficult to interpret. A majority of 
t.ne students .had come from t.ne background of an a ca demic and scno-
lastic environment. The supervisors were aware by observation, 
however, t nat some of tne students were fi ghting battles of pro-
crastination. Perhap s the \'leekl .Y requirements of t ne p rogram in 
terms of book reports and verbatim write-up s of pastora l cal J. s and 
tne dail.v recordi ng of impact in relation to pastora l calls --
1some of t he trainees were required to t ake cli nica l pastoral 
educa tion by their seminaries or else were nighly encouraged to do so 
by their ecclesiastical superior. 
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all of which tended to emphasize responsibility for purposeful , intro-
spective, planned approaches -- resulted in an increasing need for 
order. We would emphasize here that these interpretations as well as 
the others to be presented in tnis chapter must be viewed a s tentative. 
b. Scores on tne Self-concept Test 
A most consistent finding in rela tion to tne personality and 
benavioral measures was tne change in the self-concept discrepancy 
score 11 self" versus "social self" (S-O). This indicates tba t there 
was a significant change in the relationship bet\\reen the way in which 
t he students vie\t1ed themselves and the way in which they felt others 
viewed them. These two ~ictures of themselves became increa singly 
divergent. 
This fi nding is difficult to interpret. It might reflect t he 
intense self-observation and scrutiny of others which was t aking 
place during t ne t welve-week period. In addition to the self-concept 
test r at ings of discrepancy between 11 self, 11 11 ideal self, 11 and 11 social 
self," there were peer perception rati ngs (which included self-per-
ception ra tings as well). In relati on to t he peer perception r atings , 
the students made t hree peer ra tings and three self-ratings through-
out the program. These together with the self-concept test ratings 
resulted in six self-rati ngs and three peer ra tings in the course. In 
addition to the focus upon personality behavior brought about by 
these repea ted ra tings of self and peers, there were ot her factors 
which were operating to focus the individual's attention upon per-
sonality behavior and its significance. The non-structured inter-
personal group sessions, the verbatim write-ups and analyses of 
pastoral calls, weekly personal conferences of the student with his 
supervisor, and seminars on personality development and the inter-
relationship of religion and psychiatry served to heighten t his focus. 
Taken collectively, these factors made for an intensely introspective 
environment for the student in training. It would seem reasonable 
that such an emphasis upon personality behavior -- motivation, 
emotions, feelings -- mi ght challenge, by way of confrontation, the 
student's notions of how he sees himself and how he is seen by 
others. The challenge in this particular situa tion was syst~matic 
in the sense that a s the period progressed, the images the student 
had of how he viewed himself and how he was viewed by others pro-
gressively diverged. His former notions as to self-concept were 
called into question. Under these circumstances, he might have come 
to a greater realization of the difference bethreen the 'tJay he viewed 
himself and the way he felt he was viewed by others. Increasing 
self-awareness is a goal of clinical pastoral education. 
c. Scores on the Peer Perception Rating 
The results of the study indica ted a significant decrease in 
peer accept ance in relation to seven of the twenty va riables on t he 
peer perception rating and a progressive increa se in peer re jection 
over t he course of the twelve-week training period. 
There are several factors which might be t aken into consideration 
as being related to these results. In our discus sion of the possible 
reasons for the change in self-concept discrepancy scores, we em-
phasized t he highly introspective and scrutinizing environ~ent in 
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relati on to self and peers and the resultant confrontation and 11 jar-
ring 11 of self-concepts~ 'l'le also indicated the increasing needs on 
the part of the group for achievement, dominance, and aggressi on as 
brought out through the score changes with respect to the Edwards 
test. As the students' anxiety rose within this situation, there 
was decreasing trust in the judgments of peers. (There was a high 
positive correlation between increa sing peer rejection and peer ratings 
of trustful.) As the environment of the small, non-structured inter-
personal group became increasingly permissive, this served as an en-
couragement to examination of feelings and frank expression. It ap-
pea rs that this combina tion of factors resulted in an increase in 
peer rejection. We noted also that these students tended to under-
value their impact on patients in pastoral calls. Where this is 
self-criticism and a temporary waning of self-respect, there is also 
likely to be increasing criticism and rejection of others. 
One of the scenes for a great deal of the more introspective 
and dynamic peer interaction was tne non-structured interpersonal 
group. We discussed the nature of this group in Chapt er II, but 
we shall now discuss it more fully in relation to the peer rejecti on 
1 
which occurred. 
We indicated above tha t as the individuals in the group found a 
more permissive atmosphere within a highly introspective environment, 
1 See Chapter II, pp. 39-41. 
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they reached levels of communica tion whicn resulted in increased free-
dom, comfort, and strength for more candid expression of t heir thoughts 
and feelings. Over a period of time as the group members' inhibitions 
and persona l restra int s were lo'ITered, some of t heir previ ousl y sup-
pressed and repressed feelings found expression. It often t akes many 
sessions in which t here is movement in the direction of a n increa sing 
freedo m of expression before individuals come to levels of interper-
sonal encounter at which it is possible for them to bring out their 
deeper feelings. In t he process, by way of transference and identi-
fication, t hey project onto the lea der and peers, mainly by uncon-
scious a ssocia tion, feelings they have had with important figures 
in their past experiences. The consequent group interaction and 
expression serves a cathartic function. A goodly amount of negative 
feeling may be expressed. As t his goes on, the peer rejection may 
progressively increa se until certa i n of these feel i ngs tend to be 
worked through. It is t hen that the members become increa singly 
a ble to express some of their warmer feelings toward each other. 
Although the emphasis of the group is didactic, the process of t he 
1 
gr oup tends to involve the above therapeutic aspect. The level of 
communica tion which a group reaches within a twelve-week period of 
clinical pa.storal education will va ry. Thi s explanati on serves to 
indica te t he amount of "therapeutic progress 11 t he group under con-
1 This is not meant to be group therapy in t hat there is not a 
direct focus upon t he analysis of the transference and identifica tion 
associations a nd rela tionships a s would lead to t he specific goal of 
insight. 
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l 
sideration made in relation to group process. This process may go 
on in groups even though the main emphasis is didactic. We shall con-
sider this group in relation to methodology of clinical pastoral edu-
2 
cation in Chapter VI. 
In the program at Hassa.chusetts General Hospital, we noted stea.dy 
progressi on during the first six weeks (as indicated in comparing the 
results of Peer Rating I with Peer Rating II) in the direction of the 
expression of the more negative and ambivalent or rejecting feelings 
(a.n increa. se in group rejection). As this wa.s compared with '"hat took 
place during the second six weeks (as indicated in comparing Peer 
Rating II with Peer Rating III), it was noted that there ~~san even 
rate of progression for both periods in the direction of group re-
jection. Perhaps more progress or movement toward self and peer 
acceptance would have t aken place if the group had been smaller --
six to ten in number instead of containing thirteen trainees and 
h.ro supervisors. However, in the investigation of Gynther and Kemp-
son referred to in Chapter I, they found an increa se in covert re-
3 
jection with a group consisting of four trainees and one supervisor. 
They used the Leary Interpersonal System of Personality in their meth-
odological approach. 
There was an indicati on toward the close of the program through 
the observa.tion of the supervisors that t he students were beginning to 
1 11 Therapeutic" as used here refers to 11 curative 11 or 11hee..ling." 
2see Chapter VI, pp. 183-184. 
3see Chapter I, pp. 16-19. 
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express some of their more positive and warmer feelings and were demon-
strating more understanding into their behavioral patterns as the lat-
ter relates to their self-concepts. However, these expressions of 
warmth were not indicated by the peer perception ratings. If during 
the second half of the program there was a "spike" in the direction 
of greater peer rejection, and this "spike 11 was later followed by 
the beginning of a swing in the direction of the expression of warmer, 
more positive feelings, t he results of the third peer perception 
rating may not have indica ted this. The results (upon comparison 
with the first two r a tings) indicated only an eTen progression in 
the direction of peer rejection. Toward the close of t he program, 
there was also "movement away from fellow students" and "movement 
away from the program" as the students prepared themselves for separa-
tion. This tended to act as a limitation upon expression of more 
positive, warmer feelings which were perhaps beginning to be felt. 
Additional peer ratings might have been included in the methodology 
to ascertain and clarify more exactly the nature of t he progression 
in peer rejection. 
A follow-up peer rating could have been administered six weeks 
after the conclusion of the program to try to find indications as to 
whether or not a degree of assimilation and integration had taken 
place with positive and warmer feelings now finding opportunity for 
expression. However, with an additional peer r a ting t here would 
always be the question as to whether or not a decrea se in pe er re-
jection at that point would be an indication of a forgetting process 
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which r esults through getting away fro m the more intensive feelings 
which prevailed within the atmosphere of the training program. A 
possible way of meeting this problem would be to bring the students 
back into the atmosphere which prevailed when the original peer 
r a tings were made and then to administer the follow-up ratings. This 
would require time and money to accomplish. Carl Rogers and his 
associates at the Counseling Center at the University of Chicago 
1 
made extensive use of fo U ow-up studies in their investigations. 
2. Self-insight 
As previously indicated, there was no significant change in 
self-insight when this was measured by comparing the change in dis-
crepancy scores between the students• self-ratings and peer ratings 
on the peer perception rating scales administered at the beginning 
2 
and at the end of the program. The most obvious attempt at an 
explanation of this would be to say that the increase in self-under-
standing which the students described in their final evaluation 
reports was either (1) not of the nature and depth ol self-insight, 
or (2) not sufficiently assimilated and integrated to find expression 
on the peer perception ratings. We referred to the confrontation and 
1tjarring11 which took place with relation to the trainees' self-
3 
concepts (as measured by the self-concept test). If this was 
taking place, perhaps twelve weeks was not a long enough period of 
1 3 See Chapter I, PP· 19-27. See Chapter V, pp. 130-131. 
2 See Chapter IV, p. 92. 
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time for an integration of the changes. Moreover, "corners may have 
been turned, 11 but these may not have been of the nature and depth of 
self-insight as operationally defined in this study. Hopefully, 
some of t he assimilati on and integration would come after the program. 
We would here emphasize that personal growth is not always directly 
proportionate to change in self-insight. According to psychoanalytic 
theory, growth takes place in relation to changes which take place 
in the nature of the transference and identification relationship, 
and this is not always related to increasing self-knowledge, or 
1 
making the unconscious conscious. 
3. Student-Patient Impact 
In relation to the changes in scores on the student-patient 
impact ratings, there was a significant increase in the supervisors' 
ratings of t he utility of the students' pastoral visits in comparing 
t he first three-week period of calling with the third three-week 
period of calling. This increase in utility according to the super-
visors could have a variety of possible explanations. It must be 
remembered that the supervisors' ratings were based upon the com-
municated reactions of the patients relative to the visits of the 
student chaplains. So, in a sense, it was the pa tients who were 
rating the impact of the student chaplains' visits. 
Now from a pastoral standpoint, if there was one area in which 
it would be hoped that clinical pastoral education might lead to 
lKarl Menninger, Theory of Psychoanalytic Technigue (New York: 
Basic Books, Inc., 1958), pp. 43-98. 
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positive results, it would be in the t ype of pa storal impact the 
trainees make upon patients from a perspective of usefulness or 
helpfulness. There would be less concern about how well patients 
or parishioners enjoyed the calls. Furthermore, it is more i mportant 
for individuals to derive positive benefit from these calls than for 
the chapla ins a nd pa. stors to be aware of such benefit. Now, in fact, 
this is what the results of the impact r a tings indicate. This is 
not to say that the enjoyment of pastoral calls is not important 
nor does it mean to negate the importance of insi ght into how others 
respond to pastors or benefit through their calls. 
ive could speculate as to the reasons for this increase in the 
utility value of the student's pastoral calls as rated by the super-
visor. As the student chaplain becomes more accusto med to the hos-
pital environment and to his pastoral and chapl aincy role, his ener-
gies, now less centered upon himself, were more available for a pa-
tient-centered approach. This would tend to result in more positive 
benefits being derived by the patients from his pastora l calls. 
A second possible reason for the increased utility va lue of 
t he student's pastoral calls would relate to the learning that had 
taken pl ace in the clinical pastoral educa tion program. With in-
creased self-awareness and with increased capacity for percep tion 
and understanding, the student should be able to make a more mean-
ingful auproach to the patient. 
What should also be considered is the possibility that as stu-
dents move t hrough the clinical training period and come to,A'a rd the 
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close of the program, t here may be a desire by the supervisors for 
positive change and growth in their students. Therefore, the super-
visors may well have been motivated, perhaps unconsciously, to bring 
back higher ratings. There were two possible checks upon t his ten-
dency: (1) the self-awdreness of the two supervisors as to t he dan-
ger, and (2) the fact that there were three different judgments made 
of these patient interviews as the material was recorded and rated. 
The judges were not all supervisors, and t he intercorrelations of 
the relia.bili ty remained constant and very high. 
It can be seen that clinical pastoral education is a helpful 
supplement to theological education when theory is translated into 
practice. The increasing value of the trainees' pastoral calls as 
rated by their supervisors indicated that pastoral communication was 
regul ting in more beneficial results for the patients to whom the 
students sought to minister. 
4. Insight into Impact 
The first insight measure which was considered in t his study was 
"insight into personality, 11 or 11 self-insight." What is here under 
consideration is the significance of the change which took place in 
11 insight into impact. 11 We indica ted that there wa s a significant 
change in the discrepancy between the students' impact ratings and 
those of the supervisors (from Period I to Period III) with respect 
1 
to the variable of enjoyment. The perceptions of the students and 
those of the supervisors (these latter being based upon the commun-
1 
See Chapter IV, p. 94. 
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ieated reactions of the patients to the supervisors in subsequent 
interviews) became increasingly divergent with respect to the enjoy-
ment value of the students' pastoral calls. In that the change was 
related to the algebraic discrepancy scores, this was an indication 
1 
of increased underevaluation of impact. 
Let us now see if we can interpret why this occurred. There 
was not a significant change in impact in relation to the variable 
of enjoyment from Period I to Period III. It was borderline (sig-
2 
nificant at the .10 level of probability, not at the .05 level). 
Although the supervisors noted a significant improvement in the 
utility value of the students' pastoral calls, the students them-
selves evidently were perceptive and cognizant of this change. The 
discrepancy between the students' ratings here and those of the super-
visors did not become significantly greater. Therefore, we must con-
elude that although the students noted some change in the utility value 
of their calls, they were not cognizant of the borderline change which 
was taking place with respect to the variable of enjoyment because 
there was an increase in their underevaluation of the enjoyment value 
of their pastoral calls. As was indicated in Chapter IV, the students 
undervalued their impact on the patients and demonstrated a lack of 
insight into their impact on patients, but from Period I to Period 
III there was only an increase in these directions with respect to 
1see Chapter III, pp. 83-84. 
2See Table III, p. 90. 
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1 
the variable indicating an underevaluation of t he enjoyment of impact. 
One factor which might be related to t his increase in underevalu-
ation of enjoyment is that toward the close of the program the students 
were not so much concerned with the enjoyment principle in their pas-
toral calls as they were with the utility value or helpfulness of these 
calls. A second factor which might be related to the over-all under-
evaluation is the over-all peer rejection and increase in peer re-
jection. If the students were expressing increased needs for achieve-
ment, dominance, and aggression, and if they were indicating an in-
creasing rejection of their peers, perhaps by way of a guilt reaction, 
they were rejecting themselves in relation to the value of their pas-
toral approaches to patients. In relation to this possible guilt, we 
noted lower peer ratings with respect to seven personality and behav-
ioral traits as well as increa sing peer rejection. If the students 
were being rejected more and more by their peers, since there was a 
high positive correlation between increasi ng underevaluation of im-
pact and incre~sing trust in peers, t his may have resulted i n in-
crea sing underevaluation of impact by the students. In t his con-
nection, there was also a moderately high positive correlation be-
tween underevaluation of impact and group dependence (Cattell Q2 
variable). To be kept in mind also is the confronta t i on and 11 jar-
ring11 which was taking place with respect to self -cone ept. This 
might have made it more difficult for the students to have been 
objective in their impact r a tings. 
1 See Chapter IV, p. 94. 
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C. What Are the Meaning and Significance of the Cor-
relations of Personality and Behavioral Change? 
1. Correlations with Respect to Scores on Personality Tests and 
Behavioral Rating Scales 
a. Intercorrelations among Measures of Peer Rejection 
(1) Our results indicated a progressive increase in peer re-
jection from Period I to Period II to Period III. (2) They also in-
dicated that after the midpoint of the program there was very little 
change in the rank or order where an individual within the group 
stood with respect to peer rejection. (3) They indicated, further-
more, that the students who received the greatest increa se in re-
jection were the students \'lho were the most greatly rejected over-
all. (4) An indication was given of the ten behavioral traits most 
definitely associa ted with over-all peer rejection and increase in 
peer rejection. (5) Finally, it was indicated that the correlations 
between desirable items and rejection were higher (more negative) than 
the correlations between undesirable items and rejection (more pos-
iti ve). 
The finding that there was progressively increa sing peer re-
1 
jection has already been discussed in this chapter to some length. 
We, theref ore, move on to the second finding. The finding that the 
position in which an individual stood in relat ion to his peers be-
came solidified by the midpoint of the program suggests that the 
students were typing or categorizing their peers. After an initial 
1 See Chapter V, pp. 131-136. 
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hypothesis was either confirmed or rej ected with a period of time, it 
became increa singly difficult for t he students to alter their views 
as to t heir fellow students. This would suggest t hat only a fter an 
individual comes to look more accept i ngly upon his fel l owmen, or fellow 
trainees in general, will he be inclined to change his views concern-
ing a particular person or trainee. In relation to t ne progr am of 
clinical pastoral educa tion under consideration in t hi s study, this 
would suggest t hat it t akes a l onger pe riod than twelve weeks for 
trainees to alter their views in relation to t heir fello'~ tra inees 
after initial views have been solidified. 
The t hird fi nding wa s that the students who received the grea test 
increase in rejection were the students who were t he most greatly 
rejected over-all. Individuals who are hi ghly rejected within t he 
training group receive a progressive increa se in rejection. This 
" may not be wha t some would expect withi n Christian 11 i{o<VWV~QJ. , " 
but this was the nature of what occurred. To alter t his situation 
it would take growth and change on t he parts of both the individuals 
doing the judging and the individuals being judged. According to 
the self-ratings and peer rati ngs on the peer percepti on rating 
scale, such change did not occur withi n t he confines of the twelve-
week program of clini cal pastora l educa tion. 
We now turn to the fourth and fift h sets of fi ndings. The 
fourth emphasized the ten behavioral traits most definitely as-
sociated with over-all peer rejection and increa se in peer rejection, 
and the fift h brougnt out t ha t the correla tions between desirable 
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items and peer rejection are higher {more negative) than t he cor-
relations between undesirable items and rejection (more positive). 
Examining the ten traits most definitely associated with rejection, 
we see that these are traits very closely associated with expecta-
tions as to the pastor's personality, while the ten traits lea st as-
sociated with rejection are more general traits of personality not 
clearly associated with any role or work. 
The fifth set of findings would suggest tha t rejection occurs 
more as a result of students being seen as not having certain de-
sirable characteristics than as a result of t heir being seen as hav-
ing certain negative characteristics. This trend was brought out 
very clearly in relation to the correlation values bet\<1een indi-
1 
vidual peer fa.ctors and the variable of increasing peer rejection. 
The peer variables most highly correlated with progressive rejection 
are desirable ones. It is perhaps of interest to note that the peer 
ratings for the trait "compassionate" correlate higher (negatively) 
with over-all peer rejection and increasing peer rejection than any 
other peer item. This indica tes the importance of this personality 
characteristic with reference to the acceptance or rejection of the 
pastoral-person. We think here of the emphasis in the New Testament 
concerning the person of Jesus. The personality characteristic or 
virtue which was emphasized in his personality was compassion. He 
had compassion upon t he people who came to him. As a revelation of 
1 See Table V, p. 99. 
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a way of life and as a model for the Christian pastor, we see the 
important emphasis in Jesus upon this type of loving compaesion. 
In the pastoral trainees in this program, we found this same type 
of emphasis or expectation inrelation to personality. 
Along with these very high correlations between the item "com-
passionate" and peer rejection and increase in peer rejection, we 
note the high correlations between peer rejection and increase in 
peer rejection and the ratings on the traits "sympathetic" and 
11 sincere 11 (negative correlations), on the one hand, a.nd 11 rejecting 11 
(positive correlations), on the other hand. This also relates to 
what we had to say with respect to pastoral personality and the per-
eonality of Jesus and the resultant expectations of the clinical 
pastoral students. 
b. Correlations of Peer Rejection and Increase in Peer Rejection with 
Scores on Personality Tests and Behavioral Rating Scales 
We presented the results of the correlations between peer re-
jection and increasing peer rejection with the scores on person-
1 
ality tests and behavioral rating scales. We sought to present 
models or pictures of the types of students who were rejected and 
received increasing peer rejection. These correlations make it 
possible for us to determine the comparative importance of specific 
aspects of behavior with respect to the determination of over-all 
peer rejection and change in peer rejection. The relationships of 
1see Chapter IV, pp. 100-105. 
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the peer rejection var iables to variables of the Cattell test, the 
Edwards test, the self-concept test, t he peer perception r ati ng, and 
t he impact ratings were numerous and significant. We shal l not repeat 
them here. 
It is interesting to note tha t some of t he personality and be-
havioral variables did not correlate ,lith both over-all peer re-
jection and increa s i ng peer rejection. Let us consider two clear 
examples. Table VI indica tes tha t Cattell superfactor I, which is 
a mea sure of anxiety and maladjustment, is not correla ted with mean 
peer rejection but is highly correla ted (positively) with the ten-
1 
dency to receive progressively greater rejection. On the other 
hand, Cattell superfactor II, which is a mea sure of extroversion, 
is highl y correlated (negat i vely ) with mean peer rejecti on by the 
group, but it is not correla ted with the tendency to receive in-
2 
crea sed rejection. This means t hat t he anxious, emotionally un-
stable trainees were not rejected on an over-all basis, but t hey 
did receive progressively increasing peer rejection from Period I 
to Period III. It also means t hat the extroverted students were 
rejected on an over-all basis, but they did not receive progres-
sively more rejecti on as the training period moved along. 
Although Cattel l superfactor I and Cattell superfactor II did 
not correlate with over-all peer rejection in ways similar to their 
1 See Table VI, p. 102. 
2Ibid. 
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correlations with the increa se in peer rejection mea sure, let us now 
consider certain of the varia-bles which did correla te with both mea s-
ures of rejection in similar ways. The most striking example of this 
is the correlation between the tendency of the student to overvalue 
the utility of his pastoral impact upon hospital patients (a l gebraic 
student utility C scale ra ting minus supervisor utility ra ting), on 
the one hand. and over-all peer rejection and increa se in peer rejec-
tion. on the other hand. These correlation values were f.54 and f.56 
1 
respectively. Thus it is clear that the individuals who tended to 
overvalue the utility of their pastoral impact were rejected by their 
peers throughout t he twelve-week period and ,..,ere given progr essively 
increasing rejection as the program moved along. 
The second most striking example of correla tions of behav-
ioral variables with both mea sures of peer rejection is in relation to 
the self-concept test discrepancy score of 11 self 11 versus 11 social self 11 
(self as one feels others view him) in respect to both general traits 
(S-Og) and pastoral traits (S-Op). Rejection was associa ted with low 
discrepancy between 11 self 11 and 11 social self" (correlations ranging 
2 
from -.43 to -.48). Thus the individual who sees himself in a wa y 
very simila r to the way in which he feels others see him is the in-
dividual who is on the whole rejected by his peers and receives pro-
gressively more rejection as time goes by. Perhaps a factor which 
1see Table VI 10~ ' P· c.. 
2Ibid. 
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accounts for this individual's rejection is that he is not intro-
spective and critical enough in relation to his self-concept. The 
individuals who receive over-all rejection and progressively increas-
ing rejection also tend to have high scores as to heterosexuality 
(Edwards het) and low scores with respect to affiliation (Edwards 
l 
aff). 
2. Correlations with Respect to Self-insight 
Since it was brought out in Chapter IV that there were no 
significant changes in self-insight as opera tionally defined by 
the methodology of this study, there were no significant changes 
in self-insight for purposes of correlation. Therefore, there is 
nothing which can be said in relation to meaning and significance 
of correlations. 
3. Correlations with Respect to Patient Impact 
The results of our study indicated an increase in the util i ty 
value of the student chaplains' pastoral calls from the beginning 
2 
of t he program to the end. This change variable was correlated 
with the other personality and behaviora l variables in the study. 
In presenting the results of this intercorrela tion analysis we con-
structed a model or picture of the type of indivi dual who receives 
3 
increased ratings as to the usefulness of his pastoral calls. 
1 See Table VI, p . 102. 
2 See Chapter IV, p. 93. 
3 ll!a·' 
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We did this in relation to significant positive and negative corre-
lations. We shall not present this model again, but we shall comment 
upon some of the interrelationships of personality and behavioral fac-
tors which make up the model and upon some of the possible meanings 
which the model suggests. 
Our first and most obvious comment is that this model suggests 
an individual with the capacity for objectivity. (This statement is 
related to the correlation values with Cattell A, I, L, M, super-
factor I; Edwards aut, aff, nur; Allport T). Such an individual 
is not emotionally dependent upon the enjoyment value of the pastoral 
call to ward off rising anxiety in interpersonal encounter as he seeks 
to help people. (This statement is related to correlation values with 
Cattell superfactor I, Edwards aut, change in enjoyment va lue of im-
pact as rated by supervisors). He appears secure in his "self"-"ideal 
self" concept (low discrepancy between "self" and "ideal self"). 
However, an interpretation of the results indica te that t his 
individual is sometimes seen by his peers as being lacking in com-
passion, sympa thy, tact, warmth, and understanding. A second i nter-
pretation would emphasize that this individual may sometimes be seen 
by his peers as being compassionate, sympathetic, t actful, warm, and 
understanding, but he may not always be able to translate the se per-
sonality traits into action in order to be helpful to the patients. 
Passive compassion, for example, may not be helpful to anyone. He 
may lack pastoral skills. This, therefore, speaks directly to the 
goals of clinical pastoral education wherein we seek to help an 
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individual translate his theory and feelings into constructive pas-
toral action. The results also suggest that if the student chaplain 
comes back and boasts about the success of his pastoral calls, he will 
be rejected by his peers. 
4. Correlations with Respect to Insight into Impact 
The results of our study indicated an increase in the underevalu-
1 
ation of the enjoyment value of student-patient impa.ct. This change 
in evaluation variable was entered into the intercorrelati on analysis 
for an examination of its relations with other personality and behav-
2 
ioral variables. The results a re presented in Chapter IV. A model 
or picture was constructed of t he type of individual who demonstrates 
increa sing underevaluation of impact. We will not present t his model 
over again here, but we will comment upon the meaning of some of the 
significant interrelationships. We have already commented to some 
3 
length on the meani ng of t his increa sed underevaluation of impact. 
A combination of personality traits which seemed to be related 
to the type of individual who increa singly underevaluates his impact 
was that of emotional instability and hypersensitivity (Ca ttell super-
f actor I, I, ~~ Al lport-Vernon-Lindzey A; peer factor 15). This 
together with t he combination of increa sing peer rejection and 
probable guilt in relati on to aggressive, dominant, non-deferent 
assertions and rejecting actions could account for t he increase in 
underevaluation of t he enjoyment val ue of impact. 
1 See Chapter IV, p. 94. 3 See Chapter V, pp. 140-141. 
2 Ibid., 
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The results of the intercorrelation analysis indicated that for 
proper evaluation of pastoral action, t here must be an adequate res-
pect for and emphasis upon theory (Allport-Vernon-Lindzey T) and 
order (Edwards ord). Where motivation is l acking in t hese two areas, 
a pastor cannot properly evaluate whe he is doing in his pastoral 
calling. 
D. What Are the Meaning and Significance of t he Cor-
rela tions of Impact with the Following Four Areas? 
1. Correlations with Respect to Scores on Personality Tests a nd Be-
havioral Rating Scales 
In Chapter IV t he correla tions of mean group scores on person-
ality tests and behavioral r a ting scales were presented in relation 
1 
to each of five impact variables in successive order. We shall now 
discuss the meaning and significance of these correlations in relation 
to, first, the student ratings and, secondly, the supervisor rat ings . 
After that, we shall turn to another approach to t he co nsideration of 
t he meaning and significance of t hese correla t ions as we shall con-
sider the correla tions between these impact ra t i ngs and each person-
ality inventory or behavioral r a ting sca le in order. 
a. Correlations between Student Ratings of Impact and Personality and 
Behavioral Variables 
In Chapter IV we constructed models or personality types for each 
of the three student impact ra ting varia bles in light of their positive 
and negative correlations with other personality and behavioral var-
1 See Chapter IV, pp. 112-120. 
1M 
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iables. Here, by way of summary, we will consider these three var-
iables jointly. From their correlations with other personality and 
behavioral variables, we see the following relationships. The cor-
relation values suggest that the student who r a tes himself high on 
the enjoyment (student E) and utility (student Up and Uc) values of 
his pastoral calls, which three variables are modera tely highly cor-
related (f.5l to f~67), tends to be an extrovert (low Cattell super-
factor II scores) with a highdegree of verbal intelligence (high 
verbal reasoning score). The correlation values indicate that as 
a chaplain this type of individual tends to make warm, sociable ap-
proaches to patients (high Cattell A and I scores) and expresses 
high emotional sensitivity (high Cattell I scores). There is an 
exception here a s to emotional sensitivity with respect to the stu-
dent who rates himself highly on the utility P scale value of his 
calls (student Up). However, it appears that this type of student 
did not demonstrate as much emotional sensitivity as the type who 
received high impact r atings by his supervisor. 
The correlation values suggest that the type of student who 
rates himself highly on the enjoyment and utility values of his calls 
upon hospital patients tends to be confident (high Cattell H scores) 
as well a s exhibitionistic (high Edwards exh scores) in his social 
interaction. However, he does not receive favorable ratings from 
his peers. The indications are that his rejection by his peers is 
due to his tendencies to be sarcastic (high peer factor 5 scores), 
1see Chapter IV, pp. 113-118. 
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prejudiced (high peer factor 8 scores), and untrustful (low peer fac-
tor 11 scores). 
b. Correlations between Supervisor Ratings of Impact and Personality 
and Behavioral Variables 
We constructed models or personality types in Chapter IV for 
the two supervisor impact rating va riables in light of their pos-
itive and negative correlations with other personality and behav-
1 
ioral variables. Here we will consider these two variables joint-
ly. The correlations of these variables with other personality and 
behavioral variables suggest the following relati onships. 
The correlation values suggest that the student who is r a ted 
highly by his supervisor in relati on to the impact (enjoyment and 
utility values) of his chaplaincy calls upon hospital patients in-
dicates a high degree of emotional sensitivity (high Ca ttell I scores). 
This is especially marked in the case in which the student receives 
high ratings by his supervisor in relati on to the enjoyment value of 
his calls. This type of individual tends toward introversion (moder-
ately high Cattell superfactor II scores). The type of student who 
receives high utility ratings by his supervisor tends toward extra-
version (low Cattell superfactor II scores). 
The correlation values suggest that t he student who receives 
high ratings as to the enjoyment and utility of impact is seen by 
his peers as being compassionate (high peer factor 3 scores), trust-
ful (high peer factor 11 scores), patient (high peer factor 15 scores), 
1 See Chapter IV, pp. 118-120. 
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and considerate (lo'" peer factor 20 scores). However, he is also re-
garded as anger prone {high peer factor 4 scores), prejudiced (high 
peer factor 8 scores), annoying and irritating (high peer factor 9 
scores), and boastful (high peer factor 12 scores). 
A fa ctor which complica tes the interpretati on of t he results 
presented in Table IV is the high positive correlati on between ver-
bal reasoning and extroversion (low mean score on Ca ttell super-
factor II). These correla t i ons were found to be -.49 on Test I 
and -.64 on Test II. Since both verbal rea soning and extroversion 
are correlated (positively) with high impact r a tings by t he s uper-
visors a s to t he uti l ity value of t he students' visits, it is ha rd 
to say which of t hese two factors is the major cause of the verbal-
ly intelligent, extroverted individuals receiving hi gh r atings by 
the supervisors on t he utility value of t heir pastoral visits. All 
the.t can be said is that both a re closely related to high utility 
r a t i ngs. It is of interest to note tha t t he supervisors' ra tings 
of the en j oyment value of the pastoral visits a re not correl a ted 
eithe r wi th verbal reasoning or with extroversi on (lmv mean score 
on Cattell superfactor II). The supervisors' r a tings of t he en-
joyment value are primaril y correla. ted with emoti onal sensitivity 
(Cattell I). Therefore, it would appear tha t the supervisors' 
ratings of t he utility value of pastoral impact is closely related 
to the presence and successful utilization of verbal intelligence 
and extroversi on with respect to the student chapl ain. It would 
appea r further t hat the supervisors' ra tings of the enjoyment value 
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of pastoral impact is closely related to the presence of high emo-
tional sensitivity and tenderness on t he part of the student chaplain. 
The development of these personality traits in theological students 
and pastors, therefore, might be a goa~ for clinical pastora.l educa-
tion. 
c. Correlations between Ratings of Impact and 11The Sixteen Personality 
Factors Test 11 of Cattell 
What appears to be the single most impressive of the sixteen 
Cattell variables in relation to impact and, therefore, the most 
important for purposes of pastoral effectiveness is emotional sensi-
tivity (Cattell I). This correlates at /-.50 with both student and 
supervisor ratings of impact (enjoyment and utility), student util-
1 
ity P scale ratings being the exception. The Cattell variable of 
warm sociability (Cattell A) is also highly correlat ed and is, there-
fore, significant for purposes of pastoral impact. It correlates at 
2 
/-.50 for Test I and at /-.35 for Test II. With respect to the super-
visor ratings of student-patient impact, the Cattell variable of 
bright and intelligent (Cattell E) correla tes at -.34 for Test I 
and at -.25 for Test II, and the variable of dominant and aggressive 
3 
(Cattell E) correlates at -.37 for Test I and at -.25 for Test II. 
These two latter correlations might serve to indicate that enjoyable 
and helpful pastoral communication comes more by way of feelings than 
by intellectual ability and is channelled t hrough a milder approach 
as opposed to a dominant and aggressive one. 
1,2,3 These correla tions reflect an average for the correla tions 
of the variables involved. 
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Cattell superfactor II which is concerned with extroversion-intra-
version indica ted a high negative correlation vii th the student evalu-
ation of impact. By this we mean tha t the extrovert (low Cattell su-
perfactor II scores ) ra tes himself as having good impact. The corre-
lations of this varia ble with student r atines of impact were -.49 for 
1 
Test I and -.59 for Test II. However, it was not consistently corre-
l ated with the supervisors' ratings of student impa ct, correla ting 
with t ne utility rating at -.42 for Test I and at -.41 for Test II 
(positive correlation with extroversion), but not correlating signif-
icantly with the enjoyment r ating. Other Cattell variables are not 
in agreement with respect to both pre- and post- scores, and, there-
fore, conclusions may not be derived from them for purposes of assess-
ing their relationship to the effectiveness of pastoral calling, as 
such calling is assessed by clinical pastoral trainees who did the 
actual calling and by supervisors who made subseqQent ra tings after 
interviewing the patients called upon by the students. 
d. Correlations between Eatings of I mpact and the 11 Edwards Personal 
Preference Schedule 11 
In turning to a considera tion of the fifteen Edwards test var-
iables, we find that their correla tions with student-patient impact 
(enjoyment and utility) are not consistent. However, there are three 
areas in which t he re are indications of consistency and modera tely 
high correla tion. The supervisors' impact ra tings correla ted with 
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1 
deference (Edwa rds def) at -.47 for Test 1 and a t -.36 for Test II. 
This seems to rela te to the students' low scores on dominance (Cattell 
E scores). The presence of the tra its of deference, seems to result 
in effective pastor-patient encounter. The supervisors' ra tings of 
impact correlated (positively) also With affiliation (Edwa rds aff), 
2 
the value being t•37 both for Test I and Test II. In additi on, they 
correlated with nurturance (Edwards nur) at t•28 for Test I and at 
3 
f.32 for Test II. This tends to indicate tha t effective pastoral 
call ing is rela ted to the presence of the social values of emotional 
sensitivity (high Cattell I scores), the need for nurturance (high 
Edwards nur scores), and the need for affiliation (high Edwards aff 
scores). The description given to nurturance in t he Appendix is 
indicative of its importance in relation to pastoral concern for 
4 
people. 
e. Correlations between Ratings of Impact and the Allport-Vernon-
Lindzey "Study of Values" 
There were no consistently high or low correlations between the 
five impact variables and those of t he Allport-Vernon-Lindzey 11 Study 
of Values." 
f. Correla tions between Ratings of Impact and the "Differential Ap-
titude Series: Verbal Reasoning Test" 
The verbal reasoning test score variable rendered a positive 
correlation of f.50 with the students' ratings of impact , but it was 
1, 2, 3!M.9.· 
4see Appendix II, p. 209. 
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not consistently correla ted with the supervisors' ratings of i mpact. 
Perhaps this indica tes a tendency of t he students to va lue and util i ze 
verbal co mmunica tion, wherea s the supervisors were reflecting the reac-
tions of tne patients who were less concerned with verbal prowess and 
perceived t he non-verbal cues -- t ne communi ca tions of understanding 
and feeling which a re not always rela ted to words and verbal con-
ceptualization. Tnis finding relates to the theory of pastoral care 
and should give weight to the emphasis within clinical past oral edu-
cation of the i mportance of non-verbal com:nuni ca tion and the "feeling 
1 
tone 11 of the :pastoral interview. 
g. Correlations between Ratings of Impact and t he Self-concept Test 
It is difficult to draw any generalized conclusions with respect 
to t he relationshi p of self-concept to t he r at i ngs of the students 
and supervisors in relation to the effectiveness (i mpact) of t he 
tra inees' pastoral calls. One point may be brought out with respect 
to both t he students' and supervisors' ratings of the utility value 
of t hese calls. Since there is a positive correla tion between hi gh 
utility ra tings and a high self-concept discrepancy between 11 self 11 
(as an i ndividual views himself) and "social self 11 (as an individual 
feels others view him) with respect to t he pastoral tra its (S-Op), 
it might tend to indicate t hat t hose individuals who were helpful 
to the patient s were somewhat sensitive in r el a tion to how t hey felt 
1 Paul E. Johnson, Psychology of Pastoral Care, (Nashville: Abing-
don-Cokesbury Press, 1953), p . 92 
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others viewed their pastoral personality and construed their actions. 
They appeared to be more concerned about helping other people in a 
pastoral way than they were about how others viewed them. However, 
at an unconscious level perhaps they were concerned to help other 
people in order to gain the acceptance of other people (positive cor-
relation with Edwards nurturance variable). They were not necessar-
ily concerned about how others enjoyed their pastoral calls, however, 
In relation to the students' perception of the effectiveness of 
their pastoral impa d upon other people, those individuals who gave 
themselves high ratings as to the utility or helpfulness of their 
pastoral calls had low discrepancies between 11 self 11 and 11 ideal self." 
Relating this to the above paragraph, they tended to accept them-
selves even though they felt others rejected them. 
b. Correlations between Ratings of Impact and the Peer Perception 
Rating 
Let us first consider the significance of the relationship of the 
students' ratings of impact to individual peer variables on the peer 
perception rating. The correlation values seem to indicate that 
extroverted (low Cattell superfactor II scores), verbally intelli-
gent (high verbal reasoning score), socially warm (high Cattell A 
and I scores) who give themselves high ratings with respect to pas-
toral effectiveness (enjoyment and utility values of impact) tend 
to be viewed by their peers as being sarcastic (high peer factor 5 
scores), prejudiced (high peer factor 8 scores), boa.stful (high peer 
factor 12 scores), and untrustful (low peer factor 15 scores). Per-
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haps this peer rejection is related to the need of these students for 
exhibitionism (high Edwards exh scores). On the other hand. it appears 
that students with high emotional sensitivity (high Cattell I scores) 
who vary as to extroversion (correlates positively with utility) and 
introversion (correlates positively with enjoyment ) and verbal reason-
ing (correlates in the same manner as extroversion and introversion), 
and who are given high impact ratings in terms of the enjoyment end 
utility values of their pastoral calls are viewed by their peers as 
being compassiona te (high peer factor 3 scores), humble (low peer 
factor 12 scores), trustful (high peer factor 15 scores). and con-
siderate (low peer factor 20 scores). There is a variance with res-
pect to peer evaluation between students who rate the impact of their 
calls highly and students who are given high ratings of impact by 
their supervisors. We ha.ve previously indicated that peer acceptance 
or rejection seems to be related more to the absence of certain des-
1 
irable traits than to the presence of undesirable traits. 
Second, let us turn to a consideration of the relationship be-
tween student-patient impact and peer rejection. Table IX indicates 
that the correlations between the students' ratings of impact and 
2 
peer rejection are insignificant. However. the correlations be-
tween the supervisors' ratings of impact and peer rejection are more 
interesting. The correlation between the supervisors' ratings of 
the utility value of impact and peer rejection is negative (-.24). 
1 See Chapter IV, p. 100. 
2 See Table IX, p. 116. 
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This indicates t hat the students whose impa.ct in terms of utility is 
valued as good a re modera tel y rejected by t heir peers but that t he re-
l a tionshi p is not a very strong one. Table IX indica.tes that there are 
certain intere sting differences between the ways in which the super-
visors' r a tings of utility and peer rejection correla te with other 
1 
personality variables. For example, the supervisors' ratings of 
utility are nega tively correlated with Ca ttell superfactor II (extro-
version), the correlations being -.42 for Test I and -.41 for Test II. 
This indicates that a high supervisor r a ting for t he utility value of 
t he students' pastoral impact is related to high extroversion. On the 
other hand, peer rejection is negatively correlated with Cattell super-
factor II (extroversion), correla ting at -.48 on Test I and -.44 on 
Test II. This indica tes that the supervisors' ratings of t he utility 
value of the students' visits are associated with extroversion, where-
as peer acceptance is associa ted with introversion. So, it would ap-
pear that the pa tients (as indicated i n interviews with supervisors) 
see extroversion as a positive personality characteristic, but that 
the peers value it as a negative quality. The supervisors' ratings 
of the utility value of t he students' visits are positively corre-
lated with verbal reasoning test scores (f.41). but peer rejection 
is not (t.Ol). This would indicate with respect to the utility value 
of pastoral calls that t he patients (upon indication to the super-
visors) value verbal rea soning as a positive personality trait, but 
1 See Table IX, pp. 114-116. 
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that the trainees do not, even though st11dents who rate themselves 
highly as to impact have high verbal reasoning scores. The suuer-
visors' ratings of the utility value of impact are uositively cor-
related with emotional sensitivity (Cattell I), correlating at 
f.30 on Test I and at /.37 on Test II. The correlat ion between 
peer acceptance or rejection and emotional sensitivity, however, 
is not significant (-.01 for Test I and /.06 for Test II). Thus, 
it would appear that the patients would hold emotional sensitivity 
to be a desira ble thing, while the students would see it as neither 
desirable nor undesirable. Perhaps an explanation for this might 
be found in relation to the students' attitude toward emotional 
sensitivity and tenderness. It was observed in the interpersonal 
group sessions that students not only had difficulty in accepting 
their more negative feelings, but they had even more difficulty in 
expressing and integrating their feelings of warmth. This would 
relate directly to their value of the personality characteristic 
of emotional sensitivity. 
The supervisors' ratings of the enjoyment value of the students' 
pastoral visits are poorly correlated with peer rej ection (-.83) . 
However, some of the individual peer factor ratings are signifi-
cantly correlated with the supervisors' rat ings of the enjoyment 
value of impact. The students who received high ratings from the 
supervisors as to the enjoyment value of t heir pastoral calls tended 
to receive low ratings from their peers on anger proneness (-.41), 
prejudice (-.31), boastfulness (-.59), and inconsiderateness (-.59). 
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They tended to receive high peer ratings on trustfulness (f.38) and 
patience (f . 34) . These ratings were in contra st to the fact t hat 
the supervisors' ratings of the utility of the st11dent visits did 
not tend to be significantly correlated with the individual peer 
factor ra tings, t he three highest correla tions being f. 30, f.31, and 
f. 33. Thus it would appea r that t he indivi dual peer f actor r a tings 
a re definitely more closel y associated with t he supervisors' ratings 
of the enjoyment value of t he students' calls than with t he utility 
value, wherea s the va riable of over-all peer rejection correla t ed 
(negatively) with t he supervisors' ratings of the utility value of the 
student chaplains' calls. 
2. Correlations with Respect to Self-insight 
In examining the correlations of the five impact va riables with 
those of self- insight we find that these co r rela tions a re neither 
hi ghly positive nor highly negative . Therefore, in light of t he meth-
odology of this dissertation, we must conclude tha t within the twelve-
week period of clinical pastoral education there wa s an absence of 
significant correlation between the self-insight of the s t udents and 
their pastora l impact on the hospital pati ents. Although t here was 
no indica tion of a significant change in self-insight, the ra tings of 
the supervisors i ndicat e a change in the utility value of the students' 
pastora l visits. This suggests t ha t self-insight is not directly re-
l a ted, directly proportionate, to pastora l effectiveness. 
3 . Correla tions with Respect to Individual Variabl es of I mpact 
In investigating the intercorrelations among the five variables 
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of student-patient impact, the results indicated that there wa s only 
a moderately high positive correlation bet,.,een the ratings of the 
students and those of the supervisors. The students' ratings of en-
joyment, utility P scale, and utility C scale and the supervisors' rat-
ings of utility were correlated at from f.51 to f.67. The supervisor 
rating of the enjoyment value is by far the most unique variable in 
the group, correlating with the other four variables between -.31 and 
f.46. Interestingly, the students' ratings of utility P scale and 
the supervisors' ratings of enjoyment are negatively correlated. This 
suggests that when the students think patients derive a great deal of 
utility from the visits, these may be visits which the patients ac-
tually enjoyed the least. Further, there \rras only a moderately high 
positive correlation between the students' ratings of enjoyment and 
his ratings of utility. The correlation between the supervisors' rat-
ings of enjoyment and their ratings of utility was low. 
In general, these correlations may be interpreted in four ways. 
The first way would suggest that there '"as a difference in the per-
ceptiveness of the students and the supervisors as evidenced by a 
lack of high correlation between their ratings. A second would 
suggest that a pastoral call which is viewed as enjoyable may not 
always be vi ewed as being very helpful and vice versa. Thirdly, the 
moderate nature of these correlations suggests that perhaps the rat-
ings are not reflecting identical characteristics or values and that 
perhaps the students and supervisors were not seeing the same reali-
ties. In view of this third reason, each of the five criterion var-
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iables for impact have been examined and discussed in t his chapt er in 
relation to the variables from the personality tests, including verbal 
intelligence. A fourth rea son for the low correlati ons between the 
ratings of the students and those of the supervisors bas already been 
presented and will be discussed more fully below with reference to the 
discussion of the correlations of student and supervisor ratings of 
1 
impact. This relates to increasing peer rejection, increasing self-
assertion, guilt, and trust in the ratings of peers with respect to 
one 1 s person. 
4. Correlations with Respect to Insight into Impact 
In comparing the students• evaluations of impact with those of 
the supervisors -- under- or over- evaluation of impact and presence 
or absence of insight, we noted the tendency of the students to under-
evalua te the enjoyment and utility of their impact on hospital patients 
as well as to indicate a lack of insight into impact. This was a sur-
prise in that it was our expectation (1) that some students would 
overvalue and some students would undervalue their impact, and (2) 
that some students would indicate the presence of insight and others 
would indicate the absence of insight. Moreover, the algebra ic 
(the mea sures of the degree of under- or over- evaluation) and the 
absolute (the measures of the absence or presence of insight) dis-
crepancies between the students• and supervisors• evaluations of im-
pact were extremely highly correlated. These results seem to indicate 
a lack of perceptiveness by the students in relation to how they were 
1 
See Chapter V, p. 141. 
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viewed and how, on the surface at lea st, they effected the patients 
upon whom they called. 
We cannot say with certainty why the students undervalued their 
impact. Perhaps some of the students judged the impact of the inter-
views subjectively in terms of their own value systems rather than 
objectively in terms of the patients' reaction. There is no one, 
simple explanation which can be given to account for the discrepancy 
in impact ratings between the supervisors and the students. A pos-
sible tendency which the supervisors sought to control in their ap-
proaches to the patients for the latter's reactions to the student 
chaplains' visits was a hesitation on the part of the patients to 
criticize ministers. The supervisors encouraged the patients to be 
as candid as possible in that this would be the only way they could 
be helpful to the chaplains. Among other things, the interview 
questionnaire was designed to encourage and build up to reactive 
expression. Yet, we cannot rule out the possibility that perhaps 
some of the patients were out to 11put the most charitable construc-
tion" on the approach of the chaplains who called upon them. 
A problem which may well have been involved here was that there 
was no doubt a difference between patients and trainees in the degree 
of sophistication and in the resultant expectations in relation to 
the role and work of the chaplain and pastor. The students in the 
highly introspective training environment may well have been less 
easily satisfied than the patients. This then may have effected 
their perception of the results of their approaches. The impact 
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cards on which the ratings were made sought to control this factor by 
calling for ratings of utility as the chapla in saw it "through his 
own eyes 11 (utility C scale) as well as "through the patient's eyes 11 
1,2 
(utility P sca le). 
Another reason which can be given for the discrepancies between 
the ra tings of the students and t hose of the supervisors has already 
3 
been set forth in this disserta tion. Within the highly introspec-
tive environment of the clinical training program as self-concepts 
were being confronted and 11 jarred, 11 the students \'lere expressing in-
creased needs for achievement, dominance, and aggression. They were 
also indicating an increasing rejection of their peers and r ating 
their peers lower witn respect to certain behaviora l traits. In 
this situation no doubt a certain amount of guilt a rose in relation 
to this behe.vior. In addition, the students were becoming more 
trusting of their peers (as the varia ble of increa sing underevalu-
ation of the enjoyment value of i mpa ct correla ted positively, f.39, 
with ra ting peers as trustful) who were rejecting them increa singly. 
This may have resulted in a type of masochistic underevalua tion of 
impact and lack of insight into impact. 
1 See Chapter III, p. 74. 
2It was interesting to note that the two mea sures of utility P 
sca le and utility C scale, though given widely divergent ra tings at 
the beginning of the nine-week period of pastoral calling, were given 
ratings progressively closer together as the period went along. At 
the close of the rogram the ratings on these two measures had nar-
rowed almost into one so as to make a fl.OO correlation between them. 
3see Chapter V, p. 141. 
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E. Summary 
1. What Are the Meaning and Significance of the Changes Which Occurred 
during the Intensive Twelve-Week Period of Clinical Pastoral Edu-
cation with Respect to the Following Four Areas? 
a. Scores on Personality Tests and Behavioral Rating Scales 
(1) Scores on Personality Tests 
We would emphasize that in light of the explora tory nature and 
limlta tions of the study we must hold our interpreta tions as tenta-
tive and refrain from drawing quick conclusions. The significant 
changes which occurred in the mean group scores on the variables of 
standardized personality inventories were examined for their meaning 
and significance. It was felt that certa i n of these changes were 
related to an individual's increased ability to admit and accept 
negative feelings into his self-concept. If such increa sed self-
awareness were true, it might serve to help the pastor become more 
understanding of the behavior of individuals to whom he seeks to 
minister. It wa s felt further tha t certa in of the changes which were 
indicated we r e related to processes going on within the group situ-
a tion or structure. These were of an order which could have been 
discussed in the non-structured interpersonal group. For exaiD9le, 
the increasing need for dominance might speak to a desire to assert 
one's leadership within the training group. However, on the other 
hand, it might also have been related to the need of seminarians to 
find authority behind their person and role. Again we warn against 
drawing quick and dogmatic conclusions. 
(2) Scores on the Self-concept Test 
The clear and consistent finding of the increa se in self-concept 
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discrepancy between 11 self" and "social self" might well have been 
a result of the intensely introspective, scrutinizing atmosphere of 
the training program. The concern for personality behavior might have 
served to 11 jar, 11 by way of confrontation, the student's notions as to 
how he sees himself and how he is seen by others. On the other hand, 
since increasing peer rejection did not correlate (positively) with 
increasing self-concept discrepancy between 11 self 11 and 11 social self," 
the increased discrepancy was perhaps an indication of critical, 
realistic introspection. Such introspection is much needed by the 
pastor if he is to understand how people view him and respond to his 
approach. 
(3) Scores on the Peer Perception Rating 
We considered at some length the possible reasons for the pro-
gressive increase in peer rejection from the beginning of the program 
until the end. We brought out that this was a finding in the inves-
1 
tigation of Gynther and Kempson in relation to their training groups. 
A combination of several factors were no doubt involved. A student 
who becomes anxious in a situation in which his self-concept is 
being confronted may attack others. Also, in such a situation, as 
an indiTidual becomes more critical of himself, he becomes more 
critical of others. As the group atmosphere, especially with refer-
ence to the non-structured interpersonal group, becomes more permis-
siTe, the processes of bentilation, transference, and identification 
may result in increased peer rejection for a period of time. This 
1see Chapter V, p. 134. 
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environment may allow an individual to c ome to a realization of some 
of his negative and ambivalent feelings, as opposed to the type of 
superficial acceptance he may often demonstra te in regard to others . 
b. Self-insight 
We sought to understand why there was not a signifi~~nt increase 
in self-insight as methodologically defined in this study. The cri-
terion of insight was the agreement between self-ratings and peer 
ratings with respect to twenty behavioral characteristics on the 
peer perception rating. One interpretation of the results of our 
study would be that if self-insight were to be set up a s a goal of 
clinical pastoral education, it would not be realized and demonstra ted 
by way of assimilation and integration during a twelve-week period 
of clinical pastoral education. Twelve weeks would be too short 
a period. However, it appears from the results of our study (in 
relation to the increa sed ra tings by the supervisors in the utility 
value of the students' pastoral call s) that change in self-insight 
and change in pastoral effectiveness are not directly proportionate. 
Theoretically speaking, a good deal of growth may result through what 
psychoanalytic thought refers to as 11positive identification and 
transference," through what Christianity refers to as 11a response to 
prevenient Grace, 11 and through what society refers to as "constructive 
love." Clinical pastoral education must here define what it means 
by its goal of increasing self-understanding as such rela tes to in-
creasing pastoral effectiveness. 
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c. Student-Patient Impact 
If there was one variable of impact in the investigation which 
might give indication of positive change, hopefully it would be the 
variable indicating the supervisors' ratings of the utility value or 
usefulness of the student chaplains' pastoral calls. It was here that 
a change was demonstrated. The degree to wnich t nis took place was 
the degree to which this clinical pastoral education program was 
meeting a major goal -- the translation of theory into effective 
pastoral practice. The mean scores on the other impact variables 
did not indica te significant change. 
Several possible reasons were discussed as to why this change 
took place and why other changes did r ot take place. Two of these 
reasons were the following: (1) the student became less anxious 
and more accustomed to his pastoral role and hospital situation so 
that more energy was available for patient-centered pastoral en-
counter, and (2) a certain amount of personal growtn and lea rning 
of nastoral skills occurred. 
d. Insight into I mpact 
\ihat wa s most significant of all with respect to insight into 
impact was the finding that there was no demonstrable positive 
change in insight into impact. This relates very closely to our 
finding a s to personality insight (self-insight) . Our interpreta-
1 
tive considerations there may be applied here. 
1see Chapter V, pp. 136-137. 
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The one significant change was in relation to an increased under-
evaluation by the students of the enjoyment value to the patients of 
their pastoral impact. There was an increased discrepancy between the 
students' ratings and those of the supervisors. Several factors were 
set forth to account for this increase in underevaluation. One of 
the most probable relates itself to a combination of the following: 
(1) increased self-assertion on the part of the students, (2) pro-
gressively increasing peer rejection, (3) the highly introspective 
environment with confrontation and possible 11 jarring 11 of self-concepts, 
(4) a high positive correlation between increasing underevaluation of 
impact and the peer factor of trust in peers, and (5) guilt with re-
sultant masochistic self-degradation. 
2. ~fuat Are the Meaning and Significance of the Correlations of Person-
ality and Behavioral Change? 
a. Correlations with Respect to Scores on Personality Tests and Be-
havioral Rating Scales 
(1) Intercorrelations among Heasures of Peer Rejection 
It was found that the student's ranking and ca tegorizing of 
peers was solidified by the midpoint of the program and did not later 
change. Two comments might be made in relation to this finding. 
First, it says something to the distinction which is sometimes made 
bet\!Jeen 11 loving 11 and "liking. 11 Secondly, it is an indication that 
twelve weeks was not a long enough period of time for these individ-
uals to begin to take a different look at their peers. 
I n relation to the progressive increase in rejection, the ques-
tion is raised as to how long it would take this group of pastors, 
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theologically speaking, to articulate their responsibility and concern 
;' for each other in Jesus Christ as this relates to "Kot vwv(ot ," for-
1 
giveness, reconciliation, and Holy Communion. Closely related ques-
tiona could be raised in accordance with psychological theories of 
therapy. 
It was significant to notice that those traits which carried the 
most weight in relation to peer acceptance or rejection were traits 
related to the pastoral personality as opposed to personality in 
general. Especially pertinent were the traits of compassion, sym-
pathy, sincerity, and the absence of a rejecting attitude toward 
others. It seemed that rejection was scored more on a basis of t he 
students' not having certain desirable traits than on the basis of 
the presence of undesirable traits. 
(2) Correlations of Peer Rejection and Increa se in Peer Rejection with 
Scores on Personality Tests and :Behavioral Ra.ting Scales 
The consistently high and consistently low correlations of person-
ality and behavioral variables with the peer rejection variables 
make it possible for us to determine the comparative importance of 
specific aspects of behavior with respect to the determina tion of 
over-all peer rejection and change in peer rejection. Hodels or 
types of personalities were constructed in relation t o these peer 
1In reference to Holy Communion, t his group perhaps went an hon-
est step further than a previous group that concluded their activities 
with a Holy Communion Service. This group emphasized being realistic 
to and suff ering from their existential apartness which carries on 
beyond the confines of a given clinical pastoral educati on situation. 
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rejection variables and their correlations. Some of t he personality 
variables which correlated with one of the peer rejection ve.riables 
did not correlate with the other (for example, extroversion); others 
correlated with both (for example, the overevaluation by the student 
of the utility value of pastoral impact). 
b. Correlations with Respect to Self-insight 
There were no correla ti ons here as there was no significant 
change in self-insight. 
c. Correlations with Respect to Patient Impact 
As the variable indicating an increa.se i n the supervisors' rat-
ings of the utility value of the students' pastoral visits was cor-
related with other personality and behaviora l variable s , it was pos-
sible to construct a model or personality type on the basis of its 
significant highly positive and highly negative correlations. For 
this personality type, the behavioral capacity for objectivity stood 
out quite clearly. It was also clear that this type of individual was 
not dependent upon a high enjoyment value in relation to his pastoral 
calls. He had the security which stemmed from a low self-concept 
discrepancy between "self" and 11 ideal self." 
Two interesting interpretations arising in relation to t his 
type of individuAl are: (1) that he is often seen by his peers as 
beinr; lacking in compassion, sympathy, t act, warmth, a.nd understand-
ing, and (2) that an individual may sometimes be seen by his peers as 
having compassion, sympathy, tact, warmth, and understanding, but yet 
he is unable to translate these traits into acticn so as to be helpful 
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to other persons. Clinical pastoral education should somehow be able 
to help this latter individual to channel, express, and communicate 
what he feels in relation to othe r people. To a degree this involves 
an acc~ation of pastoral skills. 
d. Correlations with Respect to Insight into Impact 
There was an increase in the degree to which the students under-
evaluated the enjoyment value of their impact on the hospital patients. 
From the highly positive and highly negative correla tions between this 
evaluation variable and the other personality and behavioral variables, 
we constructed a model or personality type. This personality type in-
dicated a certain emotional instability together with hypersensitivity 
and dependency. His low need for orderliness and lack of emphasis 
upon empirical, critical, r ational truth appear to be directly re-
l ated to his imperceptiveness. We have previously discussed reasons 
for increa sing peer rejection; in a way, we have here an increase in 
self-rejection. 
3. What Are the Meaning and Significance of the Correlations of Impact 
with the Following Four Areas? 
a. Correlations with Respect to Scores on Personality Tests and Behav-
ioral Rating Scales 
The meaning and significance of correlations between impact 
variables and those of personality tests and behavioral rat ing scales 
were discussed, first, in relation t o student ratings of impact, and, 
secondly, in relation to supervisor r a tings . After that the corre-
lations of these i mpact variables were considered in relation to 
each personality inventory or behavioral rating scale in order. 
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Models or personality constructs were made with reference to the type 
of person who would receive a high rating on each of the five measures 
of impact. 
The correlation values suggested that the students who rated 
themselves highly on both the enjoyment and utility values with 
respect to their pastoral calls tended to be extroverts \'ri th high 
verbal intelligence. However, it appears that they were rejected 
by their peers. The students who received high impact ratings 
from their supervisors had as their outstanding characteristic 
emotional sensitivity. High supervisor ratings of the enjoyment 
value of impact correlated with introversion and low verbal reason-
ing; high supervisor ratings of the utility value correla ted with 
extroversion and high verbal reasoning. The students who received 
high impact ratings from their supervisors were accepted by their 
peers in relation to the presence of the traits of compassion, trust-
fulness, patience, and considerateness, even though they gave evidence 
of having certain negative traits. 
The correlations between the five va riables or measures of im-
pact were the highest and most consistent with respect to the va r-
iables of the Cattell test. The correlations with t he Edwards test 
were lower and less consistent, and there were no consistently high 
or low correlations with the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey test. We men-
tioned the high positive correlation between hign impact ratings by 
the students and the presence of verbal intelligence, and we indicated 
that t his was true also with respect to high ra tings by the super-
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visors in relation to the utility value of pastoral impact. The 
patients' expressions of the enjoyment value of the pastoral visits 
(as communicated to the chaplain supervisors) were related more to 
non-verbal communication. 
In relation to the correlations with the self-concept test 
varia.bles, we discussed the high positive correlation between high 
ratings of the utility value of impact by the supervisors and high 
self-concept discrepancy between 11 self, 11 how an individual views 
himself, and 11 social self, 11 how an individual feels others view him. 
An interpretation which was given was that these individu.a.ls who 
were helpful to other people were somewhat sensitive in relation 
to how they felt others viewed them. Perhap s at an unconscious 
level they were seeking to help others so that they might find ac-
ceptance of themselves in return. 
There were poor correlations between the students• ra tings of 
impact and peer rejection. However, the correlations between the 
supervisors' rating s of impact and peer rejection a re intere s ting. 
High ratings by t he supervisors (as expressing the communicated 
values of the patients) as to the utility value of the pastoral 
visits are correlated with extroversion; · while peer acceptance 
(acceptance by t he students) is correlated with introversion. This 
is indicative of differing value systems or else of differing needs 
in differing situati ons -- patient and bed, student and learning. 
The supervisors' (to whom the patients communica ted their rea ctions) 
ratings of impact are positively correlated with emotional sensitivity, 
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but emotional sensitivity does not correla te either with peer ac-
ceptance or rejection. Thi s might relate itself to t he hesitancy 
of the students to express emotional sensitivity and tenderness 
in the non-structured interpersonal group. Warm, positive feelings 
seemed to be uncomfortable to their value syst ems and self-concepts 
as theological students, pastors, and men. 
b. Correlations with Respect to Self-insight 
The correlati ons of t he five i mpact VDriables with self-insight 
were neither highly positive nor highly negative. Although no sig-
nificant change wa.s noted in self-insight, on t he one hand, the 
supervisors• r a tings of student-pa tient impact indicated an increa se 
in the utility value of the students' calls, on t he other band. 
This combination of f actors would serve to indicate t hat self-insight 
may not be directly proportionate to pastoral effectiveness. 
c. Correlations wit h Respect to Individual Variables of Impact 
There was only a moderately high positive correlation between 
the r atings of t he students and those of t he supervisors as to 
student-patient impact. Further, the r e was only a moderately high 
positive correlation between t he students' ra ti ngs of t he enjoyment 
value of their pastoral calls for t he patients and t heir r a tings of 
the utility value. The rat i ngs of the supervisors in these respects 
were even lower. We discussed the possible rea sons for t his being 
true. One of t he reasons was that a pastoral call which is viewed 
a s useful and helpful may not always be regarded as enjoyable. Even 
though the objective categories of the rating scale were communicated 
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and explained to the students and patients alike, and the students 
knew what wa.s being asked of the patients, perhaps they may have 
perceived different realities or failed to judge on objective bases. 
We have discussed the influence here of the introspective and criti-
cal atmosphere, and this might account for underevaluation of impact 
1 
on the part of the students. 
d. Correlations with Respect to Insight into Impact 
The results of the study indicated a tendency of the students 
to underevaluate the enjoyment and utility values of their pastoral 
impact with respect to hospital patients (measured by algebraic 
measures) as well as to indicate a lack of insight into their impact 
(measured by absolute measures). This was a surprise in that we 
expected some to underevaluate and others to overevaluate and some 
to indicate the presence of insight and others to indicate the 
absence of insight. What is important here is that it indica tes 
a lack of perceptiveness by the student chaplains in relation to 
how they were viewed by the patients to whom they ministered. On the 
basis of patient reaction, they indicated little or no insight into 
pastoral effectiveness. We have previously sought to explain '~hy 
this hapnened and will here not reiterate the reasons but ra ther 
2 
emphasize that it happened. 
1see Chapter V, p . 141. 
2 
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O~T~TI 
S~~UUiY AND CONCLUSI ONS WI TH INDICATI ONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
A. In Terms of the Theory of Clinical Pastoral Education 
1. Introduction 
In actuality. this study tested out certain aspects of the theory 
of clinical pastora l educa tion. We were concerned with learn i ng if 
certain changes which are assumed to take place in clinica l pastoral 
educa tion do. in fact. take place. We were concerned with discovering 
the relationships of the changes which took place to various aspects 
of personality and behavior. We were concerned with the development 
of a measure of pastoral effectiveness in rela tion to pastoral 
calling or visitation. If clinical pastoral educati on is concerned 
with the translation of theory into effective pastoral practice. there 
should be means of measuring the effectiveness of pa storal practice. 
Although implica tions for clinical pastoral education have been 
raised and discussed a s results have been presented and interpreted. 
we shall seek to crystallize a few of these implications and concerns. 
2. Is the Twelve-Week Period of Time Adequate? 
Clinical pastoral education is not to be viewed a s a panacea to 
cure all ills or to produce miracles in relation to personal growth 
and pastoral practice. It seeks rather to accomplish certa i n specific 
goals. We articula ted t he goals of t he program of clinical pastoral 
education under consideration in this study a s being t he following: 
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(a) To present to the pastor or theological student an oppor-
tunity for a supervised, clinical approach to needy man-
kind to the end that he might better understand and min-
ister to his fello~~en in the future. 
(b) To aid in the communication of pastoral theory and skills 
and in the translation of pastoral theory into practice. 
(c) To help the pastor or theological student gain an under-
standing of the theory and approach of the other caring 
disciplines to the end that he may better approach them 
and cooperate with them in his future ministry. 
(d) To aid the pastor or theologice.l student in his sea rch for 
a more thorough understanding of his person and role as a 
minister of Jesus Christ and His Church. 
(e) To help the trainee become more cognizant of his strengths 
and weakenesses in individua l and group encounters and 
gain a better ~erstanding of the dynamics of interper-
sonal relat ions. 
The evaluations of the students and supervisors in the program at 
Massachusetts General Hospital expressed opinions that these goals had 
been reached. Yet in saying t his, it is realized that this is a re-
lative statement. The following question arises: To what degree were 
these goals accomplished in individual situations? What brings us 
right down to the crux of t he problem at hand -- the adequacy of 
twelve weeks for clinical pastoral education -- is the relationship 
between the didactic (teaching and training) and therapeutic (curative) 
aspects of clinical pastoral educa tion. Although the direct aims of 
clinical pastoral educa tion relate to the former, the latter become 
involved in the process. This question becomes related to the results 
of this study at two points: (1) the lack of any significant increase 
in self-insight or insight into pastoral impact during the twelve-week 
period, and (2) t he progressively increasing peer rejection during the 
twelve-week period. 
1 See Chapter II, pp. 54-55. 
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One a pproa ch to these results would be to say t hat assimilation 
and integration a s relates to lea rning and growth ca nnot be expected 
during t he course of the twelve-week period. It might be six to ni ne 
months after t he program before t his process begins (not t o say when 
it ends). 
This approach raises the fol l owing question: To what degree is 
t he increa se in personal growth and pastoral effectiveness which is 
later manifested related to what took place in clinical pastoral edu-
cation? This is a hard question to attempt to answer. An an swer 
might involve t he use of follow-up mea sures. The peer perception 
ra ting from whi ch measures of self-insight and peer rejection are 
derived could be readministered six weeks or six months or one year 
after t he clinical pa storal educa tion program ended. The group mem-
bers could be called back together into a simula ted clinical environ-
ment. A common variable present to the group would be their clinical 
pastoral education experience together. However, a s ot her va riables 
would influence the ra tings then made, it would be hard to assess the 
va lidity of the result s . Furthermore, accordi ng to t he results of our 
study, the changes whi ch occurred were not many in number or broad in 
scope to begin with. Carl Rogers and his associa tes ca rried on fol-
low-up studies with individuals who had succes sfully terminated therapy 
and found high positive correlation s between personality adjustment at 
1 
terminat i on and personality adjustment six months to a year l a ter. 
1 See Chapter I, pp. 19-27. 
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What must be kept in mind here is that the relative periods of therapy 
for these individua.ls differed widely. The termination of therapy was 
carefully planned and involved weeks of preparation. In respect to 
clinical pastoral education as described in this study, a.nd the use 
of the small, non-structured interpersonal group situation within it, 
there was a time limit of twelve weeks. The group took certain strides 
toward personal gro\.,rth and improvement in pastoral practice and was 
then faced with termination. As a result of the permissive atmosphere 
and introspective emphasis, the processes of ventilation, identifica-
tion, and transference brought the group to a level of increasing 
peer rejection. The students had become more expressive, and they 
had become more critical of themselves and their peers. Toward the 
close of the program a little over a \'leek ,.,.as used for final evalu-
ation and termination. This was not much time for assimilation and 
integration. In relation to the secondary therapeutic process which 
was taking pl a.ce, the group was not ready for termina tion. This 
leaves us with the question of the wisdom of termina ting clinical 
pastoral education at the end of twelve weeks. Follow-up studies 
might indicate that a goodly amount of assimilation and integration 
later take place, but this yet remains to be seen. 
These observations call for an examination of the use of the 
small, non-structured interpersonal ~roup "l"li thin clinical pastoral 
education. They call for a clarification of its structure, its 
goals, its limits, and its controls. Ma~v of the answers to these 
questions center around the role of the group leader &nd the way he 
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structures the group situation. These questions call for further 
investigation. We referred to the study of William Ramsden in Chap-
1 
ter I. His study was largely exploratory. Other studies are needed. 
If clinical pastoral educa tion merely arouses latent personality fac-
tors in relation to potential behavior without providing the condi-
tions and opportunities for working these through, it can be called 
into question for irresponsible action. If a twelve-week program is 
to be used, the nature and structure of the small interpersonal group 
must be understood and clarified and properly limited. If the secon-
dary therapeutic aspect of the group displaces the primary didactic 
function, a twelve-week period of time is too short. This is true 
with respect to the training program in general. The presence of a 
small interpersonal group within a twelve-week program requires care-
ful understanding and clarification of its structure and function. 
3. Is Personality Insight a Proper Goal of Clinical Pastoral Education? 
One of the variables we used in our methodology was personality 
insight. The results of our study indicated that there was no change 
in this self-insight as it was operationally defined. We also used 
the variable of insight into impact, and the results indica ted tha t 
there was no appreciable change in insight here either. The approach 
was empirical, and we were not out to prove or disprove a hypothesis. 
We were only out to understand and clarify. 
In seeking an answer to our question, the following two areas 
1 
See Chapter I, pp. 15-16. 
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must be considered: (1) the nature of t he self-understanding or self-
awareness that the student does experience, and (2) whether personality 
and behavioral change is related more to insight or some other process. 
In an account of healing recorded in the New Testament (Mark 9:14-29), 
the father of an epileptic boy comes to Jesus and his disciples and 
appeals for help. When confronted as to the nature of his faith, t he 
father says, "I believe, but help thou mine unbelief" (Mark 9:24). 
The teaching of this story might be ca rried over to clinical pastoral 
educa tion. In their final evaluations of clinical pastoral educat ion, 
students express that they have grown and changed in various areas. 
They also express that they feel they now have increa sed understanding 
of their persons, their motivations, and their approaches to people. 
The results of t his study do not contradict these students and their 
criteria of change. What the results of this study indicate is that 
the nature of this change cannot be construed in terms of signifi-
cant changes in self-insight as we operationally defined it. We 
would describe this change, therefore, more as increasing self-aware-
ness. However, this is a term which needs further clarification and 
study wit h respect to clinical pastoral education. 
Our results brought out certain significant changes in scores 
on personality tests and behavioral ra ting scales. One of these 
changes was that the supervisors were giving significantly higher 
impact ratings in relation to the utility value or usefulnes s of 
the students' pastoral calls. However, as our results brought out 
that t here was no significant change in insight or insight into impact, 
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we must conclude tha t this change was not directly proportiona te or 
directly related to a change in insight. This is not to deny tha t 
insight is related to competence, but it warns us t hat we cannot 
speak of the exact nature of that relationshi p . Psychoanalytic 
thought might speculat e that the change which took pl Ace was due to 
the processes of identification and transference. Theologically 
speaking, in Christocentric terms, it mi ght be said that the Spirit 
of Christ was at work , and the exact nature of t he process was 
shrouded in mystery, except to say tha t there was a response by way 
of growth to the Grace which v1as channelled to the students. Edu-
cational theory might emphasize that such change was due to learning 
and training. \'lha.t we here hypothesize was that this increasing 
pastoral effect iveness was definitely rela ted to the results or changes 
which took pl ace in the students. What is most important is that 
change took pl ace, and the trainees indica ted increasing pastoral 
effectiveness in their patient visitation. It is less important 
to realize why this change took pl ace in terms of personali ty insight . 
4 . Do es Clinica l Pastoral Education Result in the Translation of 
Theory into Effective Pa storal Practice? 
The translation of theory into practice is one of the goals of 
clinical pastoral educat ion which we were seeking to a ssess through 
the development of our impa.ct measures. 1tle had little upon which to 
build in this area, and our i mpact measure r.mst be viewed as a 11 first 
attempt 11 in the direction of developing a.n app roa ch. However , in terms 
of our approach t hrough the criterion of percept ion of patients' reac-
tions, we found certain encouraging results. 
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We found a significant positive change in the supervisors' ratings 
(based upon interviews with the patients for their reactions to the 
students' pastoral visits) of the utility value or usefulness of the 
students' pastoral calls. As has been previously stated, 11 If there 
was one variable of impact in the investigation which might give 
indication of positive change, hopefully it would be in the variable 
indicating the supervisors' ratings of the utility value or useful-
1 
ness of the student chaplains' pastoral calls. 11 The finding here 
reinforces one of the essential aims and goals of clinical pastoral 
education. It substantiates certain goals of the program under con-
sideration. It reflects personal and pastoral growth in the trainees 
with respect to their approach to their needy fellowmen. It suggests 
an accumulation of pastoral skills. We discussed reasons why change 
was not reported in relation to the other impact variables -- the 
students' ratings, the supervisors' ratings of the enjoyment value 
2 
of the pastoral calls. 
5. What Types of Personality and Behavior Are Related to Pastoral 
Success and Improvement? 
One of the uses of the intercorrelation analysis is to discover 
indications of the variables of personality and behavior which are 
closely related to pastoral success and improvement. The analysis 
also helps us to account for pastoral failure. It serves to affirm 
or negate previous ideas which we have held in relation to success 
1see Chapter V, p. 171. 
2 ~., pp. 137-139. 
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and failure. This information is pertinent to the establishment of 
goals within clinical pastoral and theological education. 
Models of personality types can be constructed from the highly 
positive and highly negative correlation values. For example, mod-
els can suggest to us the types of individuals who are likely to 
be rejected by their peers and the types who are likely to indicate 
increasing pastoral effectiveness. They indicate such things as 
how vc!rbal intelligence correlates with success in pastoral visi-
tation. They indicate which personality traits are related to 
peer acceptance of a theological student or pastor. The corre-
lation values and models have many uses. 
B. In Terms of the Methodology of the Dissertation 
1. Introduction 
The essential aim of the methodology of this study was to seek 
to discover whether or not significant changes occur in the person-
alities and behavior of thirteen students in a twelve-week program 
of clinical pastoral education, and, if changes do occur, the inter-
relationships of these changes. Two immediate limitations presented 
themselves: (1) the short duration of time -- twelve weeks, and (2) 
the small student sample -- thirteen. A t hird limitation was soon 
uncovered. It related to both the theory of clinical pastoral edu-
cation and the center being used as the field for this study. This 
limitation was the l ack of an opportunity for a random patient sam-
ple. The field was a general hospital where the average hospi-
talization wa s for approximately eleven days, and where the lim-
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ited number of people available for pastoral visitation differed in 
many ways in different sections of the hosPital. A fourth limitati on 
was soon realized, and this was the inaccessibility of a control 
group, as funds and personnel were limited. With respect to t he over-
all approach or methodology, there wa s little founda tion upon which 
to build. One of the problems which has hampered cl i nical pastoral 
educa tion has been the lack of valid and reliable measur es for evalu-
ating its educational approach. Certain measures could be adapted 
for the specific purposes at hand; others would have to be developed. 
One major area of question rela ted to how one might objectively as-
sess pastoral effectiveness in terms of the student chaplains! ap-
proaches to hospital patients. 
2. General Considerations 
In terms of result s , the methodology produced material helpful 
in answering t he questions being raised in the disserta ti on. We 
obtained answers. We learned that a certain amount of significant 
change did t ake place with respect to personality and behavior as 
operationally defined in t his study. We lea rned t h rough the inter-
correla tion anal ysis t he statistical relati onship of personality 
and behavioral variables in one area to those in another. These 
correlations served as suggestive indicators in our sea rch for 
changes in personality and behavior which are rela ted to personal 
and pastoral success and f ailure. However, l et us now consider 
the methodology in more specific terms. 
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3. Specific Areas for Consideration 
a. The Standardized Personality Tests 
Although the variables of the 11Sixteen Personality Factors Test 11 
of Cattell were not indicative of significe.nt changes in mean group 
scores, this does not mean to indicate thrt this test was not meas-
uring w~~t we wanted to know. The test told us that significant 
change did not take pla ce in twelve weeks of clinical pastoral edu-
cation with respect to its variables. Its personality variables be-
came very helpful in ter~s of the intercorrel8ti on analysis. Many 
of its variables correlated highly and consistently with the variables 
of the other tests and r c-.ting scales , and thus helped us to find clues 
for \'lhich we were sea rchi ng. The descriptive terminology for its 
variables lent itself to ready and hel:pful i nternretation a s it t'las 
related to positive and negative and normal and abnormal aspects of 
behavior. 
Four of the fifteen variables of the 11 Ed,.,ards Personal Prefer-
ence Schedule 11 became bea rers of informati on with respect to signifi-
cant changes in the student group within the twelve-week period. 
Where the Cattell inventory did not involve a forced choice prin-
ciple, t his one did. Thus we capitalized on different underlying 
approa ches. I n relation to the Cattell inventory, t here is e. close 
tie to psychoanalytic thinking. The Edwards test is also related 
to this school of t hought. H. A. Murray 's 11need-press theory" 
upon \!fhich t his test is based tends to be a sophisticat ed refinement 
1H. A. l·iurray, Loc. ill· 
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of basic psychoanalytic principles . The Cattell test and the Edwards 
test seemed to be supplementary rather than repetitive as personality 
inventories as their variables did not seem to measure the same things. 
As with the Cattell variables, the Edwards variables proved to be 
helpful in the intercorrelation analysis with the variables of other 
tests and rating scales by nature of their correlation values. The 
Ed"Tards variables were especially helpful to us in the construction 
of models or tYPes of personalities in relation to various kinds of 
behavior. 
Our use of the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey 11 Study of Values" confirmed 
the position expressed in its manual that this inventory would not be 
helpful in indicating degrees of change which occur within a relatively 
brief time span. However, the test tended to prove its value in the 
intercorrelation analysis, especially with respect to impact and in-
sight into impact. Interestingly enot~h, one of our reasons for con-
sidering it was its inclusion of measures of 11 social 11 and 11 religious 11 
values. i'le thought that these might be helpful by reason of the nature 
of our sample. Ho"rever, we did not profit much as to changes or as 
to intercorrelations with respect to these variables. 
The "Differential Aptitude Series: Verbal Reasoning Test 11 served 
its function and was helpful in terms of the intercorrelation analysis. 
It was especially helpful in our search for the relationship between 
verbal intelligence and constructive pastoral communication. ~le were, 
therefore, concerned to discover the correlation values between verbal 
reasoning and high ratings as to pastoral impact. 
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b. The Self-concept Test 
The self-concept test provided another approach to personality 
and behavior. We felt that it would be worthwhile in view of the 
struggles which theological students and ministers go through with 
respect to their search for identity. For several of the trainees, 
this program was their first opportunity for pastoral visitation 
and an acquaintance with the pastoral role. We constructed our self-
concept test approach in light of these considerations. We included 
a set of general traits of personality and a set of traits more close-
ly connected with people 1 s expectations of pastors. We were interested 
in how the relationship of discrepancies in these two areas, general 
and pastoral, might be related to positive and negative pastoral 1m-
pact and peer valuations. The self-concept test proved its value 
in these respects in the intercorrelation analysis. 
The self-concept test used as a part of the methodology of our 
study (adapted and extended for the purposes of this investigation) 
1 
was an experimental self-concept test of Gene M. Smith. Initial 
studies on reliability and validity have been made and the results 
2 
published. (This refers to the thirty general traits of personality 
on the self-concept test of the present study.) In relation to the 
thirty-five pastoral variables which we added to this test, no at-
tempt had been made to establish the reliability and validity of 
these measures prior to the initiation of this study. It was hoped 
1 See footnote bottom of page 66. 
2Ibid. 
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that the present exploratory study, with its intercorrelation analysis, 
might render positive indications which would lead to further exper-
imentation and analysis in such areas as reliability, Talidity, and 
norms. 
Test-retest reliability findings as to the self-concept test are 
1 
presented in Table XI. It must be realized here in presenting these 
findings that the conditions for establishing reliabilitywere not 
optimum as a certain amount of change was taking place in the person-
alities and behavior of the students in the intensive twelve-week 
learning experience of clinical pastoral educa tion. 
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Validity information concerning the three experimental self-concept 
procedures is completely empirical. Validity coefficients for the self-
concept test as indicated through the intercorrelation analysis are 
2 
presented in Table XII. This table indic:a.tes that the self-concept 
measure of the discrepancy between 11 self 11 (ae an individual views 
himself) and 11ideal self" (as an individual would like to become) 
correlates highly with the measure of emotional maladjustment (high 
Cattell superfactor I scores). The self-concept measure of the dis-
crepancy between 11ideal self" and 11 social self 11 (as an individual feels 
others view him) correlates highly with both emotional maladjustment 
(high Cattell superfactor I scores) and introversion (high Cattell 
superfactor II scores). However, the self-concept measure of the 
discrepancy between 11 self 11 and 11 social self 11 did not correlate as 
lsee Table XI, p. 194. 
2see Table XII, P• 195. 
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TABLE XI 
TEST-RETEST RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS FOR THE SELF-CONCEPT TEST 
Variable Test I-Test II Test II-Test III 
Sig .50 .77 
Sip .00 .15 
Sic .37 • 69 
SOg .64 .30 
SOp .29 -.03 
soc .56 .38 
lOg • 55 .74 
lOp .48 .39 
IOc .54 .64 
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TABLE XII 
VALIDITY COEFFICIENTS FOR SELF-CONCEPT TEST 
Variable (correlates with) Variable Correlation Coefficient 
Sum Sig for Tests I,II,III Cattell Superfactor I pre- .79 
post- • 61 
Sum Sip for Tests I,II,III Cattell Superfactor I pre- .75 
post- .63 
Sum SOg for Tests I,II,III Cattell Superfactor II pre- • 51 
post- .42 
Sum SOp for Tests I, II, III Cattell Superfactor II pre- .53 
post- .24 
Sum lOg for Tests I, II ,III Cattell Superfactor I pre- .64 
post- • 63 
Sum lOg for Tests I,II,III Cattell Super! actor II pre- .60 
post- • 69 
Sum lOp for Tests I ,II,III Cattell Superfactor I pre- .49 
post- • 65 
Sum lOp for Tests I,II,III Cattell Superfactor II pre- .64 
post- .41 
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highly ~dth either of the two Cattell superfactors. !~reover, this 
third measure was not similar enough to any of the other standardized 
measures or variables in the methodology so that the results might 
render helpful validity information. Further experimentation and 
analysis is needed in the areas of relia.bility, validity, and norms. 
c. The Peer Perception Rating 
If one measure could be looked upon as the 11work horse" in the 
methodology, it was the peer perception rating. Its results were used 
to derive a variety of measures -- self-insight, change in self-insight, 
over-all peer acceptance or rejection, change in peer rejection, the 
type of change which took place in peer rejection, the rank of an in-
dividual with respect to acceptance or rejection and how this position 
varied, and how individuals rated themselves and were rated by their 
peers as to twenty traits of personality. It was in connection with 
the variables of over-all peer rejection, increase in peer rejection, 
end individual peer traits that we found our most consistent and sig-
nificant set of results, both in terms of change and in terms of the 
intercorrelation analysis. The peer perception rating served as a 
good indication of what was taking place in the group as a whole as 
well as in the small non-structured interpersonal group. 
One question which was raised in terms of the results of the 
study was whether or not additional peer ratings should have been 
made to determine more clearly the nature of the progressive group 
1 
rejection. We wondered, for example, if during the second half of 
1see Chapter V, pp. 134-136. 
the program there might have been a sharp downward "spike" in terms 
of increa sing peer rejection followed by the beginning of a trend 
toward the expression of more accepting feelings. This might have 
been followed by the movement away from a student's peers and the 
program toward the close of the twelve-week period. 
We also could have included a mea sure in connection with inves-
tigating the change or correlations as to self-insight which would 
have given us the degree of under- or over- evaluation of self in 
relation to the ratings of one's peers. We used the absolute dis-
crepancies between self and peer ratings; we might have utilized the 
algebraic (positive and negative signed) differences as well. 
As wa s true with t he pas toral variables of the self-concept test, 
the reliability and validity of the va riables of t he experimental peer 
perception rating had not been previously established. It wa s hoped 
that t he intercorr elation analysis of the present study might yield 
some helpful informat i on in t hese area s. Such information might 
render positive indications for future investigation. As wa s brought 
out in connection wi t h t he self-concept test, t he conditi ons of the 
intensive twelve-week clinical training situa tion were directed to 
l earning and personality change rather than to the t ype of stabiliza-
tion of conditions which would yield the most fruitful results for 
reliability testing. In that the individual peer variabl e scores for 
each period were not separately entered into the intercorrelation 
analysis (the sum of the scores for three periods were entered), the 
split-half approach to reliability is used as opposed to the test-
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retest approach used for the self-concept test. The split-half re-
liability coefficients for the peer perception rating are presented 
1 
in Table XIII. These figures are high and are thus quite promising. 
An empirical approach was taken to the question of the validity of 
the peer perception ratings. Tile twenty variables of the peer per-
ception rating were chosen from among t he sixty-five variables of 
the self-concept test. There were several measures which were oper-
ationally defined and derived from these variables, including peer 
rejection and personality insight. The results of the peer per-
caption ratings and measures appeared very meaningful and offered 
helpful information in relation to the purposes of the study. Spe-
cific validity information is now the next step. This will require 
additional investigation. Further experimentation and analysis is 
now indicated and needed as such relates to reliability, validity, 
and norms. 
d. The Impact Measure 
Our study called for a means of measuring pastoral effectiveness. 
This was something much needed in clinical pastoral education. What 
we did in developing and using this impact measure was a 11first at-
tempt" in the direction of the development of a much-needed measure. 
There was nothing U] on which to build. There was no established 
validity to give confidence. The terminology was that of psychology 
and physics, but it was appropriate to the approach of the combined 
1 See Table XIII, p. 199. 
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TAJ3LE XIII 
SPLIT-RAIJ' RELIABILITY COEB'FICIENTS FOR PEER PERCEPTION BATINGSa 
Variable Period I Period II Period III 
1 Thoughtful & Considerate .90 .83 .89 
2 Aloof & Snobbish .68 .73 • 61 
3 Compassionate .89 .89 .89 
4 Gets Angry Easily .80 .88 • 89 
5 Sarcastic .84 .81 .81 
6 Sincere .73 .63 .80 
7 Cheerful & Optimistic .32 .57 • 74 
8 Prejudiced .26 .8o • 56 
9 Annoying & Irritating .64 .91 • 71 
10 Sympathetic .21 .80 • 88 
11 Trustful .43 .74 .75 
12 :Boastful .86 .88 .86 
13 Tactful .79 .77 .92 
14 Nervous & Tense .85 .48 .84 
15 Patient .75 .86 .89 
16 Warm -~ .so .83 
17 Overly-pious .85 .88 .96 
18 Rejecting .13 .55 .86 
19 Understanding • 26 .84 • 88 
~ Self-centered & .77 .80 .43 
Inconsiderate 
acorrected by Spearman-:Brown Formula 
healing disciplines in the hospital. The concern in the hospital is 
how positive or negative, concretely speaking, is a given approach or 
impact upon a patient. 
There is need for further study in regard to measures of pas-
toral effectiveness. The measure developed in this study might 
undergo refinement or new mea sures might be developed. The present 
measure needs to be more closely related to various theoretical con-
siderati ons. Its terminology, while being acceptable in certain areas, 
raises questions in others. The mea sure is not conceptualized in 
pastoral terms. 11Enjoyment 11 and 11utili ty 11 and 11 impact 11 relate more to 
11 common sense." Specific aspects of pastoral impact might be inves-
tigated, such as the impact of prayer, the impact of the Sacraments. 
etc. 
What makes certain of the impact measures difficult to use and 
interpret is the degree of abstraction which is involved and the 
number of places for probable error in the ratings, especially with 
reference to the measure 11cha.nge in insight into impact. 11 This in-
volves a group of ratings by students and another group by super-
visors which are compared for their agreement or difference in one 
period and then compared with the agreement or differences in a 
similar set of ratings in another period. This allows for probable 
error with respect to four variables or ratings. Methodologically 
speaking, this is not good. as the validity of the resultant infor-
mation is in questi on. This measure needs to be refined or another 
developed. 
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Reliability information in relation to the impact measure has 
1 
already been presented and discussed. As the limitations of the 
present study were set forth in Chapter I, the question of the va-
2 
lidity of the impact measure was raised. It was hoped that the 
results of the study itself might produce some helpful indications 
in this area. Some information is now available in the form of the 
correlations between student self-ratings of impact and supervisor 
ratings of student impact. These correlations are presented in 
3 
Table XIV. As these correlation values are encouraging, further 
experimentation and analysis are now in order. 
C. In Terms of Indications for Future Study 
1. Further Development of the Methodology 
There are certain indications from this study which lead to 
further questions and further investigation. A first of these re-
lates to the limitations and exploratory nature of the present study. 
Hopefully. such a study could be carried out with a greater number of 
students. The small number of students in the present study (thirteen) 
results in a question of the degree of confidence which can be placed 
in the results which were indicated as being significant. The small 
student sample required that in assessing the changes close attention 
be given to the changes and indications bordering significance {cor-
relation coefficients of .30 to .55 with a sample of thirteen) as well 
lsee Chapter I, p. 11. 
2 Ibid •• pp. 10-12. 
3see Table XIV. p. 202. 
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TABLE XIV 
VALIDITY COEFFICIENTS FOR IMPACT RATINGS 
Variable (correlates with) Variable Correlation Coefficient 
Mean Student Enjoyment 
Mean Student Utility P Scale 
ean Student Utility C Scale 
Hean Supervisor Enjoyment 
r ean Supervisor Utility 
iean Supervisor Ut ility 
.46 
• 59 
.66 
as those which were clearly significant (correlation coefficients above 
.55). There might be some way, though it is not immediately apparent, 
of arriving at a random patient sample for student visitation within 
the general hospital setting. With a grant allowing for proper funds 
and personnel, there should be a way of providing for a control group, 
a group of students and pastors not taking clinical pastoral education. 
A follow-up testing might be used and the trainees brought ba ck into 
a simulated clinical atmosphere. However, this does not rule out 
questions as to the usefulness and validity of the results of such 
a follow-up. It would be helpful to determi ne more exactly the nature 
of the progression of rejection or acceptance which takes place. This 
could be done through the use of additional peer ratings. If someone 
were interested in comparing the changes which t ake pl ace in twelve 
weeks of clinical pastoral education with those which take place with-
in a program of a longer duration , this could be done. 
In light of the reliability and validity findings from the present 
study in relation to the self-concept test, peer percpetion rating, and 
impact rating, the next step is for further experimentation and analysis 
and refinement which would lead to firmer reliability and validity in-
formation as well as to the establishment of norms. Hypotheses may 
then be formulated and tested out. There is need to relate the meas-
ures of the methodology more closely to the theory of clinical pastoral 
education so that a more unified methodological schema can be set forth 
as an instrument for clinical pastoral education. 
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2. Improvement of the Impact .Measure 
As previously indicated. our impact measure was a 11 first attempt 11 
in the direction of developing a measure to evaluate pastoral effec-
tiveness. It aims at defining the results of pastoral visitation. The 
present meagure might be refined or another developed. The criterion 
which was used in this study was the students' and supervisors' per-
caption of the patients' reactions. Possibly another criterion could 
be used. There is a need to relate the present measure more solidly 
to a theoretical foundation. The relationship of enjoyment to utility 
could be examined more fully. Various aspects of impact might be in-
vestigated -- the i mpact of prayer. the impact of the Sacraments, etc. 
We indicated that the language was not pastoral and perhaps needed re-
vision for t his reason. We noted the opportunity for error to creep 
into our change in insight into impact ratings. There may be a better 
way of arriving at the desired information. It would be interesting to 
compare the results of the impact ratings in our study with those de-
rived in relation to a more prolonged ministry to long-term patients. 
3. Clarification of the Nature of the Change in Self-Awareness Which 
Takes Place in Clinical Pastoral Education 
The results of our study brought out that there was no signifi-
cant change in self-insight or insight into impact during the twelve-
week period of clinical pastoral education. Yet the students and 
supervisors expressed their opinions in the evaluation reports that 
some kind of change in self-understanding had occurred. What is t his 
change? What is the nature of this self-understanding? How is this 
related to self-insight? It would be helpful to know more about the 
natures of self-insight and self-awareness and how they rela te to per-
sonality and behavioral change and performance. Theories are given 
which assume to account for the changes which take place in students 
of clinical pastoral education, but tnese assumptions must be tested 
out. What are the best explanations for the changes which take place? 
4. Study of Peer Acceptance and Peer Rejection within Twelve Weeks of 
Clinical Pastoral Education 
The results of our study indicated a progressive increase in 
peer rejection from the beginning of t he program until the end. The 
study of Gynther and Kempson also indica ted an increa se in rejection. 
We sought to account for this rejection as possible explanations were 
presented and discussed. However, t his is sometcing which needs fur-
1 
ther investigation and consideration. We need to understand what this 
increase in lower ratings of peers means. This finding is related to 
the question of the adequacy of twelve weeks as a standard for clin-
ical pastoral education. It is also related to the goals which are 
formulated in relation to various programs. 
5. Study of the Use of the Small Interpersonal Group within Clinical 
Pastoral Education 
Throughout this study we referred to the small interpersonal group 
which was a part of the program at Massachusetts General Hospital. We 
emphasized the need for more study in relation to the goals, the struc-
1 See Chapter V, p. 134. 
~5 
ture, and the role of the leader in small groups. The study of 
1 
William Ramsden was referred to in Chapter I. Additional studies 
are needed so that cumulative evidence might become available. We 
felt that our results were closely related to what took place within 
the sessions of the small interpersonal group. 
6. Analysis of the Programs at Other Centers 
The programs of clinical pastoral education throughout the coun-
try are in much need of analysis. The clinical training movement, 
as a supplement to theological education, must become more sophis-
ticated as a method of education. There is need to further substan-
tiate its philosophy, methodology, and goals as being realistic and 
appropriate. Individual supervisors need further understanding and 
clarification in relation to what takes place in the programs at their 
centers. The Institute of Pastoral Care is presently working on the 
differentiation of the types and levels of training which might be 
offered. There is the 11basic quarter," the 11advanced quarter," and 
the "internship program." These differing types of programs should 
be studied as such relate to the changes which result in the students 
who attend them. 
1 See Chapter I, pp. 15-16. 
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ADOPTEO BY THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
CLINICAL PASTORAL TRAINING 
OCTOBER 13, 1953* 
I. Defin~tion of Clinical Pastoral Education 
Clinical pastoral ea.uca tion i~ an opportunitY ror a -c.~.1eological 
~tua.ent or pa8tor to learn Pa~toral Care tnrougn interperponal relation~ 
in an appropriate center, Pucn ap a hoPpital, correctional inPtitution 
or otner clinical Ftituation, tvnere an integrated program of theory ana. 
practice i~ indivia.ually ~upervi~ed by a qualifled Cnapla~n-Bupervl~or 
witn tne collaboration of an interprofePAional Rtaff. 
II. Qualirlcation~ of tne Chaplain-Supervisor 
1. Grauuat~on from an accrea.ited tneological PChool, upon the 
completion of a tnree-year graauaLe cour~e beyond the Bachelor's Degree 
or it~ equivalellt. 
2. Or<iluar;l.on, an adequate period of paPtoral experience, and a.e-
nom~nat1onal. approval. 
3. At leaRt one year full-tlme of cllHJ.Cal pa~toral ea.ucation, and, 
in aduition, tnree mon~1~ of ~upervi~ed cl~nical teaching. 
4. Profe~sional competence, inclua.lng graduate stua.ie~, papt exper-
ience and demonPtratea. performance. GraduaTe degrees in appropriate 
fieldR witn cliu~cal orientat.J.on are recommended and may be evaluated 
a~ folJ.OWR: Six montus 1 crea.l t tolvara. clinical education may oe given 
for an approprla-r,e Doctor 1 R .Degree. 'T'hree montnR 1 crea.1t may be gl'ieH 
for an app~opria-r,e MaRter 1 P Degree. 
5. Per~ onal qu.all.:C.J.catlOW=l to be appraised by tne accrea.it~ng 
committee in a face-to-face interview. 
III. Requirement~ for the Clinical Training Center 
1. A chaplaincy service which is well establiRhed and recognized 
as a functioning part of the center, with a Chaplain accredited aR a 
Supervisor . (See II) 
2. A progressive inRtitution, oriented toward therapy or rehabili-
tation, ~erving an adequate number of patientP or inmateR accesRible to 
the Cnaplain 1 s program, maintaining an interprofeRRional staff available 
for continuous teaching of theological studentR. 
a. General appreciation within the inRtitution of the role of a 
chaplain, recognition of theological RtudentP aR functioning memberR 
of the Chaplain 1 P .l)epartment and. adequate opportunity for them to work 
in significant and appropriate clinical ta~ks. 
b. An alert and cooperative adminiRtration and staff, who will be 
reaa.y to as~ume responRibility for implementing the clinical program. 
3. Maintenance phould be provided for ~tua.ent~ in training , or 
Pucn provi~ion~ a~ may be comparable to the internship program~ of 
other profePsional groupp in the in~titution. 
IV. Minimum E~~ential~ of Clinical Pastoral Education. 
1. A supervi~eu practicum in interper~onal relations. 
2. Writing of clinical note~ for conRultatlon with the Chaplain-
Supervi~or. 
*Adopted by the repre~entative~ of the Council for Clinical Training,In· 
the Institute of Pa~toral Care, Inc., the Lutheran Advi~ory Council on Pa~­
toral Care, ana the A~~ociation of Seminary Profe~~orR in the Practical 
FieldA. 
.J• .n. ~,;u.ur...L.uu..Lng eve~...Lua"Glon or 'the s'tUClent·~ experience and growth 
to be offered during the training period. 
4. Frequent a~~ociation with an interprofessional ~taff who are 
genuinely interested and qualified to teach Ptudents. 
5. Adequate provi~ion for group discuPsions, seminars, and other 
group experience for all students. 
6. A continuing concern for an integration of psychological, ethi-
cal and theological theory wi~h practical under~tanding of the dynamics 
of personality anu. facility iri interpersonal relations. 
7'• A written evaluation of thi~ experience to be maa.e by the 
stuaent to his Chaplain-Supervisor at the end of the training period. 
8. A final summary evaluation of the stuuent'~ work and capaci-
ties to be written at the end of the training period by the Chaplain-
Supervipor, discussed with the ~tudent, and witn hi~ knowledge, made 
available to the appropriate responsible parties. 
v. Mtnimum Program Recommended for Clinical Pastoral Education 
1. For the theological student who iP preparing for the parish 
mini!'!! try. 
a. An introductory course to clinical pastoral care during the 
entire academic year, with one day per week at an accredited center and 
under the direction of an accredited Chaplain-Supervisor who is a func-
tioning member of the staff of the centerj and/or 
b. Clinical pastoral education for twelve weeks, full time. 
2. For the student wno is seeking a MaPter 1 q degree in pastoral 
care, at least six months' clinical pastoral education, full time. 
3. For the advanced student preparing for the teaching of pastoral 
theology ana. pastoral care, an appropriate Doctor's Degree with at least 
nine months, full time, of clinical pastoral education, and,in addition, 
three months of supervised teaching of pastoral care. 
VI. Special Recommendations 
1. For pastors and other religiou~ worker~ ~eeking additional 
trainlng. 
a. Full time participation in clinical pastoral education for 
six to twelve week~ is recommenued. 
b. Where this is not possible, participation in orientation pro-
grams at an accrediteu center is recommended. 
2. For cnaplains serving full time, at least twelve months of full-
time clinical pastoral education i~ recommended, six months of which is 
to be in tne type of institution in which he serves. Where this stan-
uard has not yet been attained, institutional administrator~ are en-
couraged to relea~e their chaplains periodically for the nece~~ary 
training. 
(Proceedings of the Fifth National Conference on Clinical Pa~toral 
Education) 
CLINICAL EDUCATION 
For tne Pastoral Ministry 
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AT 1 6 P. F. TEST P R 0 F I L E 
a: Raw Score Stan- STANDARD TEN SCORE (STEN) [use dots] 0 
------ dard LOW SCORE HIGH SCORE ~ 
~ Form Form Total Score DESCRIPTION •Average• DC:SCRIPTION A B 1 2 3 4 . f f 7 8 9 1f 
- ------ ~~~r. '~-+-+ ' 
A Aloof, Cold ........... . ... ·+·+·+·+!+·+·+·+·+· ........... Warm, Sociable (Schizothymia) (Cyclothymia) 
--------
B Dull, Low Capacity ........ ·+·+·+·+ . + . +-+·+·+· . ........ Bright, Intelligent (Low "g") (High "g") 
--------
c Emotional, Unstable .... . .. ·+·+·+·+ . + . +-+·+·+· . ....... .. ... Mature, Calm (Low Ego Strength) · (High Ego Strength) 
--------
E Submissive, Mild .......... ·+·+·+ · + . + . +-+·+·+· . . . . .. Dominant, Aggressive (Submissiveness) (Dominance) 
--------
F Glum, Silent .............. ·+·+·+·+ . + . +-+·+·+· . .... Enthusiastic, Talkative (Desurgency) (Surgency) 
--------
G Casual, Undependable ... . . ·+·+·+·+ . + . +-+·+·+· . .. . Conscientious, Persistent (Low Super Ego Strength) (High Super Ego Strength) 
--------
H Timid, Shy .............. . ·+·+·+·+ . + . +-+ ·+·+· . ..... . Adventurous, "Thick (Threctia) Skinned" (Parmia) 
--------
I Tough, Realistic ........... -+·+·+·+ . + . +-+-+-+- . .... .. Sensitive, Effeminate (Harria) (Premsia) 
--------
L Trustful, Adaptable ........ ·+·+·+·+ . + .. +-+·+·+· . ........ Suspecting, Jealous (Inner Relaxation) (Protension) 
--------
M Conventional, Practical .... . +. +. +. + . + . +-+-+-+ - . .... Bohemian, Unconcerned (Praxernia) (Alaxia) 
1 
--------
...... Sophisticated, Polished ! N Simple, Awkward ..... . .... -+·+·+·+ . + . +-+·+·+· (Naivete) (Shrewdness) 
--------
0 Confident, Unshakable ..... -+·+·+·+ . + . +-+-+-+ - ......... . Insecure, Anxious (Confidence) (Timidity) 
--------
Ql Conservative, Accepting .... ·+·+·+·+ . +. +-+·+·+· . .. . Experimenting, Critical (Conservatism) (Radicalism) 
--------
Q2 Dependent, Imitative . . .... -+·+·+·+ . + . +-+·+·+· ... Self -Sufficient, Resourceful (Group Dependence) (Self -Sufficiency) 
--------
Q3 Lax, Unsure .... .... ...... -+·+·+·+ . + . +-+·+·+· .......... Controlled, Exact (Low Integration) (Self Sentiment Control) 
--------
Q, Phlegmatic, Composed ..... -+·+·+·+ . + . +-+·+·+ . . .. ....... Tense, Excitable (Low Ergic Tension) ~t-t-t---t--t-~t-L (High Ergic Tension) 
12 3 4 56 7 8 9 
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IPAT ANSWER SHEET: THE 16 P. F. TEST, FORM B 
NAM SE AG OAT~-----------------------· 
First 
• b c 
EXAMPLES: 10 0 0 
• b c • b c 10 0 0 260 0 0 
• b c • b c 20 0 0 270 0 0 
• b c • b c 30 0 0 280 0 0 
• b c • b c 40 0 0 280 0 0 
• b c • b c 
sO 0 0 300 0 0 
• b c • b c 
sO 0 0 310 0 0 
• b c • b c 70 0 0 320 0 0 
• b c • b c 
eO 0 0 330 0 0 
• b 0 • b c 
•0 0 0 340 0 0 
• b c • b c 100 0 0 350 0 0 
• b c • b c 
nO 0 0 360 0 0 
• b c • b c 120 0 0 370 0 0 
• b c • b c 130 0 0 380 0 0 
• b c • b c 140 0 0 380 0 0 
• b c • b c 150 0 0 400 0 0 
• b c • b c 
160 0 0 41 0 0 0 
• b c • b c 
170 0 0 420 0 0 
• b 0 • b c 
1e0 0 0 430 0 0 
• b c • b c 
180 0 0 440 0 0 
• b c • b c 
200 0 0 450 0 0 
• b c • b c 
210 0 0 460 0 0 
• b c • b c 
220 0 0 470 0 0 
• b c • b c 
230 0 0 460 0 0 
• b c • b c 
240 0 0 480 0 0 
• b c • b c 
250 0 0 soD 0 0 
• 20 
Middle 
b c • 0 0 30 
• b c 
510 0 0 
• b c 
520 0 0 
• b c 
530 0 D 
• b c 
540 0 0 
• b c 
560 0 0 
• b c 
560 0 0 
• b c 
570 0 0 
• b c 
seD 0 0 
• b c 
saO 0 0 
• b c 
soD D 0 
• b 0 
&10 0 0 
• b c 
&20 0 0 
• b c 
830 0 0 
• b c 
840 0 0 
• b c 
&50 0 0 
• b c 
880 0 0 
• b c 
&70 0 0 
• b c 
880 0 0 
• b c 
saO D 0 
• b c 
700 0 0 
• b c 
71 0 0 0 
• b c 
nO 0 0 
• b c 
nO 0 0 
• b c 
740 0 0 
• b c 
750 0 0 
b 
0 
• 780 
• 
nO 
• 780 
• 780 
• 
soD 
• 
e10 
• 
e20 
• 
e30 
• 840 
• 
esO 
• 
eaO 
• 
e70 
• 
seD 
• 880 
• 
soD 
• 810 
• 820 
• 830 
• 840 
• &50 
• 
•0 
• 870 
• 880 
• 
•0 
• 1000 
ol 
~ 
~ ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
ost 
~ 
b 
Q b 
01 [] 
bl 
01 
b 
0 
b 
0 
b 
~ [] 
bl 
0 
b 
(Write M or F) (Nearest Year) 
• b c 40 0 0 
c • b c • b c • b c a b 0 1010 0 0 1260 0 0 1510 0 0 1780 0 
c • b c • b c a b c a b 
0 1020 0 0 1270 0 0 1520 0 0 mO 0 
c • b c • b t a b c • b 0 1030 0 0 1280 0 0 1530 0 0 mO 0 
c • b c • b c • b c • b 0 104D 0 0 1280 0 0 1540 0 D 1780 0 
c • b c • b c a b c a b 
0 1050 0 0 1300 0 D 1550 0 0 1800 0 
c • b c • b - c a b c • b 0 1080 0 0 1310 0 0 15&0 0 0 1e10 0 
c • b c • b c • b c • b 0 1070 0 0 1320 0 0 1570 0 0 1820 0 
c • b c • b c a b c a b 0 1080 0 0 1330 0 0 1580 0 0 1830 0 
c • b c • b c • b c a b 0 1080 0 0 1340 0 0 mO 0 0 1840 0 
c • b c • b t • b c a b 0 noD 0 0 1350 0 0 1800 0 0 1850 0 
c • b c • b c a b c a b 0 mO 0 0 1360 0 0 1&10 0 0 1aa0 0 
c • b c • b c a b c a b 0 mO 0 0 mD 0 0 1&20 0 0 1e70 0 
c • b c • b c a b c 0 mO 0 0 1380 0 0 1&30 0 0 END OF TESl 
c • b c • b c a b c 0 1140 0 0 1380 D D 1840 0 0 
c • b c • b c a b c 0 mO 0 0 1400 0 0 1&50 0 0 
c • b c • b c a b c 0 mO 0 0 1410 0 0 1880 0 0 
c • b c • b c a b c 0 mO 0 0 1420 0 0 1870 0 0 
c • b c • b c a b c D mO 0 0 1430 0 0 1880 0 0 
c • b c • b c a b c 0 mO 0 0 1440 0 0 16&0 0 0 
c • b c • b c a b c D 1200 0 0 1450 0 0 1700 0 0 
c • b c • b c a b c 
0 1210 0 0 1460 0 0 mO 0 0 
c • b c • b c • b c 
0 1220 0 0 1470 0 0 mD 0 0 
0 • b c • b t • b c 
0 1230 0 0 1460 0 0 mO 0 0 
c • b c • b c a b c 
0 124D 0 0 1480 0 0 1740 D D 
c • b c • b c • b c 
0 1250 0 0 1500 0 0 mD 0 0 
APPENDIX II 
A. 11 THE SIXTEEN PERSONALITY FACTORS TEST" VARIABLES 
1. ach Achievement: To do one's best, to be successful, to accomplish 
tas~requiring skill and effort, to be a recognized authority, to ac-
complish something of great significance, to do a difficult job well, 
to solve difficult problems and puzzles, to be able to do things better 
than others, to write a great novel or play. 
2. def Deference: To get suggestions from others, to find out what 
others think, to follow instructions and do what is expected, to praise 
others, to tell others that they have done a good job, to accept the 
leadership of others, to read about great men, to conform to custom and 
avoid the unconventional, to let others make decisions. 
3. ord Order: To have written work neat and organized, to make plans 
before starting on a difficult task, to have things organized, to keep 
things neat and orderly, to make advance plans when taking a trip, to 
organize details or work, to keep letters and files according to some 
system, to have meals organized and a definite time for eating, to have 
things arranged so that they run smoothly without change. 
4. !!h Exhibition: To say witty and clever things, to tell amusing jokes 
and stories, to talk about personal adventures and experiences, to have 
others notice and comment upon one's appearance, to say things just to 
see what effect it will have on others, to talk about personal achieve-
ments, to be the center of attention, to use words that others do not 
know the meaning of, to ask questions others cannot answer. 
5. ~ Autonomy: To be able to come and go as desired, to say what one 
thinks about things, to be independent of others in making decisions, to 
feel free to do what one wants, to do things that are unconventional, to 
avoid situations where one is expected to conform, to do things without 
regard to what others may think, to criticize those in positions of 
authority, to avoid responsibilities and obligations. 
6. !!£ Affiliation: To be loyal to friends, to participate in friendly 
groups, to do things for friends, to form new friendships, to make as 
many friends as possible, to share things with friends, to do things 
with friends rather than alone, to fonn strong attachments, to write 
letters to friends. 
7. ~ Intraception: To analyze one's motives and feelings, to observe 
others, to understand how others feel about problems, to put one's self 
in another's place, to judge people by why they do things rather than 
by what they do, to analyze the behavior of others, to analyze the 
motives of others, to predict hol"i others will react. 
8. sue Succorance: To have others provide help ~en in troUble, to 
seek encouragement from others, to have others be kindly, to have 
others be sympathetic and understanding about personal problems, to 
receive a great deal of affection from others, to have others do 
favors cheerfully, to be helped by others when depressed, to have 
others feel sorry when one is sick, to have a fuss made over one when 
hurt. 
9. dom Dominance: To argue for one's point of view, to be a leader in 
gro~ to which one belongs, to be regarded by others as a leader, to be 
elected or appointed chairman of committees, to make group decisions, 
to settle arguments and disputes between others, to persuade and in-
fluence others to do what one wants, to supervise and direct the 
actions of others, to tell others how to do their jobs. 
10. aba Abasement: To feel guilty when one does something wrong, to 
accept blame when things do not go right, to feel that personal pain 
and misery suffered does more good than harm, to feel the need for 
punishment for wrong doing, to feel better when giving in and avoiding 
a fight than when having one's own way, to feel the need for confession 
of errors, to feel depressed by inability to handle situations, to feel 
timid in the presence of superiors, to feel inferior to others in most 
respects. 
11. m:.!: Nurturance: To help friends when they are in trouble, to assist 
others les~. fortunate, to treat others with kindness and sympathy, to 
forgive others, to do small favors for others, to be generous with others, 
to sympathize with others who are hurt or sick, to show a great deal of 
affection toward others, to have others confide in one about personal pro-
blems. 
12. chg Change: To do new and different things, to travel, to meet new 
people, to experience novelty and change in daily routine, to experiment 
and try new things, to eat in new and different places, to try new and 
different jobs, to move about the country and live in different places, 
to participate in new fads and fashions. 
13. ~Endurance: To keep at a job until it is finished, to complete 
any job undertaken, to work hard at a task, to keep at a puzzle or 
problem until it is solved, to work at a single job before taking on 
others, to stay up late working in order to get a job done, to put in 
long hours of work without distraction, to stick at a problem even 
though it may seem as if no progress is being made, to avoid being 
interrupted while at work. 
14. ~ Heterosexuality: To go out with members of the opposite sex, to 
engage in social activities with the opposite sex, to be in love with 
someone of the opposite sex, to kiss those of the opposite sex, to be 
re~arded as physically attractive by those of the opposite sex, to par-
ticipate in discussions about sex, to read books and plays involving sex, 
to listen to or to tell jokes involving sex, to become sexually excited. 
15. !&& Aggression: To attack contrary points of view, to tell others 
what one thinks about them, to criticize others publicly, to make fun 
of others, to tell others off when disagreeing with them, to get re-
venge for insults, to become angry, to blame others when things go 
wrong, to read newspaper accounts of violence. 
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STUDY OF VALUES 
Third Edition 
The STUDY OF VALUES was originally published in 1931. Continued 
study by the authors resulted in a 1951 edition and now a third edition. 
Changes made in these revisions are described in Part 4 of this manual. 
PART 1 
PURPOSE OF THE TEST 
The Study of V rilues aims to measure 
the relative prominence of six basic inter-
ests or motives in personality: the theo-
retical, economic, aesthetic, social, politi-
cal, and religious. The classification is 
based directly upon Eduard Spranger's 
Types of Men (50), a brilliant work which 
defends the view that the personalities of 
men are best known through a study of 
their values or evaluative attitudes. Since 
it is undesirable for those who take the 
test to know too much about its theoreti-
cal basis beforehand, any mention or dis-
cussion of these six values should be 
deferred until the test has been taken. 
The scale is designed primarily for use 
with college students, or with adults who 
have had some college (or equivalent) 
education. Although the Study of Values 
is self-scoring it should be used only when 
there is supervision and guidance in the 
interpretation of the results by individ-
uals who have had considerable experience 
in psychological testing and personality 
theory. 
The test consists of a number of ques-
tions, based upon a variety of familiar 
situations to which two alternative an-
3 
swers in Part I and four alternative 
answers in Part II are provided. In all 
there are 120 answers, 20 of which refer 
to each of the six values. The subject 
records his preferences numerically by 
the side of each alternative answer. His 
scores on each page are then added and 
the totals transcribed onto the score sheet. 
The page totals belonging to each of the 
six values are then summed. After apply-
ing certain simple corrections these six 
total scores are plotted on a profile, so 
that the subject may see the significance 
of his standing on all the values simul-
taneously. 
Spranger's Types 
In selecting his six types, Spranger may 
be said to hold a somewhat flattering view 
of human nature. He does not allow for 
formless or valueless personalities, nor for 
those who follow an expedient or hedon-
istic philosophy of life. The neglect of 
sheerly sensuous values is a special weak-
ness in his typology. His attempt to re-
duce hedonistic choices partly to economic 
and partly to aesthetic values seems un-
o - - -- - 1.- ------- ------ -rr----
to the user to take a somewhat exalted 
view of the organization of personality-
neglecting both the "baser" values and 
values that are not permitted to reach the 
level of conscious choice -the limitation 
must be regarded as inherent in Spranger's 
original formulation. 
1 . The Theoretical. The dominant inter-
est of the theoretical man is the discovery 
of truth. In the pursuit of this goal he 
characteristically takes a "cognitive" atti-
tude, one that looks for identities and dif-
ferences; one that divests itself of judg-
ments regarding the beauty or utility of 
objects, and seeks only to observe and to 
reason. Since the interests of the theo-
retical man are empirical, critical, and ra-
tional, he is necessarily an intellectualist, 
frequently a scientist or philosopher.1 His 
chief aim in life is to order and systema-
tize his knowledge. 
2. The Economic. The economic man is 
characteristically interested in what is 
useful. Based originally upon the satisfac-
tion of bodily needs (self-preservation), 
the interest in utilities develops to em-
brace the practical affairs of the business 
world - the production, marketing, and 
consumption of goods, the elaboration of 
credit, and the accumulation of tangible 
wealth. This type is thoroughly "practical" 
and conforms well to the prevailing stereo-
type of the average American business-
man. 
The economic attitude frequently comes 
into conflict with other values. The eco-
nomic man wants education to be prac-
tical, and regards unapplied knowledge as 
waste. Great feats of engineering and ap-
plication result from the demands eco-
nomic men make upon science. The value 
of utility likewise conflicts with the aes-
1 It must not be thought that a high degree of 
talent or attainment is necessary to qualify a 
person for classification in this, or in any, type. 
According to Spranger a person can best be 
understood not by his achievements but by his 
interests and intentions. 
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mercial ends. In his personal life the 
economic man is likely to confuse luxury 
with beauty. In his relations with people 
he is more likely to be interested in sur-
passing them in wealth than in dominating 
them (political attitude) or in serving 
them (social attitude). In some cases the 
economic man may be said to make his 
religion the worship of Mammon. In other 
instances, however, he may have regard 
for the traditional God, but inclines to 
consider Him as the giver of good gifts, of 
wealth, prosperity, and other tangible 
blessings. 
3. The Aesthetic . The aesthetic man sees 
his highest value in form and harmony. 
Each single experience is judged from the 
standpoint of grace, symmetry, or fitness. 
He regards life as a procession of events; 
each single impression is enjoyed for its 
own sake. He need not be a creative artist, 
nor need he be effete; he is aesthetic if 
he but finds his chief interest in the artistic 
episodes of life. 
The aesthetic attitude is, in a sense, di-
ametrically opposed to the theoretical; the 
former is concerned with the diversity, 
and the latter with the identities of expe-
rience. The aesthetic man either chooses, 
with Keats, to consider truth as equiv-
alent to beauty, or agrees with Mencken, 
that, "to make a thing charming is a mil-
lion times more important than to make 
it true." In the economic sphere the 
aesthete sees the process of manufactur-
ing, advertising, and trade as a wholesale 
destruction of the values most important 
to him. In social affairs he may be said to 
be interested in persons but not in the 
welfare of persons; he tends toward indi-
vidualism and self-sufficiency. Aesthetic 
people often like the beautiful insignia of 
pomp and power, but oppose political 
··-···-·; ·----- . . --- ---- - - - - - - · .c 
of individuality. In the field of religion 
they are likely to confuse beauty with 
purer religious experience. 
4. The Social. The highest value for 
this type is love of people. In the Study 
of Values it is the altruistic or philan-
thropic aspect of love that is measured 
(see p. 9). The social man prizes other 
persons as ends, and is therefore himself 
kind, sympathetic, and unselfish. He is 
likely to find the theoretical, economic, 
and aesthetic attitudes cold and inhuman. 
In contrast to the political type, the social 
man regards love as itself the only suitable 
form of human relationship. Spranger 
adds that in its purest form the social 
interest is selfless and tends to approach 
very closely to the religious attitude. 
5. The Political. The political man is in-
terested primarily in power. His activities 
are not necessarily within the narrow field 
of politics; but whatever his vocation, he 
betrays himself as a Machtmensch. Lead-
ers in any field generally have high power 
value. Since competition and struggle 
play a large part in all life, many philos-
ophers have seen power as the most uni-
versal and most fundamental of motives. 
There are, however, certain personalities 
in whom the desire for a direct expression 
of this motive is uppermost, who wish 
above all else for personal power, in-
fluence, and renown. 
5 
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the religious man may be called unity. He 
is mystical, and seeks to comprehend the 
cosmos as a whole, to relate himself to 
its embracing totality. Spranger defines 
the religious man as one "whose mental 
structure is permanently directed to the 
creation of the highest and absolutely sat-
isfying value experience." Some men of 
this type are "immanent mystics," that is, 
they find their religious experience in the 
affirmation of life and in active participa-
tion therein. A Faust with his zest and en-
thusiasm sees something divine in every 
event. The "transcendental mystic," on the 
other hand, seeks to unite himself with a 
higher reality by withdrawing from life; 
he is the ascetic, and, like the holy men 
of India, finds the experience of unity 
through self-denial and meditation. In 
many individuals the negation and affir-
mation of life alternate to yield the 
greatest satisfaction. 
Mixtures. Spranger does not imply that a 
given man belongs exclusively to one or 
another of these types of values. His de-
pictions are entirely in terms of "ideal 
types ," a conception fully explained in his 
Types of Men . 
In discussing the Study of Values with 
his subjects, the examiner may find it con-
venient to have at hand this brief charac-
terization of Spranger's types. For a fuller 
account he should, of course, refer di-
rectly to Spranger's Types of Men. 
I 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
1. The Study of Values is self-adminis-
istering. 
It is not absolutely necessary to give 
verbal instructions to the persons taking 
the test. Yet, experience shows that it is 
well to give a special caution regarding 
one feature of Part I and one feature of 
Part II. 
In Part I it should be noted that the 
highest preference does not always come 
first in the series of two items. Whenever 
alternative (b) is preferred, the higher 
score will appear second in the series of 
two boxes. 
In Part II it is well to point out that the 
first choices (highest value judgment) 
should be given a score of 4, the lowest a 
score of 1. 
2. There is no time limit. 
Most subjects require about 20 minutes 
to answer the questions in the test. Al-
though they should not be stopped before 
finishing, they should be discouraged from 
spending too long a time over the ques-
tions. 
3. The test may be taken in a group or 
individually. 
If taken at home it is desirable to cau-
tion the subject against answering it in 
6 
collaboration with others, or against 
spending too much time on it. 
4. There should be no explanation of the 
purpose or construction of the test before 
it is taken. 
Bias of one sort or another is likely to 
affect the scores of those who are familiar 
with the significance of the questions. 
5. Omissions are permissible but un-
desirable. 
Guesses are frequently as significant as 
more deliberate choices, and omissions 
make the scoring more complex. 
6. Certain groups not familiar with psy-
chological tests need assurance and 
encouragement. 
If the examiner detects an air of sus-
picion or opposition among the subjects, 
it should be explained that the Study of 
Values is not a disguised scale for measur-
ing intelligence or social skills. The sub-
ject must be given to understand that the 
results will not be used in any way detri-
mental to him. Experience has shown 
that, with a little encouragement, even 
groups that are unfamiliar with psycho-
logical tests develop keen interest, espe-
cially if they are to be informed of their 
scores. 
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C. "STUDY OF VALUES 11 VARIABLES 
Now we would lilro you to rate the itens in still a different way. This tine 've 
want to get an idea of how you think Qiher people would rute you on these traits~ 
By OTHER PEOPLE we do not nean your closest friends and we do not nean casual 
passing acquaintances who know very little about you. We are referring to people 
in between these two extrenes. We are referring to people who know you well 
enough to hold opinions about you, but people who are not your five or six 
closest friends. Use the sane 5 point scale as before: 
Exanple: A rating of 3 for 11 caln and relaxed11 would indicate that 
you think other people would say you are caln and relaxed 
about half of the tine. 
Cautious and careful 
---
Tries to be center of attention 
---
_____ Gets angry easily 
____ Thoughtful and considerate 
---~Energetic and alert 
Tends to be aloof and snobbish 
---
---=Retiring and withdrnwn 
Tends to be boastful 
---
_____ Cooperative and ar,reeable 
_____ Sonewhat pessioistic and dejected 
Self-confident 
---
-----=Avoids conflicts and opposition 
-----=Reliable and dependable 
Nervous and tense 
---' 
----~Sonewhat shy ond self ~onscious 
_____ Objective and logical 
____ Suboissive: a follower, not a leader 
Sooewhat reckless and careless 
---
_____ Cheerful and optinistic 
_____ Insecure, not self-assured 
Sonewhat self-centered and inconsiderate 
---
_____ Cultured and refined 
D~cisive and forceful 
---
Sociable and outgoing 
---
Tends to be stubborn __ .... 
__ ...;Sonewhat annoying rnd irritating 
_Highly aobitious 
...___Oblic;ing and helpful 
Tends to be iooature 
---
KEY 
l •• ~Alnost never 
2ooeseldon 
~ ••• about holf of the tine 
4 ••• quite often 
5 ••• aloost all of the tine 
,_Sooewhat doninating Nane ________________________________ __ 
-3-
Now we would like you to rate these same items again. Last time you rated 
them in such a way as to give an idea of the kind of person you are. This 
time we want you to rate them in such a way as to give an idea of the kind 
of person you WOULD LIKE to be. Examine each trait and decide how often you 
would like that trait to be characteristic of you. Use the same five point 
scale as last time. 
Example: A rating of 4 for 11 calm and relaxed" would indicate that you 
would like to be calm and relaxed quite often. 
We don 1t want to know the kind of person you think you ought to be; instead 
W\3 1t1ant to know the kind of person you would like to be-.--
Cautious and careful 
Tries to be center of attention 
____ Gets angry easily 
____ Thoughtful and considerate 
____ Energetic and aler-t 
Tends to be aloof and snobbish 
____ Retiring and withdrawn 
Tends to be boastful 
___ Cooperative and agreeable 
____ Somewhat pessimistic and dejected 
Self-confident 
Avoids conflicts and opposition 
_Reliable and dependable 
Nervous and tense 
____ Somewhat shy and self conscious 
____ Objective and logical 
Submissive: a follower, not a leader 
____ Somewhat reckless and careless 
____ Cheerful and optimistic 
___ Insecure, not self~assured 
Somewhat self-centered and inconsiderate 
Cultured and refined 
Decisive and forceful 
Sociable and outgoing 
Tends to be stubborn 
____ Somewhat annoying and irritating 
__ Highly ambitious 
__ Obliging and helpful 
Tends to be immature 
Somewhat dominating 
-2-
KEY 
1. •• almost never 
2 ••• seldom 
J ••• about half of the time 
4 ••• quite often 
s ... almost all of the time 
Name 
--------------------
INV~TOnY OF PEaSO~mLITY fqA!TS 
Each of the 30 iteos listed below describes the way one night feel or net. Some 
of these trni ts describe feelings or actions which are characteristic of you 
alnost all of the tir1e~ Sorle describe feelings or actions which are character-
istic of you nlnost never. Others will fu.ll between these tw·o extrer:1es. Rate 
each iten on the basis of how often it is characteristic of you, using the key 
in the box below. 
Exaople: If you were rating the iteo "cnlo and relaxed11 and you gave 
that iteu a rating of _g_, that would indicate that you think 
you are seldoo _calo .aJJ.d,r~l(lxe.~. 
Rate each iteo. You should couplete all 30 iteos in about 5 oinutes, 
_____ Cautious and careful 
_____ Tries to be center of attention 
_____ Gets angry easily 
_____ Thoughtful and considerate 
----~Energetic and alert 
Tends to be aloof and snobbish 
---
Retiring nnd withdrawn 
---
Tends to be boastful 
----
____ Cooperative and agrcct<ble 
__ _.Sor..1ewhat pessinistic and dejected 
Self-confident 
---
_ __ Avoids conflicts aad opposition 
---~Reliable and dependable 
----~1Tervous and tense 
_Sonew·hat shy md self-conscious 
____ Objective and logical 
_____ Suboissive: a follower, not a leader 
Sonewhat reckless and careless 
----
____ Cheerful and optinistic 
----~Jnsecure, not self-assured 
l •• ~nlnos t never 
2.,.seldon 
3,,.abJut half of the tine 
4,,.quite often 
5, •• aloost all of the tine 
_____ Sonewhat self-centered and inconsiderate 
Cultured and refined 
---
Decisive and forceful 
---
___ Sociable and outgoing 
Tends to be stubborn 
---
_____ sooewhat annoying md irritating 
__ ...:Highly anbitious 
___ Obliging and helpful 
____ Tends to be ia~ture 
--...:Sonewha.t doninating Nan~----------·--------------------------
-1-
.... 
1(1 
Now we would like you to rate these same items again. J..ast nme you rate-a 
them in such a way as to give an idea of the kind of person you are. This 
time we want you to rate them in such a way as to g;ve a~1 idea of ~e kind 
of person you WOULD LIKE to t..e. Examine each trait and decide how often you 
would like that trait to be characteristic of you. Use the same five point saale 
as last time. 
Example: A rating of 4 for "calm and relaxed" would indicate that you 
would like to be calm and relaxed <l';lite often. 
We don't want to know the kind of person you think you ouijlt to be; instead 
we want to know the kind of person you would like to be. 
tactful 
--
rebellious 
trustful 
sympathetic 
dogmatic 
frank 
preachy 
patient 
proud 
democratic 
gentle 
rejecting 
boring 
compassionate 
--
progressive 
prejudiced 
defensive 
arlaptable 
stern 
respectful 
excitable 
--
demanding 
dignified 
sincere 
moralistic 
abrupt 
self-expressive 
---
KEY 
1 ••• almost never 
2 ••• seldom 
3 ••• about half of the time 
4 ••• quite often 
5 ••• almost all of the time 
under standing 
___ suspicious 
___ imaginative 
authoritarian 
---
...;.... __ warm 
sarcastic 
---
___ overly-pious 
___ accepting 
NAME. ____________________ _ 
.... 
Each of the 35 pastoral items listed below describes the way o:1e might feet or act. 
Some of these traits describe feelings or actions which are characteristic or you 
almost all of the time. Some describe feelings or actions which are character-
istic of you almost never. Others will fall between these two extremes. Rate 
each item on the basis of how often it is characteristic of you, using the key 
in the box below. 
Example: If you were rating the item "calm and relaxed" and you gave 
that item a rating of £, that would indicate that you think 
you are seldom calm and relaxed. 
Rate each item. You should complete all 35 items in about 4 minutes. 
ttactful 
---
rebellious 
---
trustful 
---
___ sympathetic 
___ dogmatic 
___ frank 
___ preachy 
___ patient 
___ proud 
democratic 
----
___ gentle 
___ rejecting 
___ boring 
---
compassionate 
___ progressive 
___ prejudiced 
defensive 
---
___ adaptable 
--;.;..:.-.;... __ stern 
___ respectful 
excitable 
---
___ demanding 
___ dignified 
sincere 
---
moralistic 
---
---~abrupt 
___ self-expressive 
KEY 
1 .•• almost never 
2 ••• seldom 
3 ••• about half of the time 
4 ••• quite often 
5 ••• almost all of the time 
___ understanding 
___ suspicious 
---
imaginative 
authoritarian 
---
warm 
---
sarcastic 
---
___ overly-pious 
----
accepting 
NAME 
-----------------------------
-2-
, 
Now we would like you to rate the items in still a different way. This time we 
want to get an idea of how you think other people would rate you on these traits. 
By OTHER PEOPLE we do not mean your closest friends and we do not mean casual 
passing acquaintances who know very little about you. We are referring to people 
in between these two extremes. We are referring to people who know you well 
enough to hold opinions about you. but people who are not your five or six 
closest friends. Use the same 5 point scale as before. 
Example: A rating of 3 for "calm and relaxed" would indicate that 
you think other people would say you are calm and relaxed 
about half of the time. 
tactful 
rebellious 
trustful 
sympathetic 
dogmatic 
frank 
preachy 
patient 
proud 
democratic 
gentle 
rejecting 
boring 
compassionate 
progressive 
prejudiced 
defensive 
adaptable 
sterfl 
respectful 
excitable 
demanding 
dignified 
sincere 
moralistic 
abrupt 
self-expressive 
KEY 
1 ••• almost never 
2 ••• seldom 
3 ••• about half of the time 
4 ••• quite often 
5 ••• almost all of the time 
___ understanding 
___ suspicious 
---
imaginative 
authoritarian 
---
___ warm 
sarcastic 
---
___ overly-pious 
___ accepting 
NAME 
-------------------------
- 3-
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APPENDIX II 
D. SELF-CONCEPT TEST 
:·· 
' STUDENT 1 2 3 4 5 6 
................. ······· .... ······-··· .. ; ............... ,;. ... ··········t·········· ··· ~ ... . 
1 
-
2 
-
3 
-
4 
-
5-
.OC -
7 
KEY 
a lrn ost never 
seldom 
about half the t ime 
quite often 
almost all of the time 
don1t know 
~ 
. . .. . ... '1 ~ . :" . . .. ' . :·· . . . :: .. . .. .. . ···i·~ .. . ... . 
s 9 1 o_ · t_• 1!11 z 1• 1 3 
i 
I 
j thoughtful and 
c .on!3i.dera_te 
tends to be aloof 
and snobbish 
. ........ · ........... . 1 ..... ... .. .. . 
····· ......... .. " ''""f' "'""' ········t····-··"''"'"1'' ' ..... ·- ·~"'''" " "''{· · · · : ... .. ....... ; .. ..... .. 
' l 
compassionate 
... ,.~.·: ;:;: .: :· :· ::.::·. .. . .... ........... ... .. . ... . .. .. ......... . 
gets angry easily 
sarcastic 
sincere 
: 
... ! ........ : ........ .. ...  i......... ... ,.... .. .. .. .... .; .......... .. ... ~ . 
r .... .............. !. ..... . 
.... l ..... ............ i. 
l 
I 
......... r ..... 
" 1'""' "'" 
i 
! 
~ 
""'''t'''"''''" . ·t ..... . 
I 
! 
.. -~ . . . 
! 
. ·I· 
! 
. .. ! ... ... ........ . 
~ 
! ............. ; ........ ; ............ L ............ L .... ... , ....... . 
; i ; : 
. . . 
.. ... .. .. .. ................................................ .. .................. .... ........... .:. ... ......... 4 ............... . ~ ................... . ; : . 
~ 
. ......... f""' ..... . 
cheerful and 
optim istic i?rejuCiic·e·<r .......... . ......... ! .. r ..... 
. .......... _ .. ...... ~ .. ;.. ..... _ .............. ...................................... .. ....... .... : ........ ""' "1"'" '"'""'" '; .... . 
somewhat annoying 
and irritating 
. . .. . .. ..... . . .... . .. ................. . ... ... .. ........ .. .. ,... .... . . . ~· "'"~"" "~"'"" . 
sympathetic 
"'"":'.'''""~''" ' 
' 
: ~ 
.. , .... ... :. . ... ·t·-- ... 
.. .. ----i------ ------+-· .. .......... ·-------!····---·--··j ···· ..... T 
i 
! 
I I 
i 
.. - ···-: .......... ·r· --- ---- t------------~- .. ... ....... ... .... . -+------· --·-- 1---· -- -.. t .... . 
l 
1-.. 
i 
I 
·r·· ..  
~ 
i 
! 
. ...  l..... .. ·:.·,_ i 1 ....... .... ... · - ·-·· ............. .... . ... , .••.••.•••.•• ••·•· . ......... .................... . .... = . .. ........ . .... ; .. .... . ··r. ... .. . .... · · ~ ···· ··· ...... ~ ............ ,.: ............ ........ .. . .. ~ . . ; . ... i . .............. ~.. .... . ........ .. _·,· ······"·' .........  · ................ .... __ .! ..... ! 
: ! i ! 
: i . : 
"'"""""'"''""·" '""i"· .. "'l"'" ........ . "f"'"'" ......... t ............ .. f . ... .. ... .. 
trustful 
............................................................. _ ............................................. : ................ ~ ................. l .......... .... l.......... . 
tends to be 
boastful 
. : i ! ! 
~ : j f 
! . 
! I 
........ --·t --· ..... ... , ............ , ............. .................... . 
tactful 
. . "'"'':" .... ""''t"'. 
' 
. T -1- ------ ---- -~----- ·r . i --- - -- - - ~ - - - -- --
·1 .. .. ........ · ....... 1...... .. .. i· ........ i .... · ··· ··r 
..... .. ................................................................. ~ .. .. ~ ........ .... ~ ....... . ...... , ............. f .... ............ ~ .. .............. ~ . 
nervous and tense 
! 
... ... , ....... ". ···; ......... . .. . ... ...... ...... .. .. . .. ....... .. . . .............. ... ...... .... .. .... ......... : .............. . ; .... .. ........ ·; .. .. 
patient 
·--···:r ...... -·l ·· · ·!· .. ........... ; 
warm 
.. J 
"!"'"'""' ' . 
i 
.... . . , ... ...... ! ove;~;-- ·;·~~-~-~ ... .......... ... ......................... , ........ ·r .....  
~ . 
rejecting 
i l 
"'""'"!" ! "t""' .... "i""" "" "' ;'""" 
understanding ! 
~ -~~-~-~h~ ~ .. --~-~-1'£- .. .. ...................... ... · -----------+------·--·----r---- -.. ----~---- - .......... ; .. --- -- -- ------- i· .............. , ..... .. - ·+· ---------1-
centered and inconsiderate ! 
... .. .. .. j .... 
: 
.. .... ~ 
j 
........ j ...... : 
' 
~ 
I 
. . 
~ 
i 
i 
i 
. ~·· ...... "l" ... . . .. .. .. 
: : 
·: .................. : ............. .,,; .. ........... [ ......... -.. ; ..... ........ . 
:.: ; t i 1 
j 
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APPENDIX II 
E. PEER PERCEPTION BATING 
APPENDIX II 
F. D'lPACT CARD - TWO SIDES 
Student ----~----­Patient 
Date -------------------
Location 
...,...--.--'~ Ward or Private 
----
Enjoyment Scale: Utility Scale: 
p c 
.t2 ___ Very or markedly en-
joyable 
tl ___ Moderately enjoyable 
t2 :_ :_Very or markedly 
helpful 
tl _ _ Moderately helpful 
0 _ Neither enjoyable 0 _ Neither helpful 
nor harmful 
Harmful 
nor displeasing 
-1 ___ Annoying or displeas- -1 
ing 
Factors influencing the situation 
Mood 
___ Ward atmosphere 
___ Physical state 
___ Personality characteristics per se 
other 
and/or explanation: 
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---c-~-
1. Has a chaplain been here? 
----- ·--·· 
Yes _, No 
-· 
0-c,uaem:. 
Date 
2. Do you know whether he was Protestant ____ , Row~n Catholic ____ , or Jewish ? 
How many times has he called on you? 3. 
4. 
5. 
Do you know hO\v he came to visit you? Rounds _, Referral _, Other __ • 
How long did he seem to stay? Couple of minutes __ , 5 min. __ , 
15 min. _, longer -----
6. What sorts of things did you talk about? (List.) 
10 min . _ , 
7. Were you glad to see the chaplain when he came? Yes _, No __ , Other __ _ 
8. Were you sorry to see him leave? Or did he stay too long? _. Neither? 
9. Aft er he left, did you f eel you would like to see him again? Yes ___ , No ___ , 
Other? 
10. (If answer to #7 is no) Would you like to see another chaplain? Yes ___ , No 
11. What was your r eaction to his visits? (Record.) 
12. Was there anything he said or did which you might t erm 11 comforting 11 , 
"reassuring", or "helpful"? (List.) 
13. Was there anything which he said or did which you might term "distressing", 
11upsetting 11 , or which tended t o make you mad? (List.) 
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ABSTRACT 
It was the aim of this dissertation to study the change which 
takes place in students in twelve weeks of clinical pastoral educa-
tion. More specifically, it was an exploratory study attempting to 
develop a methodology to evaluate change in one group of thirteen 
students in the Institute of Pastoral Care program at Massachusetts 
General Hospital and to discover the empirical relationships among 
the personality and behavioral variables being measured. This change 
was defined and examined in terms of the following questions: (1) Dur-
ing the intensive twelve-week period of clinical pastoral education do 
changes occur in the students with respect to the following four areas: 
(a) scores on personality tests and behavioral rating sca.les, (b) self-
1 
insight, (c) patient impact, and (d) insight into patient impact? 
(2) If changes do occur in any of these four areas, can these cha.nges 
be shown to be correlated with behavior in the other areas? (For 
example, is change in patient impact positively or negatively corre-
lated with self-insight?) (3) Is the type of impact which a clinical 
pastoral education student makes upon hospital patients correlated with 
any of the following four areas: (a) scores on personality tests and 
behavioral rating scales, (b) self-insight, (c) individual variables 
lpatient impact for the purposes of this dissertation was defined 
as the hospital patients' reactions to the pastoral visits of the stu-
dent chaplains in relation to the enjoyment and utility values of these 
encounters. The patients' reactions were rated by the students and 
subsequently by the chaplain-supervisors who interviewed the patients. 
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of impact, end (d) insight into impact on patients? This study was 
directly related to the underlying philosophy, methods, end goals of 
clinical pastoral educa tion. 
One of the problems which has hampered clinical pastoral edu-
cation in the past has been the lack of respectable measures to eval-
uate what takes place in, or the degree of success of , a twelve-week 
training period or program. There has been a question as to whether 
or not the methods of a clinical training program lead toward the 
realization of its goals, and, therefore, whether or not the under-
lying educational theory is sound and realistic. There is a need 
for a methodology which meets the standards of the behavioral sciences. 
It was hoped that this study, though an exploratory one, might offer 
some leads and help in this area as its own methodology was developed 
and set forth. 
One of the questi ons which has continued to baffle pastors 
in their ministry to people is: "How do I know how people are 
responding to my pastoral approachTH It was a major aim of the 
methodology of this study to develop an approach to evaluating 
pastoral effectiveness. This has been a mea sure long needed in 
clinical pastoral education. Our impact mea sure as to the ef-
fectiveness of the students' pastoral calls used the criterion 
of the students' and supervisors' perception of the patients' reac-
tions to the calls of the students. The chaplain-supervisors 
later interviewed the patients upon whom the students had called. 
The following personality tests and behavioral rating sca les 
were also used in this investigation: (1) 11The Sixteen Personal! ty 
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Factors Test 11 of Cattell, (2) 11 Edwards Personal Preference Schedule," 
(3) the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey "Study of Values," (4) the 11 Differential 
Aptitude Tests: Verbal Reasoning Test," (5) a self-concept test, and 
(6) a peer perception rating. The first five were available as stan-
dardized tests, the last two were developed for the purposes of this 
study. The methodology involved an intercorrelation analysis of 167 
variables from the mean group scores for the measures which were used. 
Let us briefly examine the results of the study. Most of the 
mean group scores with respect to the variables on the personality 
inventories and behavioral rating scales did not show significant 
change during the twelve-week period. There were a number, however, 
which did indicate significant change. (1) There were significant 
changes from the beginning of the program to the end with respect to 
the "Edwards Personal Preference Schedule" variables: (need for) 
achievement, order, dominance, and aggression. (2) There was a 
significant decrease in the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey "Study of Values" 
variable "social11 (motivation). (3) There was indication of signif-
icant increase in the mean group scores on the self-concept test 
in the area of discrepancy between "self" (as an individual views 
himself) and "social self" (as an individual feels others view him) 
in relation to thirty-five pastoral traits. (4) The results of the 
peer perception ratings presented a clear and consistent picture. 
There were indications of significant changes in mean group scores for 
seven of twenty variables on this rating scale. The changes were in 
the direction of lower peer ratings. One of the most striking results 
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was the indication of a progressive increase in peer rejection from 
the beginning of the program until the end. Considerable attention 
was given to this finding as possible interpretations were examined. 
Over-all peer rejection and increase in peer rejection appeared to 
be related more to the absence of certain desirable personality traits 
(compassion, sympathy, trustfulness, a non-rejecting attitude) than 
to the presence of certain undesirable traits. The order in which 
the students were ranked from the most rejected to the least became 
solidified by the midpoint of the program so that very little change 
was later indicated. The individuals who received the greatest re-
jection over-all were the individuals who received the greatest in-
crease in rejection from the beginning of the program until the end. 
(5) There was no change in personality insight or insight into pas-
toral performance (impact) as these variables were operationally 
defined in the study. (6) However, there was a significant increase 
in the supervisors' ratings of the utility or usefulness of the stu-
dent chaplains' pastoral visits. (7) The students indicated a ten-
dency throughout the program to underevaluate the significance of 
their pastoral impact upon the hospital patients. 
Although it was emphasized that caution should be exercised with 
respect to drawing conclusions and generalizations from the results of 
the study in view of the small student sample and other limitations, 
models or personality types were constructed in relation to the con-
sistently high and low positive and negative correlations between the 
various personality and behavioral variables. Numerous significant 
relationships were noted. These correlations are indicative of the 
interrelationships of personality and behavior. (For example, they are 
indicative of the types of personality structure which lead to success 
or failure in pastoral visitation and to peer acceptance or rejection.) 
Several questions were raised as a result of the study. One of 
these was in relation to the adequacy of twelve weeks for clinical 
pastoral education. The final evaluation reports of the students sug-
gested that there was increased self-understanding, but this change 
was not reflected in the results of the self-insight measurement. Fur-
ther investigation is needed with respect to the relationship of self-
insight to self-awareness. The findings suggested that improvement in 
pastoral effectiveness was not directly related to insight. The change 
in the supervisors' ratings as to the usefulness of the students• pas-
toral calls indicated that clinical pastoral education was meeting one 
of its goals -- the translation of theory into practice. Further stud-
ies are needed at other centers of clinical pastoral education. 
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